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Preface

This volume contains the proceedings of the 20th Brazilian Symposium on Programing
Languages (SBLP 2016), held during September 22–23, 2016, in Maringá, Brazil.
SBLP is a well-established symposium, promoted by the Brazilian Computer Society
since 1996, and provides a venue for researchers and practitioners interested in the
fundamental principles and innovations in the design and implementation of pro-
gramming languages and systems. Since 2010, SBLP has been organized in the context
of CBSoft (Brazilian Conference on Software: Theory and Practice), co-located with a
number of other events on computer science and software engineering.

The Program Committee of SBLP 2016 was formed by 41 members from 10
countries. The symposium received 29 submissions, including 2 short papers, with
authors from 9 different countries. Each paper was reviewed by at least three reviewers
and most of them by four. Papers were evaluated based on their quality, originality, and
relevance to the symposium. The final selection was made by the program co-chairs,
based on the reviews and Program Committee discussion. The final program featured a
keynote talk by co-chair Yu David Liu (State University of New York, Binghamton),
12 papers in English, and 3 papers in Portuguese. The latter were presented at the
conference but are not included in these proceedings.

We would like to thank the authors, the reviewers, and the members of the Program
Committee for contributing to the success of SBLP 2016. We also want to thank the
members of the Organizing Committee of CBSoft 2016, for all their help and support,
and EasyChair, for once again making the paper submission process smooth and for the
invaluable help in organizing these proceedings. We do not want to conclude without
expressing our gratitude to Alberto Pardo, chair of the SBLP Steering Committee and
chair of the previous edition of SBLP, for all his support at the different stages of the
organization of the symposium.

September 2016 Fernando Castor
Yu David Liu
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Language Support for Generic Programming
in Object-Oriented Languages: Peculiarities,

Drawbacks, Ways of Improvement

Julia Belyakova(B)

I. I. Vorovich Institute of Mathematics, Mechanics and Computer Science,
Southern Federal University, Rostov-on-Don, Russia

julbel@sfedu.ru

http://mmcs.sfedu.ru/∼juliet/

Abstract. Earlier comparative studies of language support for generic
programming (GP) have shown that mainstream object-oriented (OO)
languages such as C# and Java provide weaker support for GP as com-
pared with functional languages such as Haskell or SML. But many
new object-oriented languages have appeared in recent years. Have they
improved the support for generic programming? And if not, is there a
reason why OO languages yield to functional ones in this respect? In this
paper we analyse language constructs for GP in seven modern object-
oriented languages. We demonstrate that all of these languages follow the
same approach to constraining type parameters, which has a number of
inevitable problems. However, those problems are successfully lifted with
the use of the another approach. Several language extensions that adopt
this approach and allow to improve GP in OO languages are consid-
ered. We analyse the dependencies between different language features,
discuss the features’ support using both approaches, and propose which
approach is more expressive.

Keywords: Generic programming · Object-oriented languages · Pro-
gramming language design · Type parameters · Constraints · Interfaces ·
Concepts · Type classes · Concept pattern · Multi-type constraints ·
Multiple models · C# · Java · Scala · Ceylon · Kotlin · Rust · Swift ·
Haskell

1 Introduction

Most of the modern programming languages provide language support for generic
programming (GP) [13]. As was shown in earlier comparative studies [4,7,8,14],
some languages do it better than others. For example, Haskell is generally con-
sidered to be one of the best languages for generic programming [4,7], whereas
mainstream object-oriented (OO) languages such as C# and Java are much less
expressive and have many drawbacks [1,3]. But several new object-oriented lan-
guages have appeared in recent years, for instance, Rust, Swift, Kotlin. Have
they improved the support for generic programming? To answer this question,
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
F. Castor and Y.D. Liu (Eds.): SBLP 2016, LNCS 9889, pp. 1–15, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-45279-1 1



2 J. Belyakova

we analyse seven modern OO languages with respect to their support for GP.
It turns out that all of these languages follow the same approach to constrain-
ing type parameters, which we call the “Constraints-are-Types” approach. This
approach is specific to object-oriented languages and has several inevitable lim-
itations. The approach and its drawbacks are discussed in Sect. 2.

Section 3 provides a survey of the existing extensions [2,3,17,24,25] for
object-oriented languages that address the limitations of OO languages [1] and
improve the support for generic programming: all of them add new language
constructs for constraining type parameters. We call the respective approach
“Constraints-are-Not-Types”. The advantages and shortcomings of this app-
roach as compared with the basic one used in OO languages are discussed; yet
we outline the design issues that need further investigation.

In conclusion, we argue that the “Constraints-are-Not-Types” approach is
more expressive than the “Constraints-are-Types” one. Table 1 is a modified
version of the well-known table [7,8] showing the levels of language support
for generic programming. It provides information on all of the object-oriented
languages and extensions considered, introduces some new features, and demon-
strates the relations between them.

Fig. 1. An ambiguous role of C# interfaces

2 Object-Oriented Approach to Constraining Type
Parameters

We have explored language constructs for generic programming in seven mod-
ern object-oriented languages: C#, Java 8, Ceylon, Kotlin, Scala, Rust, Swift.
As we will see, all of these languages adopt the same approach to constrain-
ing type parameters, which we call the “Constraints-are-Types” approach [3].
In this approach, interface-like constructs, which are normally used as types
in object-oriented programming, are also used to constrain type parameters.
By “interface-like constructs” we mean, in particular, interfaces in C#, Java,
Ceylon, and Kotlin, traits in Scala and Rust, protocols in Swift. Figure 1 shows
a corresponding example in C#: IPrintable is an interface; it acts as a type in the
array parameter xs in the PrintArr function, i. e. xs is an array of arbitrary val-
ues convertible to string, whereas in the InParens<T> function IPrintable is used
to constrain the type parameter T. This example is not of particular interest,
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but it shows a common pattern of how constructs such as interfaces are used for
generic programming in OO languages. Section 2.1 provides a survey of similar
constructs for GP in the modern object-oriented languages mentioned above.
The main problems and drawbacks of the approach are discussed in Sect. 2.2.

2.1 Language Constructs for Constraining Type
Parameters in Object-Oriented Languages

Interfaces in C#, Java and Kotlin. A classical interface describes methods and
properties of a type that implements/extends the interface. In C# and Java 7 only
signatures of instance methods are allowed inside the interface. Kotlin and Java 8
also support default method implementations. This is a useful feature for generic
programming. For instance, one can define an interface for equality comparison
that provides a default implementation for the inequality operation. Figure 2
demonstrates corresponding Kotlin definitions: the Ident class implements the
interface Equatable<Ident> that has two methods, equal and notEqual; as long
as notEqual has a default implementation in the interface, there is no need to
implement it in the Ident class.

Note that the Equatable<T> interface is generic: it takes the T type para-
meter that “pretends” to be a type implementing the interface, and this is
indeed the case for the function contains<T> due to the “recursive” constraint
T : Equatable<T>. The type parameter T is needed to solve the so-called binary
method problem [5]: the equal method of the interface is expected to operate on
two values of the same type (thus, equal is a “binary method”), with the first
value being a receiver of equal, and the second value being a parameter of equal.
T is an actual type of the other parameter, and it is supposed to be a type of
the receiver.

Interfaces in Ceylon. Ceylon interfaces are much similar to the Java 8 and
Kotlin ones, but the Ceylon language also allows a declaration of a type para-
meter as a self type. An example is shown in Fig. 3. In the definition of the
Comparable<Other> interface the declaration “of Other” explicitly requires Other

to be a self type of the interface, i. e. a type that implements this interface.
Because of this the reverseCompareTo method can be defined: the other and this

interface Equatable <T> {
fun equal (other: T) : Boolean
fun notEqual (other: T): Boolean { return !this .equal(other) }

}
class Ident (name : String) : Equatable <Ident > {

val idname = name.toUpperCase()
override fun equal (other:Ident): Boolean { return idname == other.idname }

}
fun <T : Equatable <T>> contains (vs : Array <T>, x : T): Boolean
{ for (v in vs) i f (v.equal(x)) return true;

return false; }

Fig. 2. Interfaces and constraints in Kotlin
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interface Comparable <Other > of Other
given Other satis f ies Comparable <Other > {

formal Integer compareTo(Other other);
Integer reverseCompareTo( Other other) { return other.compareTo( this ); } }

Fig. 3. The use of “self type” in Ceylon interfaces

values have the type Other, with the Other implementing Comparable<Other>, so
the call other.compareTo(this) is perfectly legal. Without “of Other” the Other

type can only be supposed to be a type of this, but this cannot be verified by
a compiler, so the reverseCompareTo method cannot be written in Java 8 and
Kotlin.

Scala Traits. Similarly to advanced interfaces in Java 8, Ceylon, and Kotlin,
Scala traits [14,15] support default method implementations. They can also have
abstract type members, which, in particular, can be used as associated types [11,
16]. Associated types are types that are logically related to some entity. For
instance, types of edges and vertices are associated types of a graph.

Just as in C#/Java/Ceylon/Kotlin, type parameters (and abstract types) in
Scala can be constrained with traits and supertypes (upper bounds): the latter
constraints are called subtype constraints. But, moreover, they can be constrained
with subtypes (lower bounds), which are called supertype constraints. None of
the languages we discussed so far support supertype constraints nor associated
types. Another important Scala feature, implicits [15], will be mentioned later in
Sect. 2.2 with respect to the Concept design pattern.

Rust Traits. The Rust language is quite different from other object-oriented
languages. There is no traditional class construct in Rust, but instead it suggests
structs that store the data, and separate method implementations for structs. An
example is shown in Fig. 41: two impl Point blocks define method implementations

struct Point { x: i32, y: i32 , }
...
impl Point {

fn moveOn (& self , dx: i32, dy: i32) -> Point
{ Point {x: sel f .x + dx, y: sel f .y + dy } }}

...
impl Point {

fn reflect (& sel f ) -> Point { Point {x: - sel f .x, y: - sel f .y} }}
...
let p1 = Point {x: 4, y: 3};
let p2 = p1.moveOn (1, 1); let p3 = p1.reflect ();

Fig. 4. Point struct and its methods in Rust

1 Some details were omitted for simplicity. To make the code correct, one has to add
#[derive(Debug,Copy,Clone)] before the Point definition.
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trait Equatable { fn equal(& self , that: &Self) -> bool;
fn not_equal(& self , that: &Self) -> bool { ! sel f .equal(that) } }

trait Printable { fn print(& sel f ); }
...
impl Equatable for i32 {

fn equal (& self , that: &i32) -> bool { * sel f == *that } }
...
struct Pair <S, T>{ first: S, second: T }
...
impl <S : Equatable , T : Equatable > Equatable for Pair <S, T> {

fn equal (& self , that: &Pair <S, T>) -> bool
{ sel f .first.equal(&that.first) && sel f .second.equal(&that.second) } }

Fig. 5. An example of using Rust traits

for the Point struct. If a function takes the &self2 argument (as moveOn), it is treated
as a method. There can be any number of implementation blocks, yet they can
be defined at any point after the struct declaration (even in a different module).
This gives a huge advantage with respect to generic programming: any struct
can be retroactively adapted to satisfy constraints. “Retroactively” means “later,
after the point of definition”. Constraints in Rust are expressed using traits. A
trait defines which methods have to be implemented by a type similarly to Scala
traits, Java 8 interfaces, and others. Traits can have default method implementa-
tions and associated types; besides that, a self type of the trait is directly available
and can be used in method definitions. Figure 53 demonstrates an example: the
Equatable trait defining equality and inequality operations. Note how support
for self type solves the binary method problem (here equal is a binary method):
there is no need in extra type parameter that “pretends” to be a self type,
because the self type Self is directly available.

Method implementations in Rust can be probably thought of similarly to
.NET “extension methods”. But in contrast to .NET4, types in Rust also can
retroactively implement traits in impl blocks as shown in Fig. 5: Equatable is
implemented by i32 and Pair<S, T>. The latter definition also demonstrates a
so-called type-conditional implementation: pairs are equality comparable only if
their elements are equality comparable. The constraint <S : Equatable... is a
shorthand, it can be declared in a where section as well.

There is no struct inheritance and subtype polymorphism in Rust. Neverthe-
less, traits can be used as types, and due to this, a dynamic dispatch is provided.
This feature is called trait objects in Rust. Suppose i32 and f64 implement the
Printable trait from Fig. 5. Then the following code demonstrates creating and

2 The “&” symbol means that an argument is passed by reference.
3 Some details were omitted for simplicity. The following declaration is to be pro-

vided to make the code correct: #[derive(Copy, Clone)] before the definition
struct Pair<S : Copy, T : Copy>. Yet the type parameters of the impl for pair
must be constrained with Copy+Equatable.

4 Similarly to .NET, Kotlin supports extending classes with methods and properties,
but interface implementation in extensions is not allowed.
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use of a polymorphic collection of values of the &Printable type (the type of the
polyVec elements is a reference type):
let pr1 = 3; let pr2 = 4.5; let pr3 = -10;
let polyVec: Vec <& Printable > = vec![&pr1 , &pr2 , &pr3];
for v in polyVec { v.print (); }

Swift Protocols. Swift is a more conventional OO language than Rust: it
has classes, inheritance, and subtype polymorphism. Classes can be extended
with new methods using extensions that are quite similar to Rust method imple-
mentations. Instead of interfaces and traits Swift provides protocols. They can-
not be generic but support associated types and same-type constraints, default
method implementations through protocol extensions, and explicit access to a
self type; due to the mechanism of extensions, types can retroactively adopt
protocols. Figure 6 illustrates some examples: the Equatable protocol extended
with a default implementation for notEqual (pay attention to the use of the
Self type); the contains<T> generic function with a protocol constraint on the
type parameter T; an extension of the type Int that enables its conformance to
the Printable protocol; the Container protocol with the associated type ItemTy;
the allItemsMatch generic function with the same-type constraint on types of
elements of two containers, C1 and C2.

protocol Equatable { func equal(that: Self) -> Bool; }
extension Equatable { func notEqual (that: Self) -> Bool
{ return ! sel f .equal(that) }}
func contains <T : Equatable > (values: [T], x:T) -> Bool { ... }

protocol Printable { func print (); }
extension Int : Printable { ... }

protocol Container { associatedtype ItemTy ... }
func allItemsMatch <C1: Container , C2: Container

where C1.ItemTy == C2.ItemTy, C1.ItemTy: Equatable > ...

Fig. 6. Protocols and their use in Swift

2.2 Drawbacks of the “Constraints-are-Types” Approach

The Problem of Multi-type Constraints. Constructs such as interfaces or
traits, which are used both as types in object-oriented code and constraints on
type parameters in generic code, describe an interface of a single type. And this
has inevitable consequence: multi-type constraints (constraints on several types)
cannot be expressed naturally. Consider a generic unification algorithm [12]: it
takes a set of equations between terms (symbolic expressions), and returns the
most general substitution which solves the equations. So the algorithm oper-
ates on three kinds of data: terms, equations, substitutions. A signature of the
algorithm might be as follows:
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interface ITerm <Tm> { IEnumerable <Tm> Subterms (); ... }

interface IEquation <Tm, Eqtn , Subst > where Tm : ITerm <Tm>
where Eqtn : IEquation <Tm , Eqtn , Subst >
where Subst : ISubstitution <Tm, Eqtn , Subst >

{ Subst Solve();
IEnumerable <Eqtn > Split (); ... }

interface ISubstitution <Tm, Eqtn , Subst > where Tm : ITerm <Tm>
where Eqtn : IEquation <Tm , Eqtn , Subst >
where Subst : ISubstitution <Tm, Eqtn , Subst >

{ Tm SubstituteTm(Tm);
IEnumerable <Eqtn > SubstituteEq (IEnumerable <Eqtn >); ... }

Fig. 7. The C# interfaces for the Unification algorithm

Subst Unify <Tm, Eqtn , Subst > (IEnumerable <Eqtn >)

But a bunch of functions have to be provided to implement the algorithm:
Subterms : Tm → IEnumerable<Tm>, Solve : Eqtn → Subst,
SubstituteTm : Subst × Tm → Tm,
SubstituteEq : Subst × IEnumerable<Eqtn> → IEnumarable<Eqtn>,
and some others. All these functions are needed for unification at once, hence it
would be convenient to have a single constraint that relates all the type para-
meters and provides the functions required:
Subst Unify <Tm, Eqtn , Subst > (IEnumerable <Eqtn >)

where <single constraint >

But in the languages considered in the previous section the only thing one can do5

is to define three different interfaces for terms, equations, and substitution, and
then separately constrain every type parameter of the Unify<> with a respective
interface. Figure 7 shows the C# interface definitions. To set up a relation between
mutually dependent interfaces, several type parameters are used: Tm for terms,
Eqtn for equations, and Subst for substitution. The parameters are repeatedly
constrained with the appropriate interfaces in every interface definition. Those
constraints are to be stated in a signature of the unification algorithm as well:
Subst Unify <Tm, Eqtn , Subst > (IEnumerable <Eqtn >)

where Tm : ITerm <Tm>
where Eqtn : IEquation <Tm, Eqtn , Subst >
where Subst : ISubstitution <Tm, Eqtn , Subst >

There is one more thing to notice here — interfaces are used in both roles in the
same piece of code: the IEnumerable<Eqtn> interface is used as a type, whereas
other interfaces in the where sections are used as constraints. So the semantics
of the interface construct is ambiguous.

The Lack of Language Support for Multiple Models. For simplicity, in
this part of the paper we call “constraint” any language construct that is used

5 The Concept design pattern can also be used, but it has its own drawbacks. We will
discuss concept pattern later, in Sect. 2.2.
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to describe constraints, while the way in which types satisfy the constraints we
call “model”. All of the object-oriented languages considered earlier allow having
only one, unique model of a constraint for the given set of types. And indeed this
makes sense for the languages where “Constraints-are-Types” philosophy works,
because it is not clear what to do with types that could implement interfaces (or
any other similar constructs) in several ways. But how does this affect generic
programming? It turns out that sometimes it is desirable to have multiple models
of a constraint for the same set of types. For instance, one could imagine sets
of strings with case-sensitive and case-insensitive equality comparison; another
common example is the use of different orderings on numbers, yet different graph
implementations, and so on. Thus, with respect to generic programming, the
absence of multiple models is rather a problem than a benefit. Without extending
the language the problem of multiple models can be solved in two ways:

1. Using the Adapter pattern. If one wants the type Foo to implement the inter-
face IEquatable<Foo> in a different way, an adapter of Foo, the Foo1 that
implements IEquatable<Foo1> can be created. This adapter then can be used
instead of Foo whenever the Foo1-style comparison is required. An obvious
shortcoming of this approach is the need to repeatedly wrap and unwrap Foo

values; in addition, code becomes cumbersome.
2. Using the Concept pattern, which is considered below.

Concept Pattern. The Concept design pattern [15] eliminates two problems:

1. First, it enables retroactive modeling of constraints, which is not supported
in languages such as C#, Java, Ceylon, Kotlin, or Scala.

2. Second, it allows defining multiple models of a constraint for the same set of
types.

The idea of the Concept pattern is as follows: instead of constraining type
parameters, generic functions and classes take extra arguments that provide
a required functionality — “concepts”. Figure 8 shows an example: in the case
of the Concept pattern the constraint T : IComparable<T> is replaced with an
extra argument of the type IComparer<T>. The IComparer<T> interface represents
a concept of comparing: it describes an interface of an object that can compare

// Type Parameter Constraints
interface IComparable <T> { int CompareTo(T other ); }
void Sort <T>(T[] values) where T : IComparable <T> { ... }
class SortedSet <T> where T : IComparable <T> { ... }

// Concept Pattern
interface IComparer <T> { int Compare (T x, T y); }
void Sort <T>(T[] values, IComparer <T> cmp) { ... }
class SortedSet <T> { private IComparer <T> cmp; ...

public SortedSet(IComparer <T> cmp) { ... } ... }

Fig. 8. The use of the Concept design pattern in C#
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values of the type T. As long as one can define several classes implementing the
same interface, different “models” of the IComparer<T> “concept” can be passed
into Sort<T> and SortedSet<T>.

This pattern is widely used in generic libraries of mainstream object-oriented
languages such as C# and Java; it is also used in Scala. Due to implicits [14,
15], the use of the Concept pattern in Scala is a bit easier: in most cases an
appropriate “model” can be found by a compiler implicitly, so there is no need
to explicitly pass it at a call site6. Nevertheless, the pattern has two substantial
drawbacks. First of all, it brings run-time overhead, because every object of a
generic class with constraints has at least one extra field for the “concept”, while
generic functions with constraints take at least one extra argument. The second
drawback, which we call models-inconsistency, is less obvious but may lead to
very subtle errors. Suppose we have s1 of the type HashSet<String> and s2 of
the same type, provided that s1 uses case-sensitive equality comparison, s2 —
the case-insensitive one. Thus, s1 and s2 use different, inconsistent models of
comparison. Now consider the following function:
static HashSet <T> GetUnion <T>(HashSet <T> a, HashSet <T> b)
{ var us = new HashSet <T>(a, a.Comparer ); us.UnionWith(b); return us; }

Unexpectedly, the result of GetUnion(s1, s2) could differ from the result of
GetUnion(s2, s1). Despite the fact that s1 and s2 have the same type, they use
different comparators, so the result depends on which comparator was chosen to
build the union. Comparators are run-time objects, so the models-consistency
cannot be checked at compile time.

3 The “Constraints-are-Not-Types” Approach
to Constraining Type Parameters

In contrast to object-oriented languages discussed in Sect. 2, type classes [10] in
the Haskell language are not used as types, they are used as constraints only.
Inspired by the design of type classes, several language extensions for C# and
Java have been developed. For defining constraints all these extensions suggest
new language constructs that have no self types and cannot be used as types.
They describe requirements on type parameters in an external way; therefore,
retroactive constraints satisfaction (retroactive modeling) is automatically pro-
vided. Besides retroactive modeling, an integral advantage of such kind of con-
structs is that multi-type constraints can be easily and naturally expressed using
them; yet there is no semantic ambiguity which arises when the same construct,
such as a C# interface, is used both as a type and constraint, as in the example
below:
void Sort <T>( ICollection <T>) where T : IComparable <T>;

Here ICollection<T> and IComparable<T> are generic interfaces, but the former
is used as a type whereas the latter is used as constraint.
6 Scala is often blamed for its complex rules of implicits resolution: sometimes it is

not clear which implicit object is to be used.
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JavaGI Generalized Interfaces. JavaGI [24] provides multi-headed generalized

interfaces that adopt several features from Haskell type classes [23] and describe
interfaces of several types. There is no self type in such interface, it cannot be
used as a type. An example of multi-headed interface is shown in Fig. 9: the UNIFY

interface contains all the functions required by the unification algorithm consid-
ered in Sect. 2.2; the requirements on three types (term, equation, substitution)
are defined at once in a single interface. Note how succinct is this definition as
compared with the one in Fig. 7.

interface UNIFY [Tm, Eqtn , Subst] {
receiver Tm { IEnumerable <Tm> Subterms (); ... }
receiver Eqtn { IEnumerable <Eqtn > Split (); ... }
receiver Subst { Tm SubstituteTm(Tm); ... }}

Subst Unify <Tm, Eqtn , Subst >( Enumerable <Eqtn >)
where [Tm, Eqtn , Subst] implements UNIFY {...}

Fig. 9. Generalized interfaces in JavaGI

Language G and C++ Concepts. Concept as an explicit language construct
for defining constraints on type parameters was initially introduced in 2003 [19].
Several designs have been developed since that time [6,20,21]; in the large, the
expressive power of concepts is rather close to the Haskell type classes [4]. Con-
cepts were designed to solve the problems of unconstrained C++ templates [1,18].
A new version of concepts, Concepts Lite (C++1z) [22], is under way now. The
language G declared as “a language for generic programming” [17] also provides
concepts that are very similar to the C++0x concepts. Similarly to a type class,
a concept defines a set of requirements on one or more type parameters. It can
contain function signatures that may be accompanied with default implemen-
tations, associated types, nested concept-requirements on associated types, and
same-type constraints. A concept can refine one or more concepts, it means that
the refining concept includes all the requirements from the refined concepts.
Refinement is very similar to multiple interface inheritance in C# or protocol
inheritance in Swift. Due to the concept refinement, a so-called concept-based
overloading is supported: one can define several versions of an algorithm/class
that have different constraints, and then at compile time the most specialized
version is chosen for the given instance. The C++ advance algorithm for iterators
is a classic example of concept-based overloading application.

It is said that a type (or a set of types) satisfies a concept if an appro-
priate model of the concept is defined for this type (types). Model definitions
are independent from type definitions, so the modeling relation is established
retroactively ; models can be generic and type-conditional.

C# with Concepts. In the C#cpt project [3] (C# with concepts) concept mech-
anism integrates with subtyping: type parameters and associated types can be
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concept CEquatable[T] { bool Equal(T x, T y);
bool NotEqual (T x, T y) { return !Equal(x, y); }}

interface ISet <T> where CEquatible[T] { ... }

model default StringEqCaseS for CEquatable[String ] { ... }
model StringEqCaseIS for CEquatable[String] { ... }

bool Contains <T>(IEnumerable <T> values , T x)
where CEquatable[T] using CEq {... i f (cEq.Equal (...) ...}

Fig. 10. Concepts and models in C#cpt

constrained with supertypes (as in basic C#) and also with subtypes (as in Scala).
In contrast to all of the languages we discussed earlier, C#cpt allows multiple
models of a concept in the same scope. Some examples are shown in Fig. 10: the
CEquatable[T] concept with the Equal signature and a default implementation
of NotEqual, the generic interface ISet<T> with concept-requirement on the type
parameter T, and two models of CEquatable[] for the type String — for case-
sensitive and case-insensitive equality comparison. The first model is marked as
a default model7: it means that this model is used if a model is not specified at
the point of instantiation. For instance, in the following code StringEqCaseS is
used to test equality of strings in s1.
ISet <String > s1 = ...;
ISet <String >[using StringEqCaseIS] s2 = ...;
s1 = s2; // Static ERROR , s1 and s2 have different types

Note that s1 and s2 have different types because they use different mod-
els of CEquatible[String]. Models are compile-time artefacts, so the models-
consistency is checked at compile time. One more interesting thing about C#cpt:
concept-requirements can be named. In the Contains<T> function (Fig. 10) the
name cEq is given to the requirement on T; this name is used later in the body
of Contains<T> to access the Equal function of the concept. It is also worth
mention that the interface IEnumerable<T> is used as a type along with the con-
cept CEquatable[T] being used as a constraint; thus, the role of interfaces is not
ambiguous any more, interfaces and concepts are independently used for different
purposes.

Constraints in Genus. Like G concepts and Haskell type classes, constraints

in Genus [25] (an extension for Java) are used as constraints only. Figure 11
demonstrates some examples: the Eq[T] constraint, which is used to constrain
the T in the Set[T] interface; the model of Eq[String] for case-insensitive equal-
ity comparison; the multi-parameter constraint GraphLike[V, E], and the type-
conditional generic model DualGraph[V,E]. Methods in Genus classes/interfaces
can impose additional constraints:
interface List[E] { boolean remove(E e) where Eq[E]; ... }

7 The default model can be generated automatically for a type if the type conforms
to a concept, i. e. it provides methods required by the concept.
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constraint Eq[T] { boolean T.equals(T other); }
constraint GraphLike[V, E] { V E.source (); ... }

interface Set[T where Eq[T]] { ... }

model CIEq for Eq[String] { ... } // case - insensitive model

model DualGraph[V,E] for GraphLike[V,E] where GraphLike[V,E] g
{ V E.source () { return this .(g.sink)(); } ... }

Fig. 11. Constraints and models in Genus

Here the List[] interface can be instantiated by any type, but the remove method
can be used only if the type E of elements satisfies the Eq[E] constraint. This
feature is called model genericity.

Just as C#cpt, Genus supports multiple models and automatic generation of
the natural model, which is the same thing as the default model in C#cpt. Models-
consistency can also be checked at compile time. In Genus this feature is called
model-dependent types. As well as in C#cpt, constraint-requirements in Genus can
be named; the example is shown in Fig. 11: g is a name of the GraphLike[V,E]

constraint required by the DualGraph[V,E] model.

Table 1. The levels of support for generic programming in OO languages
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Constraints can be used as types

Explicit self types − - − − −
Multi-type constraints

Retroactive type extension
Retroactive modeling
Type conditional models

Static methods a a a a

Default method implementation

Associated types
Constraints on associated types − − − − − −
Same-type constraints − − − − − −
Subtype constraints − −
Supertype constraints − −
Constraints refinement
Concept-based overloading b

Multiple models c d

Models-consistency (model-dependent types) −e −e −e −e −e

Model genericity −

aConstraints constructs have no self types, therefore, any function member of a constraint can be
treated as static function.
bC++ 0x concepts, in contrast to G concepts, provide full support for concept-based overloading.
cPartially supported with OverlappingInstances extension.
dG supports lexically-scoped models but not really multiple models.
eIf multiple models are not supported, the notion of model-dependent types does not make sense.
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

Taking into consideration what we have found out in Sects. 2 and 3, we draw a
conclusion that there are merely two language features concerning generic pro-
gramming that cannot be incorporated in an object-oriented language together :

1. the use of a construct both as a type and constraint;
2. natural support for multi-type constraints.

Using the “Constraints-are-Types” approach, the first feature can be supported,
but not the second; using the “Constraints-are-Not-Types” approach, vice versa.
Can we choose one feature that is more important? The answer is yes. It was
shown in the study [9] that in practice interfaces that are used as constraints
(such as IComparable<T> in C# or Comparable<X> in Java) are almost never used
as types: authors had checked about 14 millions lines of Java code and found
only one such example, which was even rewritten and eliminated. At the same
time, multi-type constraints, which can be so naturally expressed under the
“Constraints-are-Not-Types” approach, have rather awkward and cumbersome
representation in the “Constraints-are-Types” approach. Furthermore, the Con-
cept design pattern used in OO languages to provide the support for multiple
models has serious pitfalls, whereas with the “Constraints-are-Not-Types” app-
roach models-consistency can be ensured at compile-time if multiple models are
allowed. All other language facilities we discussed could be supported under any
approach. Therefore, we claim that the “Constraints-are-Not-Types” approach is
preferable.

Without sacrificing OO features, object-oriented languages can be extended
with new language constructs for constraining type parameters to improve the
support for generic programming. Nevertheless, further study is needed to iden-
tify an effective design and implementation of such extension. The existing
designs that support multiple models, C#cpt and Genus, have at least one essen-
tial shortcoming: constraints on type parameters are declared in “predicate-
style” rather than “parameter-style”. In Haskell, G, C#, Java, Rust, and many
other languages, where only one model of a constraint is allowed for the given
set of types, constraints on type parameters are indeed predicates: types either
satisfy the constraint (if they have a model that is unique) or not. But in Genus
and C#cpt constraints are not predicates, they are actually parameters, as long as
different models of constraints can be used. Unfortunately, the “predicate-style”
syntax does not correspond to this semantics. It misleads a programmer and
makes it more difficult to write and call generic code. Features such as multi-
ple dynamic dispatch, concept variance, and typing rules in presence of concept
parameters are also to be investigated.

Table 1 provides a summary on comparison of the OO languages and lan-
guage extensions considered: each row corresponds to one property important
for generic programming; each column shows levels of support of the proper-
ties in one language. Black circle � indicates full support of a property, �� —
partial support, � means that a property is not supported at language level,� means that a property is emulated using the Concept pattern, and the “−”
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sign indicates that a property is not applicable to a language. Related properties
are grouped within horizontal lines; some of them, such as “using constraints as
types” and “natural language support for multi-type constraints” are mutually
exclusive. The major features analysed in the paper are highlighted in bold. The
purpose of this table is to show dependencies between different properties and to
graphically demonstrate that the “Constraints-are-Not-Types” approach is more
powerful than the “Constraints-are-Types” one. There are some features that
can be expressed under any approach, such as static methods, default method
implementations, associated types [11], and even type-conditional models.
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Abstract. Energy-aware techniques are becoming a staple feature
among compiler analyses and optimizations. However, the programming
languages community still does not have access to cheap and precise tech-
nology to measure the power dissipated by a given program. This paper
describes a solution to this problem. To this end, we introduce Jetson-
Leap, a framework that enables the design and test of energy-aware code
transformations. JetsonLeap consists of an embedded hardware, in our
case, the Nvidia Tegra TK1 System on a Chip Device, a circuit to con-
trol the flow of energy, of our own design, plus a library to instrument
program parts. We can measure reliably the energy spent by 400.000
instructions, about half a millisecond of program execution. Our entire
infra-structure – board, power meter and circuit – can be reproduced
with about $500.00. To demonstrate the efficacy of our framework, we
have used it to measure energy consumption of programs running on
ARM cores, on the GPU, and on a remote server. Furthermore, we have
studied the impact of OpenACC directives on the energy efficiency of
high-performance applications.

1 Introduction

Compiler optimizations improve programs along three different directions: speed,
size or energy consumption. Presently, advances in hardware technology, coupled
with new social trends, are bestowing increasing importance on the latter [15].
This importance is mostly due to two facts: first, large scale computing - at
the data center level - has led to the creation of clusters that include hundreds,
if not thousands, of machines. Such clusters demand a tremendous amount of
power, and ask for new ways to manage the tradeoff between energy consumption
and computing power [1]. Second, the growing popularity of smartphones has
brought in the necessity to lengthen the battery life of portable devices. And yet,
despite this clear importance, researchers still lack precise, simple and affordable
technology to measure power consumption in computing devices. This deficiency
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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provides room for inaccuracies and misinformation related to energy-aware pro-
gramming techniques [14,19,22].

Among the sources of inaccuracies, lies the ever-present question: how to
measure energy consumption in computers? Given that the answer to such ques-
tion does not meet consensus among researchers, conclusions drawn based on
potential answers naturally lack unanimity. For instance, Vetro et al. [20] have
described a series of patterns for the development of energy-friendly software.
However, our attempt to reproduce these patterns seem to indicate that they are
rather techniques to speedup programs; hence, the energy savings they provide
are a consequence of a faster runtime. This strong correlation between energy
consumption and execution time has already been observed previously [22]. As
another anecdotal case, Leal et al. [9,10] have used a system of image acquisition
to take pictures each one second of a energy display, in order to probe energy
consumption on a smartphone. Such creativity and perseverance would not be
necessary, had they access to more straightforward technology. In our opinion,
such divergences happen because the programming languages community still
lacks low-cost tools to measure energy reliably in computing devices.

The goal of this paper is to fill up this omission. To this end, we provide
an infra-structure to measure energy in a particular embedded environment,
which can be reproduced with affordable material and straightforward program-
ming work. This infra-structure – henceforth called JetsonLeap1 – consists of an
NVIDIA Tegra TK1 board, a power meter, a simple electronic circuit, plus a code
instrumentation library. This library can be called directly within C/C++ pro-
grams, or indirectly via native calls in programs written in different languages.
We claim that our framework has three virtues. First, we measure actual – phys-
ical – consumption, at the device’s power supply. Second, we can measure energy
with great precision at the granularity of about 400,000 instructions, e.g., 100µs
of execution. Contrary to other approaches, such as the AtomLeap [11], this gran-
ularity does not require synchronized clocks between computing processor and
measurement device. Finally, even though our infra-structure has been developed
and demonstrated on top of a specific device, the NVIDIA Jetson board, it can
be reused with other gadgets that provide general Input/Output (GPIO) ports.
This family of devices include FPGAs, audio codecs, video cards, and embedded
system such as Arduino, BeagleBone, Raspberry Pi, etc.

To validate our apparatus, we have used it to carry out experiments which,
by themselves, already offer interesting insights about energy-aware program-
ming techniques. For instance, in Sect. 4 we compared the energy consumption
of a linear algebra library executing on the ARM CPUs, on the Tegra GPU,
or remotely, in the cloud. We have identified clear phases on programs that
perform different tasks, such as I/O, intensive computing or multi-threaded pro-
gramming. Additionally, we have analyzed the behavior of sequential programs,
written in C, after been ported to the GPU by means of OpenACC directives.
We could, during these experiments, observe situations in which the faster GPU
code was not more energy-friendly than its slower CPU version. The recipe to

1 LEAP (Low-Power Energy Aware Processing) is a name borrowed from McIntire [6].
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reproduce these experiments is, in our opinion, one of the core contributions of
this work.

2 Overview

Power, Energy and Runtime. Computer programs consume energy when they
execute. Energy – in our case electric power dissipated on a period of time –
is measured in watts (W). The instantaneous power consumed by any electric
device is given by the formula:

P = V × I (1)

where V measures the electric potential, in volts, and I measures the electrical
current passing through a well-known resistance. Therefore, the energy consumed
by the electrical device on a given period of time T = e − b is the integral of its
instantaneous consumption on T , e.g.:

E =
∫ e

b

VfI(t)dt = Vf

∫ e

b

I(t)dt = Vf

∫ e

b

Vs(t)
Rs

dt =
Vf

Rs

∫ e

b

Vs(t)dt (2)

Above, Vf is the source voltage, which is constant at the power source. To
obtain I we utilize a shunt resistor of resistance Rs. Thus, by measuring Vs

at the resistor, we get, from Ohm’s Law, the value of I = Vs/Rs. One of the
contributions of this work is a simple circuit of well-known Rs, plus an apparatus
to measure Vs with high precision in very short intervals of time. This circuit
can be combined with different hardware. In this paper, we have coupled it with
the NVIDIA TK1 Board, which we shall describe next.

The NVIDIA TK1 Board. All the measurements that we shall report on this
paper have been obtained on top of an NVIDIA “Jetson TK1” board, which con-
tains a Tegra K1 system on a chip device, and runs Linux Ubuntu. Tegra has been
designed to support devices such as smartphones, personal digital assistants, and
mobile Internet devices. Moreover, since its debut, this hardware has seen service
in cars (Audi, Tesla Motors), video games and high-tech domestic appliances.
We chose the Tegra as the core pillar of our energy measurement system due
to two factors: first, it has been designed with the clear goal of being energy
efficient [18]; second, this board gives us a heterogeneous architecture, which
contains:

– four 32-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A15 CPUs running at up to 2.3 GHz.
– a Kepler GPU with 192 ALUs running at up to 852 MHz.

Thus, from a research standpoint, this board lets us experiment with several
different techniques to carry out energy efficient compiler optimizations. For
instance, it lets us offload code to the local GPU or to a remote server; it lets
us scale frequency up and down, according to the different phases of the pro-
gram execution, and it gives ways to send signals to the energy measurement
apparatus, as we shall explain in Sect. 3.
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Fig. 1. Example showing the energy consumed at different phases of a matrix multi-
plication program.

JetsonLEAP in one Example. Before we move on to explain how our energy-
measurement platform works, we shall use Fig. 1 to illustrate which kind of
information we can produce with it. Further examples shall be discussed in
Sect. 4. That figure shows a chart that we have produced with JetsonLeap, for
a program that performs three different tasks: (i) it initializes two 3000 × 3000
matrices; (ii) it multiplies these matrices locally; and (iii) it sends these matrices
to a remove server, and reads back the product matrix, which was constructed
remotely. Notice that phases (ii) and (iii) represent the same operation, except
that in the former case the multiplication happens locally, and in the latter it
happens remotely.

We have forced the main program thread to sleep for 10 s in between each
task. In this way, we have made it visually noticeable the beginning and the
ending of each phase of the program. These marks, e.g., a 10 s low on the energy
chart, lets us already draw one important conclusion about this program: it is
better, from an energy perspective, to offload matrix multiplication, instead of
performing it locally. However, this modus operand is far from being ideal. Its
main shortcoming is the fact that it makes it virtually impossible to measure the
energy consumed by program events of very small duration. Additionally, this
modus operandi bestows too much importance on visual inspection. We could,
in principle, apply some border detection algorithm to detect changes in the
energy pattern of the program. However, our own experience has shown that at
a very low scale, border detection becomes extremely imprecise. One of the main
contributions of this paper is to demonstrate that it is possible to mark – in an
unambiguous way – different moments in the execution of a program.

3 The Infra-Structure of Energy Measurement

The infra-structure of energy measurement that we provide consists of two parts:
on the hardware side, we have an electric circuit that enables or disables the
measurement of energy, according to program signals; on the software side, we
have a library that gives developers the means to toggle energy acquisition; plus
a program that reads the output of the power meter, and produces a report to
the user. In this section we describe each one of these elements.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the circuit that we use to measure energy in the Jetson
board.

Hardware. Figure. 2 shows the electric circuit that we use to control the mea-
surement of energy. This circuit enables or disables the power measurement,
once it links or not the power meter’s probes to the shunt resistor edges. This
measurement is controlled by signals which are issued from the target program,
in such a way that only regions of interest within the code are probed. The
circuit is formed by the following components: 1 relay of 5 V2, a resistance of
0.1Ω and 5 W, a resistance of 4.7 KΩ and 0,25 W, a transistor BC547, 1 flyback
diode, 10 mini electric cables, 2 connectors with sockets to feed the board, and a
protoboard. All in all, these components can be acquired with less than $ 20.00.
Figure 3 (Left) shows how the circuit looks like in practice.

The measurement of power spent by the circuit is controlled by the General
Purpose I/O (GPIO) pin of the Jetson board. The GPIO port can be activated
from any software that runs on the board. Each hardware defines GPIO ports in
different ways. In our particular case, the Jetson has eight such ports, which we
have highlighted in Fig. 3 (Right). Besides, the 5 V supply and the Ground pins,
can be found in the same figure. According to the Jetson’s programming sheet,
these ports are installed on the pins: 40, 43, 46, 49, 52, 55 and 58, in J3A2, and
50, in J3A13. Each port can be signalled independently.

2 http://voron.ua/files/pdf/relay/JQC-3F(T73).pdf.
3 http://elinux.org/Jetson/GPIO.

http://voron.ua/files/pdf/relay/JQC-3F(T73).pdf
http://elinux.org/Jetson/GPIO
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Fig. 3. A picture of our apparatus. (Left) The overall setup. (Right) The ports on the
Jetson board. (Down) Detailed view of the circuit.

Figure 2 shows that in the absence of positive signals in the GPIO port, the
two cables of the power meter perform readings at the same logical region, which
gives us a voltage of zero. Hence, energy will be zero as well. On the other hand,
in face of a positive signal, the transistor lets energy flow until the relay, powering
up its coil. In this way, the cables of the power meter become linked with the
shunt resistor, enabling the start of the power measurement. From Eq. 2, the
difference in voltage lets us probe the current at the shunt, which, in turn, gives
us a way to know the current that flows into the Jetson board.

Software. The software layer of our apparatus is made of two parts. First, we
provide users with a simple library that lets them send signals to the GPIO
port. Additionally, this library contains routines to record which ports are in
use, and to log events already performed. Figure 4 shows a program that toggles
the energy measurement circuit twice.

The second part of our software layer is an interface with the data acquisition
tool. We are currently using a National Instruments 6009 DAQ. During our
first toils with this device, we have been using LabView4 to read its output.
4 http://www.ni.com/labview/pt/.

http://www.ni.com/labview/pt/
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Fig. 4. Activation/deactivation of power data acquisition through program instrumen-
tation. The exact behavior of the program is immaterial – it is used for illustrative
purposes only.

LabView is a development environment provided by National Instruments itself,
and it already comes with an interface with the DAQ. However, for the sake of
flexibility, and in hopes of porting our system to different acquisition devices,
we have coded a new interface ourselves. Our tool, called CMeasure, has been
implemented in C++. It lets us (i) read data from the DAQ; (ii) integrate power,
to obtain energy numbers; and (iii) produce energy reports. Concerning (ii),
while on its idle state, our circuit still lets pass to the DAQ some noise, which
oscillate between −0.001 and +0.001 watts. The expected value of this data’s
integral is zero. Thus, by simply integrating the entire range of power values that
we obtain through CMeasure, we expect to arrive at correct energy consumption
with very high confidence.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In order to validate our energy measurement system, JetsonLeap, we ran several
different experiments on the NVIDIA Tegra TK1 board. The first one concerns
the precision of our apparatus. We are interested in answering the following
research question: what is the minimum number of instructions whose energy
budget we can measure with high confidence. The second batch of experiments
demonstrate the many possibilities that our platform opens up to the program-
ming languages community. These experiments compare the energy footprint
of sequential and parallel execution on the GPU, and the energy footprint of
local compared with remote execution of programs. For simplicity, all the exper-
iments using the Jetson’s CPU use only one CPU, even though the board has
four cores. We emphasize that these experiments, per se, are not a contribution
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Write Read

Fig. 5. Energy outline of a program that writes a sequence of records into a file, and
then reads them all.

of this paper; rather, they illustrate the benefit of our framework. Nevertheless,
these experiments are original: no previous work has performed them before on
the Tegra board. Before we start, we provide evidence that the power dissipated
by a program is not constant along its entire execution, even if it is restricted to
a single core within the available hardware.

Program Phases. Figure 5 shows the energy skyline of a program that writes
a large number of records into a file, and then reads this data. The different
power patterns of these two phases is clearly visible in the figure. We show this
example to enforce the fact that programs do not have always a uniform behavior
in terms of energy consumption. It may spend more or less energy, according
to the events that it produces on the hardware. This is one of the reasons that
contribute to make energy modelling a very challenging endeavour.

4.1 On the Precision of the Apparatus

We have used the program in Fig. 6 (Left) to find out the minimum number of
ARM instructions whose energy footprint we can measure. This program runs a
loop that only increments a counter for a certain number of iterations. By varying
the number of iterations, we can estimate the minimum number of instructions
that gives us energy numbers with high confidence. When compiled with gcc
4.2.1, the program in Fig. 6 (Left) yields a loop with only two instructions, a
comparison plus an increment.

Figure 6 (Right) gives us the result of this experiment. For each value of
INTERVAL, we have tried to obtain energy numbers 10 times. Whenever we obtain
a measurement, we deem it a hit; otherwise, we call it a miss. We know precisely
if we get a hit or a miss on each sample because we can probe the state of the
relay after we run the experiment. We started with INTERVAL equals 5,000, and
then moved on to 25,000. From there, we incremented INTERVAL by 25K, until
reaching 450,000. For INTERVAL equal to 5,000, we have been able to switch the
relay 3 out of 10 times. After we go past 325,000, we obtain 10 hits out of each
10 tries. These numbers are in accordance with the expected switching time of
our relay: less than one milisecond. Given that our ARM CPUs run at 2.3GHz,
we should expect no more than 2.3 million instructions per milisecond. From
this experiment, we believe that we can measure – with very high confidence –
energy of events that take around 400,000 instructions to finish.
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Fig. 6. (Left) Program used to measure precision of our apparatus. (Right) Chart
relating the number of correct measurements with the value of INTERVAL in the program
on the left. The Y axis gives us number of hits, out of 10 tries; the X axis gives us the
value of INTERVAL (in thousands).

4.2 CPU vs GPU

We open this section by comparing the energy consumption of a program run-
ning on the CPU, versus the energy consumption of similar code running on
the GPU. In this experiment, our benchmark suite is made of six programs,
which we took from Etino, a tool that analyzes the asymptotic complexity of
algorithms [2]. These programs are mostly related to linear algebra: Cholesky
and LU decomposition, matrix multiplication and matrix sum. The other two
programs are Collinear List, which finds collinear points among a set of samples,
and Str. Matching, which finds patterns within strings. All these are written in
standard C, without any adaptations for a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). To
compile these programs to the Tegra’s GPU, we have marked their mains loops
with OpenAcc directives. OpenAcc is an annotation system that lets developers
indicate to the compiler which program parts are embarrassingly parallel, and
can run on the graphics card. We have used accULL [13] to produce GPU bina-
ries out of annotated programs. Therefore, in this experiment we are comparing,
in essence, the product of different compilers, – targeting different processors –
when given the same source code. The code that runs on the CPU has been
produced with gcc 4.2.1, at the -O3 optimization level.

Figure 7 shows the amount of energy consumed by each benchmark. For each
one, we have used inputs of different sizes: small, medium and large. As we can
see, usually the GPU binaries spend more energy than their CPU counterparts.
The only two exceptions that we have observed are Matrix Multiplication and
String Matching. Figure 8 shows the runtime of each benchmark, for each input
size, on each processor. The GPU version is faster – for large inputs – in four cases:
Cholesky, Collinear List, Matrix Multiplication and String Matching. Notice that
this runtime, as well as the energy numbers, represent the entire execution of the
kernel, including the time to transfer data between CPU and GPU. However, in
either case we omit the time to initialize and check results, which happen in the
CPU, even for the GPU-based benchmarks. We can eliminate these phases from
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Fig. 7. Energy consumed by different programs, running either on the CPU, or on the
GPU.

Fig. 8. Runtime for different programs, running either on the CPU, or on the GPU.

our experiment – which are the same for both CPU and GPU-based samples –
because of our ability to turn off the energy measurement hardware whenever we
find it necessary.

Comparing the runtime chart with the energy consumption one, we realize
that, even though the GPU execution is faster for most programs, it usually
consumes more energy than the CPU. In fact, only “Matrix Multiplication”
and “Str Matching” give us the opposite behavior, in which the GPU consumes
less energy than the CPU. This result corroborates some of the conclusions
drawn by Pinto et al. [12], who have shown that after a certain threshold, an
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Fig. 9. A chart that illustrates the difference between power consumption by a program
running on the GPU and on the CPU.

excessive number of threads may be less energy efficient, even for data-parallel
applications. Notice that they have gotten their results comparing code running
on a multi-core CPU with a different number of cores enabled each time. Figure 9
supports our observation. It shows a program that performs matrix summation,
first on the GPU, and then on the CPU. The difference in power consumption
makes it easy to tell each phase apart. During the whole execution of the GPU,
its power dissipation is higher than the CPU’s. We believe that these results are
particularly interesting, because they show very clearly that in some scenarios,
runtime is not always proportional to energy consumption.

4.3 Local X Cloud

In our third round of experiments, we compare the execution of two different
benchmarks, e.g., Matrix Multiplication and Matrix Addition, when running
locally on the GPU, on the CPU, or in the cloud. Figure 10 shows how much
energy is spent for each program, running on each location. We compare only
the energy spent to transfer data between devices, plus the energy spent to run
the computation itself. We measure only energy consumed at the Jetson board;
thus, in the cloud case, we do not measure the energy spent by the remote server
to perform the computation. In the cloud-based version, most of the energy
consumed is spent on networking. As we have seen in Fig. 1, the instantaneous
power consumed on networking is slightly higher than the power spent by CPU
intensive computations.

Figure 10 shows that matrix addition consumes less energy when done locally.
This is a consequence of its asymptotic complexity: matrix addition involves
O(N2) floating-point operations on O(N2) elements. Therefore, its computation
over data ratio is O(1). Thus, the time to transfer data between devices already
shadows any gains from parallelism and offloading. On the other hand, when it
comes to the multiplication of matrices, sending the data to a server is beneficial
after a certain threshold. Matrix multiplication has higher asymptotic complexity
than matrix addition, e.g., the former performs O(N2) floating-point operations.
Yet, the amount of data that both algorithms manipulate is still the same:
O(N2). Thus, in the case of matrix multiplication we have a linear ratio of
computation over data, a fact that makes offloading much more advantageous.
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Fig. 10. Energy consumed by different versions of a matrix multiplication and a matrix
addition routine.

5 Related Work

Much has been done, recently, to enable the reliable acquisition of power data
from computing machinery. In this section we go over a few related work, focus-
ing on the unique characteristics of our JetsonLeap. Before we commence our
discussion, we emphasize a point: much related literature uses energy models to
derive metrics [3,17]. Even though we do not contest the validity of these results,
we are interested in direct energy probing. Thus, models, i.e., indirect estima-
tion, are not part of this survey. Nevertheless, we believe that an infra-structure
such as our JetsonLeap can be used to calibrate new analytical models.

The most direct inspiration of this work has been AtomLeap [11]. Like us,
AtomLeap is also a system to measure energy in a System on a Chip device.
However, Singh et al. have chosen to use the Intel Atom board as their platform
of choice. Furthermore, they do not use a circuit, like we do, to toggle energy
measurement. Instead, they synchronize the Atom’s clock with a global watch
used by the energy measurement infra-structure. By logging the time when par-
ticular events take place during the execution of a program, they are able to
estimate the amount of energy consumed during a period of interest. They have
not reported on the accuracy of this technique, so we cannot compare it against
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our approach. We tried to use the Atom board instead of the Nvidia platform as
our standard experimental ground. We gave up, after realizing that the amount
of energy consumed by that hardware is almost constant, even when there is no
program running on it, other than its operating system. Thus, we believe that
the Nvidia setup gives us the opportunity to log more interesting results.

There is previous work that attempt to recognize programming events by
means of border detection algorithms. This is, for instance, the approach of
Silva et al. [16], or Nazare et al. [8]. Such a methodology works to measure the
energy spent by a program that runs for a relatively long time; however, it can-
not be applied to probe short programming events, like we do in this paper. A
final technique that is worth mentioning relies on hardware counters, such as
Intel’s RAPL (Running average power limit). Different hardware provides dif-
ferent kinds of performance counters, which might log runtime, memory traffic
or energy. RAPL registers can be used to keep track of very fast programming
events, as demonstrated by Hähnel et al. [5]. However, only a limited range
of computing machinery provides such tools. Thus, direct measurement tech-
niques such as ours are still essential for simpler hardware. Additionally, direct
approaches tend to enjoy more the trust of the research community [21].

Contrary to AtomLEAP and similar approaches [4,7], our infra-structure
does not allow us to measure the power dissipation of separate components
within the hardware, such as RAM, disks and processors. This limitation is a
consequence of the heavy integration that exists between the many components
that form the Nvidia TK1 board. Implementing energy measurement in such
environment, at component level is outside the scope of this work. Nevertheless,
a comparison with the work of Ge et al. [4] is illustrative. They use two data
acquisition devices to probe different parts of the hardware simultaneously. Syn-
chronisation is performed through a client-server architecture, via time-stamps.
Although the authors have not reported the length of programming events that
they can measure, we believe that our approach enables finer measurements, as
we do not experiment network delays. Besides, our infra-structure is cheaper:
the fact that we control the acquisition circuitry from within the target program
lets us use a simpler power meter, with only one channel.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented JetsonLeap, an apparatus to measure energy consump-
tion in programs running on the Nvidia Tegra board. JetsonLeap offers a num-
ber of advantages to developers and compiler writers, when compared to similar
alternatives. First, it allows acquiring energy data from very brief programming
events: our experiments reveal a precision of about 400,000 instructions. Such
granularity enables the measurement of power-aware compiler optimizations.
Second, our infra-structure is cheap: the entire framework can be constructed
with less than $ 500.00. Finally, it is general: we have built it on top of a spe-
cific platform: the Nvidia Jetson TK1 board. However, the only essential feature
that we require on the target hardware is the existence of a general purpose
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input-output port. Such port is part of the design of several different kinds of
System-on-a-Chip devices, including open-source hardware, such as the Arduino.
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Abstract. Nowadays, several languages and libraries have been pro-
posed to program and reason about quantum programs in the imperative
and functional paradigms. Although the object-oriented paradigm is one
of the most used for general purpose software, there is a lack of quantum
programming languages designed with this paradigm in mind. In this
paper, we present the monadic semantics for FJQuantum, an object-
oriented language based on Featherweight Java, created to reason and
to develop programs handling quantum data and quantum operations,
taking advantage of the characteristics of that paradigm. We also show
a set of examples of quantum programs using the proposed language.

Keywords: Quantum computing · Monadic semantics · Featherweight
java

1 Introduction

Quantum computing [19] is a new computational paradigm that considers devices
developed at very small scales, which are governed by the quantum mechanics
laws. The research field tries to find ways to handle quantum effects to enhance
and sustain old computational goals in new ways. The theory of quantum com-
puter science predicts that quantum computers will be able to perform certain
computational tasks in fewer steps than any classical computer. This assertion
is justified because the algorithms available to quantum computers can harness
physical phenomena that are not available to classical computers [30].

One challenging research area in quantum computing is the design of
high-level quantum programming languages [3,6,14,20,22,24,26,28] suitable for
describing and reasoning about quantum algorithms, and also providing tools to
understand how quantum computing works in general.

Although there exists different programming languages proposed to han-
dle quantum data and operations, there is a lack of languages based on the
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name is: Samuel da Silva Feitosa. The erratum to this chapter is available at
10.1007/978-3-319-45279-1 13
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object-oriented paradigm, which is among the most used paradigms today in soft-
ware development for general purpose. In this context, this work provides the
description forFJQuantum [10], a quantumobject-oriented language, and a formal
monadic semantics for it, extending Featherweight Java [13] (FJ), a small core cal-
culus of Java, with a rigorous semantic definition of the main core aspects of Java.

The motivation for using FJ as a starting point is twofold: first it is very com-
pact, so we can focus on the essential aspects of the quantum extension. The min-
imal syntax, typing rules and operational semantics is a nice tool for studying the
consequences of an extension for quantum programming. Second, we are interested
in the formal semantic definition of FJ, which allows modeling and proving prop-
erties of programs. In addition, we believe that the definition of an object-oriented
quantum programming language could minimize the learning efforts, allowing to
encapsulate quantum states and operations using classes and objects.

Technically, this paper describes a Java extension that allows the imple-
mentation of quantum computing programs. The quantum computations can
be combined and used as building blocks for the design of new computations
considering the concept of monads, implemented using closures. Although this
Java extension is described in the context of FJ, as we give a monadic semantics
for the language, it could be implemented in any object oriented language that
supports closures, e.g., C#.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 shows the basic
concepts of quantum computing. Section 3 summarizes the FJ proposal [13],
and presents the extensions required to implement the quantum monadic layer.
Section 4 describes our quantum extensions to work with quantum states and
operations. Section 5 presents some examples demonstrating how to handle quan-
tum concepts in the proposed language. Section 6 presents some related work.
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Quantum Computing

The basic information unit in classical computing is the traditional bit, represent-
ing a classical binary physical system, where a piece of information is encoded
using two states (true or false, 0 or 1). In quantum computing, the basic infor-
mation unit is represented by a quantum bit, or qubit, a binary quantum physical
system. The qubit is defined by a vector usually represented as a superposition
of basic states, using the Dirac braket1 notation [19]:

|ψ〉 = α|0〉 + β|1〉

The Dirac notation has the advantage of explicitly labeling the basis vectors.
The basic states |0〉 and |1〉 can be explained by an analogy with the classical
bit, i.e., they form a two-level system and are an orthonormal basis for the
quantum vector space [15] (usually called the standard or computational basis).

1 The braket name comes from the convention that a column vector is called a “ket”
and is denoted by | 〉 and a row vector is called a “bra” and is denoted by 〈 |.
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The coefficients α and β, also called probability amplitudes, are complex numbers,
such that |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. In other words, a qubit can be formalized as a vector
in a complex vector space (Hilbert space), with norm (size) equals to one.

As an example, the classical bit 0 can be represented as the basis state
|0〉 = 1|0〉 + 0|1〉 and the classical bit 1 as |1〉 = 0|0〉 + 1|1〉.

Any other state with different values for α and β is said to be in a quantum
superposition of |0〉 and |1〉, for instance, the state 1/

√
2|0〉 + 1/

√
2|1〉.

The interpretation of the probability amplitudes α and β can be given by the
following: when we interact or measure a quantum state like α|0〉 + β|1〉 we will
see/get the state |0〉 with probability |α|2 and the state |1〉 with probability |β|2.

The superposition of states gives to quantum computing a characteristic
called quantum parallelism. Essentially, due to the superposition of states, a
qubit can assume values of 0 and 1 at the same time. This gives an exponential
power to quantum algorithms, as we can design algorithms that can verify various
possibilities in parallel [19].

Table 1 shows how the qubit state space grows with the number of qubits. We
can verify that the the number of possible distinguishable states doubles each
time a qubit is added.

Table 1. State space of the qubit

# Qubits Possibilities Power

1 0 or 1 2

2 00,01,10,11 4

3 000,001,010,011,100,101,110,111 8

N 2N

More formally, a composite quantum state with two or more qubits, as Table 1
shows, can be described using a tensor product operation ⊗. Again, in analogy
with the classical bit, considering a state with two bits, we have four alternatives:
00, 01, 10, 11. Then, the state of a pair of qubits is a linear combination of these
four classical states:

α|00〉 + γ|01〉 + δ|10〉 + β|11〉
If q = α|0〉 + β|1〉 and p = γ|0〉 + δ|1〉 are two independent quantum bits,

then we can form a combined state using the tensor operation on vector spaces,
⊗, defined as follows:

q ⊗ p = αγ|00〉 + αδ|01〉 + βγ|10〉 + βδ|11〉
However, there are some combined quantum bits which are not in the q ⊗ p

form. For instance, the state:

1/
√

2|00〉 + 1/
√

2|11〉
is clearly not in the q⊗p form, for any q and p. This kind of combined state which
cannot be described using the tensor product operation is called an entangled
state.
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Entanglement is another very important characteristic of quantum states.
Entanglement can be understood as a strong correlation that exists between
quantum particles, which states that quantum particles can be linked in a perfect
union, even if separated by great distances.

3 Featherweight Java

Featherweight Java (FJ) [13] is a minimal core calculus for Java, in the sense
that as many features of Java as possible are omitted, while maintaining the
essential flavor of the language and its type system. However, this fragment is
large enough to include many useful programs. A program in FJ consists of a
declaration of a set of classes and an expression to be evaluated, that corresponds
to the public static void main method of Java.

FJ has a similar relation with Java, like Lambda Calculus has with Haskell.
It offers similar operations, providing classes, methods, attributes, inheritance
and dynamic casts with semantics close to Java’s. Featheweight Java project
favors simplicity over expressivity and offers only five ways to create terms:
object creation, method invocation, attribute access, casting and variables [13].
The following example shows how classes can be modeled in FJ. There are three
classes, A, B, and Pair, with constructor and method declarations.

1 class A extends Object {

2 A() { super (); }

3 }

4 class B extends Object {

5 B() { super (); }

6 }

7 class Pair <X extends Object , Y extends Object >

8 extends Object {

9 X fst; Y snd;

10 Pair(X fst , Y snd) {

11 super ();

12 this.fst=fst;

13 this.snd=snd;

14 }

15 Pair <X, Y> setfst(X newfst) {

16 return new Pair(newfst , this.snd);

17 }

18 }

FJ semantics applies a purely functional view without side effects. In other
words, attributes in memory are not affected by object operations [21]. Fur-
thermore, interfaces, overloading, call to base class methods, null pointers, base
types, abstract methods, statements, access control, and exceptions are not
present in the language [13].

Because the language does not allow side effects, it is possible to formalize the
evaluation just using the FJ syntax, without the need of auxiliary mechanisms
to model the heap [21].
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Figure 1 presents the syntactic definitions originally proposed for Feather-
weight Java with generic types [13], where T refers to the type definitions, L to
the classes list, K and M to constructors and methods respectively, and finally,
t and v express the terms and terminal values of that language. Throughout
this paper, we write T̄ as shorthand for a possibly empty sequence T̄1,...,T̄n

(similarly for C̄, f̄, x̄, etc.).

T ::= C | C<T̄>

L ::= class C<T̄> extends C { T̄ f̄; K M̄ }
K ::= C(C̄ f̄) { super(f̄); this.f̄=f̄; }
M ::= C m(¯ )x̄C { return t; }
t ::= x | t.f | t.m(t̄)

| new C<T̄>(t̄) | (C) t

)v̄(Cwen=::v

Fig. 1. Syntactic definitions for Featherweight Java with generic types.

Figure 2 presents the evaluation rules originally proposed for FJ, formalizing
how to evaluate attribute access (R-Field), method invocation (R-Invk), and casts
(R-Cast) [13], the only three possible terms to be used as the main program. The
presented functions fields and mbody, are also formalized in the original paper,
representing respectively a way to obtain a list of attributes of some class C,
and the term inside a method m that belongs to a given class C. In the method
invocation rule, we write [x̄ �→ ū, this �→ new C(v̄)]t0 for the result of replacing x1

by u1,...,xn by un, and this by “new C(v̄)” in expression t0. In the cast rule, the
symbol <: is used to express the sub-typing relation between C and D, stating
that C is a subtype of D. These symbols are also used throughout the paper.

fields(C) = C̄ f̄

new C (v̄).fi → vi
[R-Field]

mbody t,x̄(=)C,m( 0)

new C (v̄ )ū(m.) → x̄[ siht,ū t])v̄(Cwen 0
[R-Invk]

C <: D
))v̄(Cwen()D( → n )v̄(Cwe

[R-Cast]

Fig. 2. Evaluation rules for Featherweight Java [13].

For short, the formalization of sub-typing relation, congruence and typing
rules were omitted here, but can be found in the original FJ paper [13]. To work
similarly to Java, we consider the call-by-value evaluation strategy for FJ [21].
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3.1 Featherweight Java Extensions

Basically, we added primitive types, as booleans and complex numbers, and basic
operations in FJQuantum in the standard way [21]. The boolean values are used
to represent the basis for quantum states, and complex numbers are used to
represent the probability amplitudes in quantum states. Both constructions are
also possible values in the language and are not reducible. We also added a
conditional (if ) expression.

A functional version of tuples [21] was also added in our language, where for
example, {false, false, true} is a 3-tuple containing three booleans, and its type
is represented by {boolean, boolean, boolean}. The tuples can be seen as a new
type in the language, which is represented by a combination of each element
type. Tuples are also terminal values in the language.

As a way to work with monads in Java, we also added closures, the Java
8 new feature, following the extension proposed by Bellia and Occhiuto [5].
This extension models all essential features of Java related with the properties
of closures. In their work, closures need to extend the FJ type system, adding
closure types, and should be first class values which can be bound to parameters,
hence applied to methods or other closures. Also, a new term was included in the
language to invoke2 the λ-expression. The reader should note that the current
implementation of closures in Java does not have closure types, closures can
be used whenever an object of an interface with a single abstract method is
expected. For simplicity, we decided to use closure types instead of modeling the
complete behavior of Java interfaces.

Since FJ is a functional version of Java, for syntax sugar, we also included
the functional operator let [21].

4 Quantum Monadic Semantics

FJQuantum [10] is a quantum object-oriented language that extends Feather-
weight Java [13], by adding several constructions that allows for the development
of programs handling quantum data and quantum operations through a monadic
layer. The use of monads for quantum computing has been explored in several
works [18,27–29], usually applied in functional languages. An initial informal def-
inition of the language was defined before [11]. Here we provide the monad layer
description inside FJ, including a monadic semantics formalizing the behavior
of the proposed constructions.

Monad is a concept widely used in functional languages. It represents a way
to structure computations in terms of values and sequences of computations.
Monads allow programmers to build computations using sequential building
blocks, which can themselves be computation sequences. A monad determines
how combined computations form a new computation and frees the program-
mer from having to manually code the combination each time it is required.

2 The default method .invoke(t̄), responsible to process a closure, is formalized by
the rules GR-Inv-Clos and GRC-Inv-Clos in the referenced paper [5].
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They were first applied to Computer Science by Moggi [16,17] when he pre-
sented a category-theoretic semantics of computations. As an example of this
semantic approach for computations, Moggi showed a general way to structure
various computational effects in the λ-calculus, like side effects, exceptions, par-
tial and nondeterministic computations, and many others cases.

Qubits can be seen as a computational effect, and can also be modeled as
a type of monad for non-determinism [18]. The idea behind this monad is to
construct the space of quantum states, which are mathematically represented as
a vector of complex numbers containing the probabilities amplitudes of qubits.
Transformations can be applied to qubits through quantum gates, which are
modeled as unitary matrices, applied by the monadic operator bind [12].

To handle concepts of quantum computing in the FJQuantum language, we
proposed several syntactic constructions, which allow the creation of quantum
states, setting probability amplitudes and applying transformations over quan-
tum states. The language is formalized through an operational semantics.

Figure 3 shows the syntactic definitions for FJQuantum, where we can note
the addition of type QState, which is used to wrap the quantum states. The type
QState<TB> is a generic type, restricted to the base types TB , which are repre-
sented by booleans or tuples of booleans. Furthermore, we defined the monadic
constructors mzero and mreturn. The first represents a zero computation and
the second is responsible for lifting the base type to a monadic value. Both of
these constructors can be seen as a value in FJQuantum. In our proposal, the
monadic operator bind, represented by >>=, is used to apply transformations
over the quantum states. As a way to facilitate handling the probability ampli-
tudes and also to create superpositions, we added the scalar product $* and the
monadic sum mplus.

T ::= ... FJ Types

| QState<TB>

TB ::= boolean Base Types

| {TBi
i∈1..n}

t ::= ... FJ Expressions

| mzero

| mreturn t

| t1 >>= t2
| t1 mplus t2
| t1 $* t2

v ::= ... FJ Values

| mzero

| mreturn v

Fig. 3. Syntactic definitions for FJQuantum.
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The following example shows how to create quantum states, where in the
first two lines we are creating states with only one qubit from a boolean type. In
the lines 3 and 4 we are creating states with two qubits, using a tuple of booleans.

1 mreturn false // Creates the state |0〉
2 mreturn true // Creates the state |1〉
3 mreturn {false ,false} // Creates the state |00〉
4 mreturn {false ,true} // Creates the state |01〉

The following example shows how to express a quantum superposition in
FJQuantum, where a combination between the operator mplus and $* is
required. The complex numbers 1/

√
2 and −1/

√
2 are used to represent the

same probability to obtain |0〉 or |1〉 when a measurement is applied.

1/
√

2 $* mreturn false mplus −1/
√

2 $* mreturn true

We also define laws for the operators mplus and scalar as we can see in Fig. 4.
The mplus is the addition operator over quantum vectors, and should respect
some laws, that are similar to the arithmetic addition. The L-Zero equations
show the behavior when mplus is applied with mzero on the left or right side,
while the L-Comm and L-Assoc equations show the commutative and associa-
tive property of that operator. The laws L-Scalar and L-Scalar-Dist show how
to compute a term involving complex probability amplitudes and the addition
operator.

Laws for mplus:

mzero mplus t1 = t1 [L-Zero]

t1 mplus mzero = t1 [L-Zero]

t1 mplus t2 = t2 mplus t1 [L-Comm]

t1 mplus (t2 mplus t3) = (t1 mplus t2) mplus t3 [L-Assoc]

Laws for scalar product:

α1 $* t mplus α2 $* t = (α1 + α2) $* t [L-Scalar]

α $* (t1 mplus t2) = α $* t1 mplus α $* t2 [L-Scalar-Dist]

Fig. 4. Laws for mplus and scalar product operators.

Figure 5 shows the reduction rules which demonstrate how to compute quan-
tum transformations over quantum states. The R-State rule is the most simple
case, where the base value v1 is passed as parameter to a closure which is inside
the t2 term. In R-Sup rule, a state in superposition (t1 mplus t2) of states is
being applied to a closure, which should be inside the t3 term. This reduction
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rule transforms one application of bind operator in two applications, one for t1
term and one for t2 term, joining the applications through the mplus operator.
The last reduction rule R-Scalar also transforms the term (α $* t1), separating
the probability amplitude α, and applying the t1 term to the closure, which is
inside the t2 term. The goal of these rules is to transform the state being applied
(left side) in the simple case R-State.

(mreturn v1) >>= t2 → t2.invoke(v1) [R-State]

(t1 mplus t2) >>= t3 → (t1 >>= t3) mplus (t2 >>= t3) [R-Sup]

(α $* t1) >>= t2 → α $* (t1 >>= t2) [R-Scalar]

Fig. 5. Reduction rules for quantum operators.

In addition to reduction rules, Fig. 6 presents the typing rules aiming to
maintain the type safety of FJQuantum.

Γ mzero : QState<TB>
[T-Zero]

Γ t: TB
Γ mreturn t : QState<TB>

[T-Return]

Γ t1: QState<TB> Γ t2: TB → QState<TB>

Γ t1 >>= t2 : QState<TB>
[T-Bind]

Γ t1, t2: QState<TB>

Γ t1 mplus t2 : QState<TB>
[T-Plus]

Γ t1: Complex t2: QState<TB>

Γ t1 $* t2 : QState<TB>
[T-Scalar]

Fig. 6. Typing rules for quantum operators.

The first two rules are applied to quantum constructors, where in T-Zero one
can see that mzero is of type QState<TB>, and mreturn t is of type QState<TB>
if and only if t is of type TB. As explained before, TB ranges over the basis types.
The rule T-Bind should concern about two constraints: (a) the term t1 should
be of type QState<TB>, and the term t2 should be a closure, which receives
as parameter a base type TB and returns a monadic type QState<TB>. For the
monadic operator mplus, the rule T-Plus has the responsibility to check whether
the terms t1 and t2 are of QState<TB> type. The last rule T-Scalar should check
if t1 is a complex number and if t2 is of type QState<TB>.
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Considering these rules we can model all pure quantum states and reversible
quantum computations. In pure quantum computing, all operations must be
reversible, that is, they must avoid decoherence and loss of information [28].

As a quantum operation example coded using FJQuantum, consider the
hadamard method, which is used to transform a quantum state into a super-
position.

1 (boolean -> QState <boolean >) hadamard () {

2 return (boolean b) ->

3 if (b) {

4 1/
√

2 $∗ mreturn false mplus −1/
√

2 $∗ mreturn true

5 } else {

6 1/
√

2 $∗ mreturn false mplus 1/
√

2 $∗ mreturn true

7 };

8 }

We can use the equations to prove that, for example, applying Hadamard
twice is the same as identity. Consider:

1 (( mreturn false) >>= obj.hadamard ()) >>= obj.hadamard ();

Figure 7 shows the sequence of reductions following the proposed semantics,
considering the example above.

≡ qop.hadamard().invoke(false) >>= qop.hadamard() (1)

≡ ((1/
√

2 $* mreturn false) mplus (−1/
√

2 $* mreturn true)) >>= qop.hadamard() (2)

≡ ((1/
√

2 $* mreturn false) >>= qop.hadamard()) mplus (3)

((−1/
√

2 $* mreturn true) >>= qop.hadamard())

≡ 1/
√

2 $* ((mreturn false) >>= qop.hadamard()) mplus (4)

−1/
√

2 $* ((mreturn true) >>= qop.hadamard())

≡ 1/
√

2 $* ((1/
√

2 mreturn false) mplus (1/
√

2 $* mreturn true)) mplus (5)
(1/2 $* mreturn false mplus -1/2 $* mreturn true)

≡ mreturn false

Fig. 7. Proof of reversibility for Hadamard operator.

First of all, the hadamard method is evaluated using the T-Invk3 rule [13]
resulting in a lambda expression. After that, step (1) applies the reduction rule R-
State over the initial state, passing as parameter the value false for that lambda
expression, which is evaluated by GR-Invk-Clos4 rule [5] to evaluate the closure
and E-If-False4 rule [21] to eval the if statement. Step (2) applies the R-Sup
rule to handle the superposition and generates two applications of Hadamard.

3 For short, the rules T-Invk, GR-Invk-Clos and E-If-False were omitted from the
text, but can be found in the pointed references [5,13,21].
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Step (3) uses the R-Scalar rule. In step (4) the R-State rule is applied twice for
both sides of the mplus operator. Step (5) uses the law L-Scalar-Dist for scalar
product and then uses the laws for the mplus operator, to simplify the term,
considering the associative and commutative properties, resulting on the initial
state mreturn false.

To have an executable version of this semantics, we implemented an inter-
preter4 using the functional programming language Haskell and the Happy
parser generator for Haskell. The next section shows some code examples demon-
strating how to construct programs handling quantum concepts.

5 Examples

This first example presents a class (QOp) that implements some of the universal
reversible quantum gates. The not method (line 3 to 10) is the quantum version
of the classical not operator, applied to one qubit. The hadamard method (line
11 to 19) is used to put a qubit from a trivial state in a superposition, using the
scalar and mplus operators, as seen previously.

1 class QOp extends Object {

2 // Constructor and other methods ...

3 (boolean -> QState <boolean >) not() {

4 return (boolean b) ->

5 if (b) {

6 mreturn false

7 } else {

8 mreturn true

9 };

10 }

11 (boolean -> QState <boolean >) hadamard () {

12 return (boolean b) ->

13 if (b) {

14 1/
√
2 $∗ mreturn false mplus −1/

√
2 $∗ mreturn true

15 }

16 else {

17 1/
√
2 $∗ mreturn false mplus 1/

√
2 $∗ mreturn true

18 };

19 }

20 }

In the same class QOp, the controlledNot method (line 3 to 15) should be
invoked with two qubits as parameters, representing a conditional not. One can
note that in all these methods, we are returning a closure, to be able to work
directly with the >>= operator.

4 The source-code for FJQuantum interpreter and more examples can be found at
https://github.com/fjquantum.

https://github.com/fjquantum
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1 class QOp extends Object {

2 // Constructor and other methods ...

3 ({boolean ,boolean} -> QState <{boolean ,boolean}>)

4 controlledNot () {

5 return ({boolean ,boolean} b) ->

6 if (b.1) {

7 if (b.2) {

8 mreturn {true , false}

9 } else {

10 mreturn {true , true}

11 }

12 } else {

13 mreturn {b.1,b.2}

14 };

15 }

16 }

The last example shows a piece of code which performs complex operations
over an initial state, containing several qubits, using the previously defined class
QOp. Here we can find a way to apply partial transformations over the quantum
state and how to compose operations through the bind operator. The program
starts from line 20, creating an object of QExec and invoking the exec method,
that receives as parameter a tuple containing three booleans. Inside the exec
method (line 13 to 17), we build the quantum state of three qubits through the
constructor mreturn, and then apply this state to composedOperation (line 3 to
12) using the bind operator.

1 class QExec extends Object {

2 // Constructor and other methods

3 QState <{boolean ,boolean ,boolean}> composedOperation () {

4 return let qop = new QOp() in

5 ({boolean ,boolean ,boolean} state) ->

6 ((qop.hadamard ()). invoke(state .3)) >>=

7 (boolean b) ->

8 ((qop.controlledNot ()). invoke ({ state.1,state .2})) >>=

9 ({boolean ,boolean} tm) ->

10 ((qop.hadamard ()). invoke(b)) >>=

11 (boolean ba) -> mreturn {tm.1,tm.2,ba};

12 }

13 QState <{boolean ,boolean ,boolean}>

14 exec({boolean ,boolean ,boolean} ini) {

15 return (mreturn ini) >>=

16 this.composedOperation ();

17 }

18 }

19
20 new QExec (). exec({true ,true ,true });

The method composed operation acts over a quantum state of three qubits
applying in sequence the Hadamard operator to the third qubit (line 6), the con-
trolledNot to the first and second qubits (line 8), and then apply the Hadamard
operator again in the third qubit (line 10). After that, the modified state is
rebuilt by the mreturn constructor (line 11).
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The examples show how to handle quantum concepts using FJQuantum,
taking advantage of the object-oriented paradigm, and demonstrate how the
monadic layer fits into the original FJ proposal.

6 Related Work

A quantum programming language is an important tool to formally reason about
quantum algorithms. For this reason, there is an effort in investigating semantic
models and quantum programming languages, despite the fact that quantum
hardware continues in development.

In general, quantum languages are built through the imperative or func-
tional paradigm. The first quantum programming language was developed on
the imperative paradigm, which was proposed by Knill [14]. More complete pro-
gramming languages in this paradigm were proposed by Omer [20], Sanders and
Zuliani [22], and Bettelli et al. [6]. In the functional paradigm, Selinger [23] is a
pioneer, working together with Valiron [25]. Furthermore, we can cite the work
of Altenkirch and Grattage [2], the proposal of Andre Van Tonder [26], among
others [1,4,8].

Our proposed quantum extension of FJ considers other works [3,27,28],
where pure quantum states were modeled as monads [16], and also in a library for
quantum programming in Java using closures [7], called QJava. Another related
work is a domain specific language for concurrent programming using a monadic
semantics for transactional memory in Java [9].

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper extends the Featherweight Java language, adding features to deal
with quantum concepts, adapting a monadic approach to an object-oriented
context. Our contribution is a monadic semantics to reason about quantum
data and quantum operations. In addition, we implement an interpreter for the
proposed language, to check the semantics and the type system rules, and present
some examples accepted by the interpreter.

We believe that this language can be a starting point for programmers that
are not familiar with quantum computing concepts, reusing the previous knowl-
edge about object-oriented languages. Furthermore, it is possible to perform the
simulation of quantum algorithms using the developed interpreter.

As future work, it is possible to develop syntactical adjustments to facilitate
visualization of quantum states in source-code, develop a syntax-sugar to write
code similarly to imperative style (like Haskell do-notation), implement closures
as in Java 8, and also add measurement operations in the proposed language.
Additionally, there is the need to prove reduction and type soundness to have
the all benefits of an FJ extension.
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Abstract. Attribute Grammars are a powerfull, well-known formalism
to implement and reason about programs which, by design, are conve-
niently modular.

In this work we focus on a state of the art Zipper-based embedding of
Attribute Grammars and further improve its performance through con-
trolling attribute (re)evaluation by using memoization techniques. We
present the results of our optimization by comparing their impact in
various implementations of different, well-studied Attribute Grammars.

Keywords: Embedded domain specific languages · Attribute
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1 Introduction

Attribute Grammars (AGs) are a declarative formalism that allows us to imple-
ment and to reason about programs in a modular and convenient way. This
formalism was proposed by Knuth [12] in the late 60s, and a concrete AG relies
on a context-free grammar to define the syntax of a language, while adding
attributes to it so that it is also possible to define its semantics.

AGs have been used in practice not only to specify real programming lan-
guages, like for example Haskell [6], but also to specify powerful pretty printing
algorithms [22], deforestation techniques [8] and powerful type systems [17].

When programming with AGs, modularity is achieved due the possibility
of defining and using different aspects of computations as separate attributes.
Attributes are distinct computation units, tipically quite simple and modular,
that can be combined into elaborated solutions to complex programming prob-
lems. They can also be analyzed, debugged and maintained independently which
eases program development and evolution.

AGs have proven to be particularly useful to specify computations over trees:
given one tree, several AG systems such as [7,13,24] take specifications of which
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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values, or attributes, need to be computed on the tree and perform these compu-
tations. The effort put into the creation, improvement and maintenance of these
AG systems, however, is tremendous, which often is an obstacle to achieving the
success they deserve.

An increasingly popular alternative approach to the use of AGs relies on
embedding them as first class citizens of general purpose programming lan-
guages [3,5,15,18,21,25]. This avoids the burden of implementing a totally new
language and associated system by hosting it in state-of-the-art programming
languages. We want to exploit the modern constructions and infrastructure that
are already provided by those languages and focus on the particularities of the
domain specific language that we are developing.

In this paper we focus on the embedding proposed in [15] for Haskell, which
we revise in Sect. 2. This choice is motivated by the fact that this embedding
ensures a notation that closely resembles AGs and even if it relies on a simple
navigation engine, it has shown sufficient expressive power to incorporate state-
of-the-art extensions to the AG formalism such as the possibility of defining: (i)
higher-order attributes [20,26], (ii) references [14], (iii) circular attributes [15,21],
and (iv) bidirectional transformations [16].

In spite of its elegancy and expressive power, the embedding of [15] does not
ensure that attributes are computed only once on a given node. As will become
clearer in the next section, the same attribute can be evaluated many times on
the same node which causes unnecessary overhead on computations.

The first contribution of this paper is that we take the embedding of [15]
and show how it can be extended in such a way that all attributes in an AG
are evaluated only once. This extension is achieved with a memoization strategy
that can systematically be applied to all embedded AGs in the setting of [15].
This contribution is introduced in Sect. 3.

A second and final main contribution of the paper is that we analyze the
impact of memoization, in terms of efficiency, on several well known and well
studied AG examples from the literature. This is detailed in Sect. 4. We conclude
in Sect. 5.

2 Zipper-Based Attribute Grammars

In this section we describe by means of an example the embedding of AGs
proposed in [15]. The example we consider, which is used as running example
throughout the paper, is the repmin problem [4]. This is a well-known example
that has been extensively used in the literature, for the same reason we have
chosen it here: it is a simple, easy to understand problem which clearly illustrates
the modular nature of AG and the difficulties on implementing and scheduling its
computations. The goal of repmin is to transform a binary leaf tree of integers
into a new tree with the exact same shape but where all leaves have been replaced
by the minimum leaf value of the original tree. Concretely, we consider the
following definition of binary leaf trees:

data Tree = Leaf Int | Fork Tree Tree
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In order to solve repmin, we may define an AG with three attributes: (i) one
inherited attribute, globmin, so that all nodes in a tree may know and use the
global minimum of the tree; and two synthesized attributes: (ii) locmin, to com-
pute the local minimum of each node in a tree, and (iii) replace, to compute at
each node the repmin of the tree under it. These attributes should be scheduled
according to the computation: we need to find the minimum value contained in
the tree with locmin, distribute this value across all the nodes of the tree with
globmin and analyze the structure and traverse the tree to create a new one with
replace.

In the setting of [15] we may define the AG for repmin by the embedding in
Haskell shown in Fig. 1. We see that, e.g., at a Leaf node, the global minimum
of a tree is inherited from its parent node (up t), and that the local minimum of
a Fork node is given by the minimum of the local minimums of the child nodes
(left t and right t). Notice that the attributes are represented as functions.

Finally, repmin is obtained by computing the replace attribute on the top-
most node of a tree:
repmin :: Tree → Tree

repmin t = replace (mkAG t)

The embedding of [15] relies on the zipper data structure [9] to provide the
means to navigate on a tree and to define the values of attributes in terms of
other attributes on neighbour nodes. An AG computation on a Tree is actually
a function that takes a Zipper and returns the result of the computation:

-- Inherited

globmin :: AGTree Int

globmin t = case constructor t of

CRoot → locmin (tree t)

CLeaf → globmin (up t)

CFork → globmin (up t)

-- Synthesized

locmin :: AGTree Int

locmin t = case constructor t of

CLeaf l → l

CFork → min (locmin (left t)) (locmin (right t))

replace :: AGTree Tree

replace t = case constructor t of

CRoot → replace (tree t)

CLeaf → Leaf (globmin t)

CFork → Fork (replace (left t)) (replace (right t))

Fig. 1. Repmin defined using a Zipper-based AG
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type AGTree a = Zipper → a

A zipper can be regarded as a tree together with its context:
type Zipper = (Tree,Cxt)

data Cxt = Root | Top | L Cxt Tree | R Tree Cxt

To construct a zipper, we mark a Tree as being at the Root node:
mkAG :: Tree → Zipper

mkAG t = (t ,Root)

Constructor Root is artificially added as a context, since we need to distin-
guish the topmost tree from all the other (sub)trees. In fact, we need to bind
the local minimum of the topmost tree with the global minimum of that same
tree.1

In order to inspect the node under focus, we define a new datatype, with an
associated pattern-matching function:
data Cons = CRoot | CFork | CLeaf Int

constructor :: Zipper → Cons constructor (Leaf l , ) = CLeaf l

constructor ( ,Root) = CRoot constructor (Fork , ) = CFork

Now, we have defined all it takes to navigate through concrete trees. Going
down on a (non topmost) tree, for example, can be implemented as follows:
left :: Zipper → Zipper right :: Zipper → Zipper

left (Fork l r , c) = (l ,L c r) right (Fork l r , c) = (r ,R l c)

while trying to go down the topmost tree simply creates a zipper whose (real)
context is Top:
tree :: Zipper → Zipper

tree (t ,Root) = (t ,Top)

Going up on a location on a tree may also be performed in a simple way,
which actually inverts the behavior of functions left , right and tree shown above:
up :: Zipper → Zipper up (t ,L c r) = (Fork t r , c)

up (t ,Top) = (t ,Root) up (t ,R l c) = (Fork l t , c)

Finally, we define a function that applies a transformer to the tree under
focus:
modify :: Zipper → (Tree → Tree) → Zipper

modify (t , c) f = (f t , c)

Despite its clear syntax and expressive power, the described embedding does
not ensure that attributes are computed only once on a given node. We may
notice that on the repmin solution presented earlier, the global minimum of a
tree is computed as many times as the number of leaves that tree has.

As a concrete example of this, in Fig. 2 we show the function call chains that
activate the computation of attributes replace on leaves labelled with 1 (left)
and 2 (right). As defined earlier, replace in a leaf will call globmin on the same
node, then globmin will call globmin at its parent, and so on, calling then locmin
from the root to the leaves. So, while in the first computation of replace every
attribute is computed only once, in the second case we see that some calls to

1 This binding can be seen in the definition of globmin, in CRoot → locmin (tree t).
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Fig. 2. Function (attribute) calls to evaluate replace in a leaf

globmin are new, but then we reach a point in which we start to repeat the steps
that have already been taken, therefore duplicating computations and creating
an unnecessary overhead, which grows proportionally with the number of leaves.

One contribution of this paper is the introduction of a strategy for solving
this efficiency issue, which is presented in the next section. This is achieved by
memoizing attribute computations, improving that way the performance of the
solution, and allowing us to say that we provide, under a formal perspective, a
real attribute grammar embedding.

Although we use repmin as a running example, the strategy we study has
also been applied and assessed in other problems that are well know in the AG
domain, some of which are presented in Sect. 4.

3 Memoized AGs

As an alternative to the solution given in Fig. 1 we present the one in Fig. 3. The
structure of the new code is quite similar to the old one. Without delving into
details now, it can be seen that the main differences are the use of a memo func-
tion, which introduces memoization in the evaluation of the attribute grammar,
and the use of let to pass around a changing tree.

In order to avoid attribute recomputations, we attach a table to each node
of a tree to store the value of the attributes associated to the node. We do so by
transforming the original tree into a new one of same shape and with a memo
table attached to each node. The new tree type is now parametric on the type
m of the memo table.
data Treem m = Forkm m (Treem m) (Treem m)

| Leaf m m Int
A new version of the Zipper has to be defined to be able to navigate through

a tree of type Treem.
type Zipperm m = (Treem m,Cxtm m)
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-- Inherited

globmin :: (Memo Globmin m Int ,Memo Locmin m Int) ⇒ AGTreem Int

globmin = memo Globmin $ λz → case constructorm z of

CRoot → locmin .@. treem z

CLeaf → globmin ‘atParent ‘ z

CFork → globmin ‘atParent ‘ z

-- Synthesized

locmin :: (Memo Locmin m Int) ⇒ AGTreem Int

locmin = memo Locmin $ λz → case constructorm z of

CLeaf v → (v , z )

CFork → let (left , z ′) = locmin .@. leftm z

(right , z ′′) = locmin .@. rightm z ′

in (min left right , z ′′)

replace :: (Memo Replace m Tree,Memo Globmin m Int ,Memo Locmin m Int)

⇒ AGTreem Tree

replace = memo Replace $ λz → case constructorm z of

CRoot → replace m .@. treem z

CLeaf → let (mini , z ′) = globmin z

in (Leaf mini , z ′)
CFork → let (l , z ′) = replace .@. leftm z

(r , z ′′) = replace .@. rightm z ′

in (Fork l r , z ′′)

Fig. 3. Repmin defined using memoization

data Cxtm m = Rootm | Topm
| Lm m (Cxtm m) (Treem m)
| Rm m (Treem m) (Cxtm m)

The combinators mkAGm, constructorm, treem, leftm, rightm, upm andmodifym

that work on Zipperm are analogous to the ones defined in Sect. 2 for the original
Zipper type. For example, upm is defined as:

upm :: Zipperm m → Zipperm m
upm (t , T opm) = (t , Rootm)
upm (t , Lm m c r) = (Forkm m t r , c)
upm (t , Rm m l c) = (Forkm m l t , c)
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3.1 Memo Tables

A memo table will contain Maybe elements corresponding to the attribues, where
Nothing is used to mean that the value of an attribute has not been computed
yet. In our example, we store Maybe values for the attributes Globmin, Locmin
and Replace.

We define singleton datatypes to refer to each attribute in a table:

data Globmin = Globmin
data Locmin = Locmin
data Replace = Replace

By means of a multi-parameter type class Memo we define functions to lookup
and modify the value (of type a) of a given attribute att in a memo table of
type m.
class Memo att m a where
mlookup :: att → m → Maybe a
mmodify :: att → (Maybe a → Maybe a) → m → m

The intended meaning of mmodify att f m is the update of the value v of
attribute att stored in the table m by f v . The benefit of defining this class
is that we can have memoized implementations of AGs that are generic in the
representation of the memo tables.

There are different alternatives in how we can implement a memo table. One
possibile representation is in terms of tuples. In our example, the tuple stores
values corresponding to Globmin (Int), Locmin (Int) and Replace (Tree).
type MemoTable = (Maybe Int ,Maybe Int ,Maybe Tree)
The use of tuples to represent memo tables imposes an important drawback

because it requires to close the universe of attributes for defining the tuple cor-
responding to the memo table. Consequently, the addition of a new attribute to
the AG leads to the redefinition of the memo table and its associated operations.
In other words, the solution with tuples is not extensible.

One way to solve this problem is by replacing tuples by some implementation
of extensible records, like the heterogeneous strongly typed lists [11] defined in
the HList2 library. In our repository3 we include an alternative version that
represents the memo tables as extensible records.

Once we have decided the representation of the memo table we are in con-
ditions to define an instance of the Memo class for each attribute. For example,
the instance for Globmin for the representation in terms of tuples is as follows:
instance Memo Globmin MemoTable Int where

mlookup (g , , ) = g
mmodify f (g , l , r) = (f g , l , r)

2 https://hackage.haskell.org/package/HList.
3 https://hackage.haskell.org/package/ZipperAG.

https://hackage.haskell.org/package/HList
https://hackage.haskell.org/package/ZipperAG
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A Treem can be generated from an input tree by attaching a given memo table
to each node.

buildm :: Tree → m → Treem m
buildm (Fork l tr) mt = Forkm mt (buildm l mt) (buildm r mt)
buildm (Leaf n) mt = Leaf m mt n

We make a final remark concerning the representation of memo tables. Our
representation assumes uniformity on all nodes of the AG in the sense of all
having the same attributes. However, this is not the case in every AG. Different
types of nodes may have different attributes and consequently different types of
memo tables. To admit this case one possible solution is to declare MemoTable
as a sum type with one type of memo table for each kind of node:

data MemoTable = MTFork MemoTableFork | MTLeaf MemoTableLeaf

It is then necessary to define corresponding instances of the Memo class taking
into account the alternative memo tables.

3.2 Attribute Computation

An attribute computation computes a value, as before, but now it may also apply
modifications to memo tables contained in the tree:4

type AGTreem m a = Zipperm m → (a,Zipperm m)

The function memo, used in every attribute definition of Fig. 3, is who puts the
memoization mechanism to work. It takes as input a reference to an attribute
and an AGTreem, representing the computation of that attribute, and returns
as result a new AGTreem where the computation of the attribute is memoized.

memo :: Memo attr m a ⇒ attr → AGTreem m a → AGTreem m a
memo attr eval z =

case mlookup attr (getMemoTable z ) of
Just v → (v , z )
Nothing → let (v , z ′) = eval z

in (v ,modifym z ′ (mmodify attr (const $ Just v)))

First of all, the memo table is obtained (by getMemoTable). Then the given
attribute is searched in the memo table to see whether it was already computed.
In the affirmative case, the stored value of the attribute is directly returned.
Otherwise, we have to compute the value of the attribute at the current location

4 This could also be represented in terms of a State monad, but we will not take that
alternative in this paper.
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of the zipper and modify the Treem by storing the computed value in the cor-
responding memo table. Notice the use of modifym to update the Zipperm that
will be passed to future computations.

One effect of attribute computation by memoization is a continuos movement
of the computation focus. This means that the location where the computation
of an attribute is taking place is continuosly changing. Changes in the compu-
tation focus correspond to location changes in the zipper. Those movements in
the zipper need to be taken into account when defining the computation of an
attribute because in some cases it is neccesary to return to the original location
after moving. To see an example suppose we implement locmin of Fig. 3 in the
following way:

locmin = memo Locmin $
λz → case constructorm z of

CLeaf v → (v , z )
CFork → let (left , z ′) = locmin (leftm z )

(right , z ′′) = locmin (rightm z ′)
in (min left right , z ′′)

In the CFork case, the focus is first moved to the left child where locmin is
computed. Then, the intention is to compute locmin at the right child of the
original Fork. However, this is not the case, since it is actually computed at the
right child of the left child of the original Fork (if that location even exists). In
summary, this definition of locmin is not correct. The reason of the failure is
that once we move the focus to another position, using e.g. leftm or rightm, it
does not return to the original one.

To cope with this problem we define two new combinators (.@.) and atParent
to move the focus of the Zipperm to an immediate position to compute an
attribute there, returning the focus to the original location afterwards. By using
(.@.) an attribute is computed in the given child, and then the focus goes back
to the parent using upm:

(.@.) :: AGTreem m a → AGTreem m a
eval .@. z = let (v , z ′) = eval z

in (v , upm z ′)

Moving the focus to the parent adds the complication of knowing the position
of the child to which we have to return. This is easily solved by inspecting the
context of the zipper from which we started.

atParent eval z = (v , (back z ) z ′)
where

(v , z ′) = eval (upm z )
back ( , T opm) = treem
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back ( , Lm ) = leftm
back ( , Rm ) = rightm

Finally, to evaluate the AG defined in Fig. 3 we compute replace at the initial
Treem (with empty tables at each node), ignoring the final Treem.

repmin :: Tree → Tree
repmin t = fst (replace (mkAGm (buildm t emptyMemo)))

If, for example, we adopt the memo table representation in term of tuples then
the empty table for this AG is given by:
emptyMemo = (Nothing ,Nothing ,Nothing)

Fig. 4. Performance of the repmin implementations.

4 Results

In this section, we assess in terms of efficiency the memoization approach we
followed in this paper against the original, non-optimized embedding of [15].
For this assessment, we test the optimized and non-optimized versions of Rep-
min together with three well known AG examples from the literature. The results
are presented as running times and memory consumption.

For the benchmarks we are presenting in this section, we compiled the dif-
ferent approaches with the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (ghc), version 7.8.4, using
the -O2 optimization flag. The computer used was a 1.3 GHz Intel Core i5
with 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 RAM memory (mid 2013 stock MacBook Air with
RAM upgrade).

4.1 Repmin

We have started by benchmarking the running example presented throughout
this paper. For this test, we used increasingly larger balanced binary leaf trees
with a number of nodes ranging from 2300 to 5000, represented on Fig. 4 in the
x-axis.
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Fig. 5. Heap Profile on Repmin (values in Mbytes).

The performance results of the implementations with and without memoiza-
tion allow us to observe that the memoized version significantly improves the
performance of the original version. Indeed, when we reach the 5000 nodes there
is a clear gap in the time required to run repmin between the original and the
memoized versions.

Another interesting result is how well the memoized version scales. As we
grow from 2300 to 5000 nodes, almost 50 %, the memoized shows only a slight
increase in running time, while the original approach takes proportionally more
and more processing time.

The use of memoization strategies in programming often trades off memory
consumption to achieve better runtime performance. This is also evidenced from
the memory consumption comparison we performed on the different implementa-
tions of Repmin, which is presented in Figs. 5a and b. Both times we ran repmin
with a balanced tree with 150,000 nodes.

As expected, we observe that it is the original version that throughout its
execution has the lowest peak of memory consumption, of slightly more than 8
Mbytes. And it is the memoized version, which is the fastest in terms of runtime
performance, that reaches the highest peak of consumed memory, of around 45
Mbytes. A large difference but a burden expected by the use of the memo tables.

It is worth mentioning the time gap between the two versions. The original
took around 1500 s (around 25 min) while the memoized version took around
0.3 s. Even though these tests cannot be compared to the performance ones of
Fig. 4, because of the overhead introduced when analysing memory consump-
tion (by the ghc profiler), among themselves there is a huge gap in run time,
confirming the exponential behavior of the non memoized version.

A final note, as mentioned earlier, the original implementation of Repmin
is an extremely heavy example of semantics requiring a large number of neces-
sary recomputations of attributes (the minimum value of the tree is constantly
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being required). So, it comes as no surprise that the memoized versions perform
significantly better here. The next examples are focused on real situations.

4.2 Algol-68 Scope Rules

In this section we benchmark an implementation of the Algol 68 scope rules
[8,15,19]. Algol 68 holds central characteristics of widely-used programming lan-
guages, such as a structured layout and mandatory but unique declarations of
names which are used.

The semantics requirements are therefore the same as some real examples,
like the ones on the Eli system [10] (to define a generic component for the name
analysis task of a compiler), or the let-in construct of the Haskell programming
language.

Algol 68 is a simple block structure language that does not require a declare-
before-use scope rule discipline. A program consists of a block with a list con-
taining either use or declaration of names, or a nested block. An example of a
program is:
p = [use ′ y ; decl ′ x ;

[decl ′ y ; use ′ y ; use ′ w ; ]
decl ′ x ; decl ′ y ; ]

In this language a definition of an identifier x is visible in the smallest enclosing
block, with the exception of local blocks that also contain a definition of x . In
the latter case, the definition of x in the local scope hides the definition in the
global one. In a block an identifier may be declared at most once.

According to these rules, p above contains two errors: (a) at the outer level,
the variable x has been declared twice, and (b) the use of the variable w , at the
inner level, has no binding occurrence at all.

Implementing a validator for Algol implies not only checking each individual
block for double declarations of variables, but also constantly analysing outer
blocks for the declaration of variables whose definition can not be found in the
current block, forcing multiple tree traversals.

Fig. 6. Performance of the Algol implementations.
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In Fig. 6, we show the results we obtained when running the different imple-
mentations on Algol programs with an increasing number of enclosing blocks. The
x-axis of Fig. 6 ranges from 60 to 150 enclosing blocks, an increase of more than
50%. Similarly to the previous examples, memoization shows better processing
times.

4.3 HTML Table Formatter

We now analyze an example from [22]: we want to format HTML style tables.
Namely, we want our AG to receive an abstract data type of an HTML table
and to print a geometrically well defined table. Figure 7 shows an example of a
possible input (left) and correspondent output (right).

〈TR〉〈TD〉 The first line 〈/TD〉〈TD〉 of a 〈/TD〉〈/TR〉
〈TABLE〉

〈TR〉〈TD〉〈TABLE〉
〈TR〉〈TD〉 This 〈/TD〉〈TD〉 is 〈/TD〉〈/TR〉

〈TR〉〈TD〉 another 〈/TD〉〈TD/〉〈/TR〉

〈TR〉〈TD〉 table 〈/TD〉〈TD/〉〈/TR〉
〈/TABLE〉
〈/TD〉〈TD〉 table 〈/TD〉〈/TR〉

〈/TABLE〉

7

14

1

4

24

5

1 1

1

7

1

12

5

1

1

|--------------------|
|The first line|of a |
|--------------------|
||----------| |table|
||This |is| | |
||----------| | |
||another| | | |
||----------| | |
||table | | | |
||----------| | |
|--------------------|

Fig. 7. HTML table formatting (Color figure online)

Notice that in the output, all the lines have the same number of columns and
the columns have the same length. None of these features are required in the
HTML language.

An entry in the table can be a string or a nested table, thus, the straight-
forward algorithm to express this table formatting requires two traversals
and the definition of gluing data types to pass the width/height (blue sub-
scripts/superscripts in Fig. 7) of nested table from the first to the second traver-
sal. Simplifying, it is required to know the sizes of inner tables in order to resize
the outer ones.

To test this AG, we computed trees representing HTML tables with the same
number of rows (50) and an increasing number of columns. All the cells of the
tables include the same text, excepting for the ones in the last column, which
include nested tables with, recursively, the same shape but half the number of
rows and columns of the containing table. The results are presented in Fig. 8a
(time) and b (memory consumption), where the x-axis represents the number of
columns, ranging from 10 to 100.

It can be observed from these results that, although the reduction in execu-
tion time is great, the memoized evaluator does consume much more memory.
Note that, for large inputs this evaluator produces large strings. As a result, in
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(a) Time (b) Memory

Fig. 8. Performance of the HTML table formatters.

the memoized version, partial results are kept in the memo table: large strings
in this case. As usual in memoization techniques the gain in runtime is obtained
by using additional memory: the memo table. In fact, memory consumption can
result in a scalability problem in certain cases. To reduce this problem several
AG techniques to purge entries from a memo table have been proposed [19],
which can be used in our zipper-based setting.

5 Conclusion

This paper shows how memoization is introduced in zipper-based embeddings
of AGs. Regarding the programs we finally end up with, we argue that they
maintain the elegance of the embedding we build upon, and in most cases show
better performance, often by various different orders of magnitude.

There is a range of AG applications where this technique does not necessarily
yield an advantage. For example, AGs that only have one tree traversal or heavily
rely on local attributes or semantic operations on their leaves should not (greatly)
benefit from the use of memoization. However, real applications of AGs do not
fit into this category. In fact, we have seen through a series of standard AG
examples that there is a range of problems where memoization provides real
noticeable benefits modulo the memory consumption.

As a possible direction of future research, we would like to test the approach
suggested here with other embeddings of AGs such as the ones of [1,2,23]. This
comparison should be performed whenever possible (for example, it might be
hard to perform with specific AG systems such as [7,13,24]), but other embed-
dings have different strategies to deal with attribute recomputation (for exam-
ple, lazy evaluation). Further tests are required to see how this compares to our
memoized approach.

Another line of work, could be the use of type-level programming techniques
to make the AG system extensible in the sense of adding new productions to the
grammars.
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Abstract. Many applications have to maintain evolving data sources
as well as views on these sources. If sources change, the corresponding
views have to be adapted. Complete recomputation of views is typi-
cally too expensive. An alternative is to convert source changes into
view changes and apply these to the views. This is the key idea of incre-
mental computing. In this paper, we use Haskell to develop an incremen-
tal computing framework. We illustrate the concepts behind this frame-
work by implementing several example computations on sequences. Our
framework allows the user to implement incremental computations using
arbitrary monad families that encapsulate mutable state. This makes it
possible to use highly efficient algorithms for core computations.

1 Introduction

Incremental computing is an approach to efficiently updating a view of some
data source whenever the data source changes. For an explanation, let us look
at the following diagram:

Initially, the source is the list [2, 3, 5, 7, 11]. We create a view of the source, defined
as the list of odd numbers in the source, which is [3, 5, 7, 11] initially. Next, we
change the source by inserting the numbers 23 and 42 at index 2, resulting in
[2, 3, 23, 42, 5, 7, 11]. We expect the view to adapt to the new source, that is, to
become [3, 23, 5, 7, 11]. This can be done by fully recomputing the view from the
source. However, a more efficient method is to turn the source change “insert
[23, 42] at 2” into a view change “insert [23] at 1” and apply the latter to the
view.

The most important trait of different approaches to incremental computing
is the amount of automation they provide. One of the strongest achievements
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
F. Castor and Y.D. Liu (Eds.): SBLP 2016, LNCS 9889, pp. 62–77, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-45279-1 5
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in the field of incremental computing is the approach of self-adjusting computa-
tion developed by Acar [1]. Here, any function is incrementalized automatically
using dependency tracking. However, the downside of full automation is that it
provides less control over time and space complexity. For example, the trivial
accumulator-based implementation of the reverse function requires linear time
for change propagation when incrementalized automatically. One can achieve
change propagation in logarithmic time by implementing reverse using a divide-
and-conquer strategy. However, it is generally hard to come up with a function
definition that results in efficient change propagation.

In this paper, we present a framework for incremental computing. This frame-
work makes it possible to efficiently implement basic incremental computations
using carefully crafted algorithms, and then build more complex computations
from them by means of easy-to-use combinators. Furthermore, our framework
offers composability at the type level, allowing notions of change for complex
types to be derived from notions of change for simpler types. To illustrate our
framework, we use sequences as our running example. We make the following
contributions:

– In Sect. 2, we describe an interface to changeable values and associated
changes.

– In Sect. 3, we introduce the notion of transformation. A transformation maps
a source to a view. It allows for efficient updates of the view by propagating
changes of the source to the view. (An example of a transformation is the
filter odd in the above diagram.)

– In Sect. 4, we develop transformations that may use pure state to propagate
changes. As a result, we can equip a wider range of operations with change
propagation.

– In Sect. 5, we show that for some transformations, efficient change propagation
requires mutable state, that is, state that can be updated in place. We char-
acterize a class of monad families that can embed different kinds of mutable
state into pure computations. We generalize transformations such that they
can use arbitrary monad families from this class.

The remaining sections are devoted to related work, conclusions, and further
work.

Our developments use the Haskell programming language and are compatible
with the Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC), version 7.8.3. They are available as
the Cabal package incremental-computing [6].

2 Changes and Changeables

The central notion of our framework is the change. A change describes a modifi-
cation of values. Changes are typically implemented using algebraic data types.
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This way, they can be inspected during change propagation. We define a type
class Change of all types of changes:

class Change p where
type Value p :: ∗
($$) :: p → Value p → Value p

Each type p of changes has an associated type Value p of values on which the
changes can act. The $$-operator denotes change application. We can see a
partial application (change $$) :: Value p → Value p as the meaning of change.

A change type may optionally be an instance of the Monoid class, in which
case ε denotes the identity change, and change2 • change1 denotes the change
that consists of change1 followed by change2.

For any type of values, there is a primitive notion of change, where a change
is either keeping the current value or replacing the current value by a new value:

data PrimitiveChange a = Keep | ReplaceBy a

instance Monoid (PrimitiveChange a) where
ε = Keep
Keep • change = change
ReplaceBy val • = ReplaceBy val

instance Change (PrimitiveChange a) where
type Value (PrimitiveChange a) = a

Keep $$ val = val
ReplaceBy val $$ = val

Each value type can have an arbitrary number of change types. However, we
allow to specify a single notion of change as the default for a value type. We
introduce a class Changeable of all value types with a default change type:

class (Monoid (DefaultChange a),Change (DefaultChange a),
Value (DefaultChange a) ∼ a) ⇒ Changeable a where

type DefaultChange a :: ∗
type DefaultChange a = PrimitiveChange a

As the code specifies, default changes have to form a monoid, and each type of
the form DefaultChange a has to be an instance of the Change class with a being
the value type of DefaultChange a. If an instance declaration does not provide a
declaration for DefaultChange, primitive changes are used as the default notion
of change. Primitive changes are appropriate for primitive types, like Bool and
Integer ; so we can instantiate Changeable for primitive types easily:

instance Changeable Bool
instance Changeable Integer

In this paper, we want to illustrate the concepts of our framework taking
lists as a running example. However, some operations on standard Haskell lists
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are inefficient. As a solution, the module Data.Sequence from the containers
package provides a type Seq with operations that mostly run in O(log n) time. In
particular, splitting a sequence at a given index and concatenating two sequences
takes Θ(log n) time. So we base our illustration on the Seq type. However, we
will still use list syntax in examples to avoid notational clutter.

First, we define a type AtomicChange whose elements are changes of
sequences:

data AtomicChange a = Insert Int (Seq a)
| Delete Int Int
| Shift Int Int Int
| ChangeAt Int (DefaultChange a)

The semantics of changes and the time complexity of change application to
sequences of size n are as follows:

– Insert ix seq inserts seq at index ix . It takes O(log n + |seq |) time.
– Delete ix len deletes the part of length len that starts at index ix . It takes

O(log n) time.
– Shift src len tgt shifts the part of length len that starts at index src to

index tgt . It takes O(log n) time.
Applying Shift src len tgt is actually equivalent to first applying Delete src len
and then Insert tgt seq where seq is the deleted part. We provide Shift never-
theless, because in certain situations, change propagation for Shift can be done
more efficiently than change propagation for the corresponding Delete–Insert
chain.

– ChangeAt ix elemChange applies elemChange to the element at index ix . It
takes O(log n+m) time where m is the time cost for applying elemChange to
the element.

Note that not all changes are applicable to a given sequence. For example, a
change Insert ix seq can only be applied to a sequence of length len if 0 � ix �
len. In the incremental-computing package, we properly deal with this issue, but
in this paper, we ignore it for the sake of simplicity.

We want to use lists of atomic changes as the default changes of sequences.
This way, default sequence changes form a monoid. We introduce a type
MultiChange such that MultiChange a is essentially [a], but differs from it in
the following points:

– Concatenation takes only O(1) time, which is achieved by using difference
lists.

– The monoid operator • is concatenation with arguments swapped to accom-
modate the above-mentioned argument order of change composition.

– For every instance p of Change, MultiChange p is an instance of Change as
well (with an obvious implementation).
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We instantiate Changeable for sequence types as follows:

instance Changeable a ⇒ Changeable (Seq a) where
type DefaultChange (Seq a) = MultiChange (AtomicChange a)

For convenience, we define variants of Insert , Delete, Shift , and ChangeAt ,
called insert , delete, shift , and changeAt , that construct singleton multi changes
instead of atomic changes.

3 Transformations Without State

Transformations are functions equipped with means for change propagation. For
very simple cases, a transformation can be seen as a pair of two functions: one
that maps source values to view values and one that maps source changes to
view changes:

data Trans p q = Trans (Value p → Value q) (p → q)

For transformations that work with default changes, we provide a convenience
type alias:

type a � b = Trans (DefaultChange a) (DefaultChange b)

As an example, we present a map combinator for sequences that works with
transformations instead of functions. First, we implement a version of this com-
binator that only propagates atomic changes:

atomicMap :: (Changeable a,Changeable b)
⇒ (a � b) → Trans (AtomicChange a) (AtomicChange b)

atomicMap (Trans elemFun elemProp) = Trans fun prop where
fun = fmap elemFun
prop (Insert ix seq) = Insert ix (fmap elemFun seq)
prop (Delete ix len) = Delete ix len
prop (Shift src len tgt) = Shift src len tgt
prop (ChangeAt ix elemChange) = ChangeAt ix (elemProp elemChange)

Since the default changes of sequences are multi changes, we now develop
a combinator map for sequences that works with multi changes. Recall that
multi changes are essentially just lists of changes. We introduce a function
MultiChange.map of type

Trans p q → Trans (MultiChange p) (MultiChange q)

that keeps the function on values and lifts the function on changes to a function
on multi changes. The definition of map becomes simple now:

map :: (Changeable a,Changeable b) ⇒ (a � b) → (Seq a � Seq b)
map trans = MultiChange.map (atomicMap trans)
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4 Transformations with Pure State

In many cases, we need additional information about the current source in order
to propagate changes. An example is the reverse transformation. A source change
Insert ix seq , for example, must be turned into the view change Insert (len −
ix ) (reverse seq) where len is the current length of the source. So the change
propagator needs to know this length.

To remedy this problem, we extend the Trans type such that a transformation
can use a state to track information about the source:

data Trans p q = ∀s . Trans (Value p → (Value q, s)) (p → s → (q, s))

The type s is the type of the state. Every value of a type Trans p q can use its
own type s, which does not show up as a parameter of Trans. In a transformation
Trans init prop, the function init turns an initial source to the corresponding
view and the initial state, and the function prop turns a source change and a
current state into the corresponding view change and the updated state. Note
that prop is a computation in the state monad.

We can still represent transformations without state by setting the type s
to (). However, we cannot use the previous implementation of map anymore,
since the argument of type a � b that map receives has the new, more com-
plex, structure. Nevertheless, it is possible to implement map for transformations
with pure state. The only difficulty is the propagation of ChangeAt changes. To
propagate a change of the form ChangeAt ix elemChange, we have to propagate
elemChange. This requires access to the state of the element at index ix . For
this reason, we store the sequence of all element states as the state of the result
transformation of map.

Another example of a transformation that requires state is concat , which
flattens a sequence of sequences. To propagate changes, concat needs to translate
indexes and lengths that refer to the nested source sequence into indexes and
lengths that refer to the flattened view sequence. For this, it needs to know the
lengths of the elements of the source. The concat transformation stores these as
its state.

Having concat , we can implement a filter combinator with only little effort.
First, we implement a helper combinator

gate :: Changeable a ⇒ (a � Bool) → (a � Seq a) ,

which is also useful in other contexts. The view of a transformation gate prd is
the empty sequence whenever prd yields false for the source; otherwise, it is the
singleton sequence containing just the source. Figure 1 shows an example run for
gate odd . Note that the source is of type Integer and thus uses changes of type
PrimitiveChange Integer , while the view is of type Seq Integer and thus uses
changes of type MultiChange (AtomicChange Integer). We can now implement
filter easily by composing map, concat , and gate appropriately:

filter :: Changeable a ⇒ (a � Bool) → (Seq a � Seq a)
filter prd = concat ◦ map (gate prd)
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Fig. 1. Example run for gate odd

The given implementation uses a composition operator ◦ of type Trans q r →
Trans p q → Trans p r, which definition is straightforward. The example from
Sect. 1 illustrates the use of filter .

5 Transformations with Mutable State

The goal of incremental computing is to make views adapt quickly to source
changes. In some cases, transformations with only pure state are not capable of
propagating changes with optimal time complexity. In Subsect. 5.1, we sketch
an efficient solution to incremental stable sorting that relies on mutable state,
that is, state that can be updated in place. Next, in Subsect. 5.2, we develop the
notion of monadic transformation, which makes it possible to use mutable state
in incremental computations. Finally, in Subsect. 5.3, we discuss how transfor-
mation combinators can be implemented safely in the presence of mutable state.

5.1 Incremental Stable Sorting

A sorting algorithm is stable if it retains the relative order of elements that are
considered equivalent by the comparison function. Stability is especially impor-
tant in an incremental setting, as it prevents equivalent elements from changing
their relative order during application of unrelated changes.

There are several solutions to incremental sorting. Acar [1] presents a random-
ized merge sort that he incrementalizes using self-adjusting computation. With
this approach, change propagation takes logarithmic expected time for single-
element insertions and deletions, and sorting is stable. Furthermore, Acar et al. [2]
describe a cleverly crafted heapsort implementation, for which self-adjusting com-
putation provides single-element change propagation in logarithmic worst-case
time. Unfortunately, the use of heapsort makes sorting unstable. We overcome the
tradeoff between these two approaches by implementing incremental stable sort-
ing with logarithmic worst-case time for single-element change propagation. In this
subsection, we describe the main ideas behind our implementation.

Let us first discuss incremental unstable sorting. As an example, we want
to look at sequences of letters. We assume that letters are ordered according to
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their position in the alphabet without taking case into account. The following
diagram shows an example of change propagation:

The generated view change insert 1 "a" is also appropriate for stable sorting.
Unstable sorting, however, additionally permits the view change insert 0 "a",
which leads to the updated view "aABcC".

The crucial part of change propagation for unstable sorting is the translation
of source indexes into view indexes. To facilitate this translation, we maintain
the sorted sequence as the state of the sorting transformation. We use a search
tree data structure for it, so that we can find the view index of a newly inserted
element or an element to be deleted in logarithmic worst-case time.

Now let us try to turn this incremental unstable approach into an approach
to incremental stable sorting. It is well known how to perform non-incremental
stable sorting based on an unstable sorting algorithm. First, the elements of
the unsorted sequence are tagged with their indexes. Afterwards, the resulting
sequence of element–index pairs is sorted lexicographically. Finally, the indexes
are dropped from the sorted sequence.

We cannot adapt this approach directly to incremental sorting. When prop-
agating an insertion, we must come up with tags for the new elements that lie
between the tags of the existing elements. For an explanation, let us look at the
above diagram again. We first tag the initial source "cACB" with indexes and
get the sequence [(‘c’, 0), (‘A’, 1), (‘C’, 2), (‘B’, 3)]. Then, we sort this sequence
lexicographically, obtaining [(‘A’, 1), (‘B’, 3), (‘c’, 0), (‘C’, 2)]. For propagating
the change insert 3 "a", we have to create a tag that lies between the tags of
‘C’ and ‘B’. We could use rational numbers as tags, so that the new tag could
be 2.5. However with this approach, tag comparison would be linear in the worst
case. Retagging the source sequence is also not an option, as it would take linear
time in the worst case as well.

We solve the tagging issue by employing a solution to the order maintenance
problem. In the order maintenance problem, the objective is to maintain a total
order of tags subject to insertions, deletions, and tag comparison. Dietz and
Sleator [5] show how to achieve constant worst-case time for all these opera-
tions. By using their solution, we are able to create tags between existing tags
efficiently and still avoid linear time complexity for tag comparison. We keep the
tagged sorted sequence in the form of a search tree. In addition, we maintain the
tagged unsorted sequence, so that we can generate new tags based on the tags
of neighboring elements.
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Let us illustrate this with our running example. The initial source "cACB"
leads to a tagged unsorted sequence [(‘c’, t0), (‘A’, t1), (‘C’, t2), (‘B’, t3)]
with t0 < t1 < t2 < t3 and the tagged sorted sequence [(‘A’,t1),(‘B’,t3),
(‘c’,t0),(‘C’,t2)], which together constitute the initial state. For propagat-
ing insert 3 "a", we first use the tagged unsorted sequence to find the
neighboring tags of the new element. We use order maintenance inser-
tion to create a new tag t′ between those tags, so that t2 < t′ < t3.
We insert the pair (‘a’, t′) into the tagged sorted sequence, leading to
[(‘A’, t1), (‘a’, t′), (‘B’, t3), (‘c’, t0), (‘C’, t2)]. The index of this pair in the
updated tagged sorted sequence is the view insertion index.

The crux is that the order maintenance solution by Dietz and Sleator relies
on mutable state. So transformations with pure state are not powerful enough to
implement the above incremental stable sorting strategy. Therefore, we extend
our notion of transformation once more to allow for state to be mutable.

5.2 Monadic Transformations

Haskell provides the ST type to implement computations that can work with
mutable variables internally, but can still be used in a pure setting [9]. ST takes a
phantom type parameter s and an ordinary type parameter a, where s represents
a heap of mutable variables that the computation can access, and a is the result
type of the computation. There is a function runST :: (∀s . ST s a) → a that
turns an ST computation into a pure value. The use of universal quantification
ensures that a computation can only work with its own, private heap, so that
state mutations cannot be observed from the outside. ST s is a monad family
indexed by s in the sense that for every particular s, ST s is a monad.

We redefine Trans based on ST to enable transformations to use mutable
state:

newtype Trans p q = Trans (∀s . Value p → ST s (Value q, p → ST s q))

We represent a transformation by a computation that takes an initial source,
sets up the initial state, and returns the initial view and a propagator. The
propagator, in turn, is a computation that turns a source change into a view
change. It can access the state that the initializer has set up, because it is
created inside the initializer. Note that we can still express all transformations
with pure state using this new definition of Trans, since we can store a pure
state in a mutable variable.

The ST -based definition of Trans allows for arbitrary transformations with
mutable state. However, it restricts code reuse. For example, there is an imple-
mentation of order maintenance in the form of the order-maintenance Cabal
package [7], but we cannot use this package to implement a stable sorting trans-
formation. To see why, we have to take a closer look at the interface of this
package.

The order-maintenance package provides a type OrderT for computations
that have access to a mutable totally ordered set. OrderT takes type parameters
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o, m, and a, where o is a phantom parameter that represents the ordered set,
m is an inner monad, which provides additional effects, and a is the result type
of the computation. There is a function

evalOrderT :: Monad m ⇒ (∀o . OrderT o m a) → m a

that turns an OrderT computation into a computation in the inner monad. The
use of universal quantification here is analogous to its use in runST . It ensures
that a computation can only work with its own, private ordered set. For every
monad m, OrderT o m is a monad family indexed by o.

The order-maintenance package does not allow us to incorporate an OrderT
computation into an ST computation, as this would make the ordered set explic-
itly accessible via mutable variables and thus break the abstraction barrier.
Therefore, we cannot make use of the order-maintenance package with the above
ST -based definition of Trans.

If we had a variant of Trans based on the monad family OrderT o (ST s) with
indexes o and s, we could use order-maintenance for implementing incremental
stable sorting. The OrderT layer would provide us with a mutable totally ordered
set for holding the tags, and the ST layer would provide us with a heap for storing
the remaining state. Instead of providing a Trans variant for this particular
monad family, we generalize Trans such that we can use every monad family
that has the following properties:

– It is indexed by an arbitrary number of phantom type parameters that appear
at arbitrary positions in the type.

– It comes with an evaluation function, that is, a function that turns a compu-
tation in the monad family into a pure value, using universal quantification
for all the index parameters to keep mutable state private. (For ST s, this
function is runST , and for OrderT o (ST s), it is runST ◦ evalOrderT .)

We introduce a type alias TransProc whose definition resembles the ST -based
definition of Trans, but allows us to work in an arbitrary monad:

type TransProc m p q = Value p → m (Value q, p → m q)

We call a value of TransProc a transformation processor. We can represent a
transformation by a value of a type ∀w . TransProc μ p q where μ is a monad
family with indexes w. As special cases, we get ∀s . TransProc (ST s) p q, which
corresponds to the ST -based Trans, and ∀o s . TransProc (OrderT o (ST s)) p q,
which is appropriate for implementing incremental stable sorting.

It would be straightforward to define Trans as a transformation processor,
existentially quantifying the monad family μ. However, this would result in the
following problems:

1. Since the number of indexes and the index positions depend on μ, we would
have to bundle indexes as type tuples. This would require users of our frame-
work to write considerable amounts of boilerplate code, and would require
support for data type promotion, which is not a well-established language
extension.
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2. Since transformation processors can use different monad families, composition
of transformation processors would be hard to implement.

Therefore, we represent a transformation by a pure function:

newtype Trans p q = Trans ((Value p, [p]) → (Value q, [q]))

The representation of a transformation captures its behavior by turning any
pair of an initial source value and a list of successive source changes into a
corresponding pair of an initial view value and a list of successive view changes.
In practice, we typically cannot provide the initial source value and all the source
changes at once, since they only become available over time. However, we can
obtain parts of the output based on only parts of the input by employing laziness.

Note that there are pure functions of the above-mentioned type that are
not proper representations of transformations, for example, functions where a
view change depends on future source changes. Therefore, we do not export the
data constructor Trans. Instead, we introduce a function trans that constructs
a transformation based on a given transformation processor.

Besides the transformation processor, the trans function needs to know the
evaluation function of the monad family of the transformation processor. So it
would be best if trans had the type

∀μ . (∀w . TransProc μ p q) → (∀r . (∀w . μ r) → r) → Trans p q.

Unfortunately, the use of universal quantification over monad families would
involve a problem similar to Problem 1 described above. Therefore, we modify
the interface of trans step by step until trans has a type that does not involve
universal quantification over monad families. Some of our modifications make the
interface more permissive for the user, but none of them makes it less permissive.
Our modification steps are as follows:

1. We switch to continuation-passing style for the transformation processor,
using μ r with an arbitrary r as the result type of the continuation. As a
consequence, the first argument of trans has the type

∀r . ∀w . (TransProc μ p q → μ r) → μ r .

2. We push the quantification ∀w under the arrow, so that the type of the first
argument becomes

∀r . (∀w . TransProc μ p q → μ r) → (∀w . μ r) .

3. We merge the two arguments into one that is supposed to be the composition
of the former two arguments. The type of this single argument is clearly

∀r . (∀w . TransProc μ p q → μ r) → r .

4. We generalize the type of the continuation such that it covers all monads.
The type of the trans argument becomes

∀r . (∀m . Monad m ⇒ TransProc m p q → m r) → r .
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5. We drop the universal quantification of μ, which is not needed anymore, as
there are no more uses of μ. Now trans has the type

(∀r . (∀m . Monad m ⇒ TransProc m p q → m r) → r) → Trans p q .

Let us look how to construct a transformation from a transformation proces-
sor transProc and an evaluation function eval . First, we turn transProc into
continuation-passing style, which results in the function λcont → cont transProc.
Then, we compose this function with the eval function, leading to λcont →
eval (cont transProc). Finally, we apply trans to this composed function.

By applying this technique to the monad family ST s, we can define a func-
tion stTrans that turns an ST -based transformation processor into a value of
type Trans:

stTrans :: (∀s . TransProc (ST s) p q) → Trans p q
stTrans transProc = trans (λcont → runST (cont transProc))

We conclude this subsection with the presentation of the trans function imple-
mentation:

trans :: (∀r . (∀m . Monad m ⇒ TransProc m p q → m r) → r) → Trans p q
trans cpsProcAndEval = Trans conv where

conv src = cpsProcAndEval $ λtransProc → monadicConv transProc src
monadicConv transProc ∼(val , changes) = do

∼(val ′, prop) ← transProc val
changes ′ ← mapM prop changes
return (val ′, changes ′)

Note that the interface changes to trans have not prevented us from generat-
ing the pure function representation, despite them making the interface more
permissive.

5.3 Transformation Combinators

The use of the pure function representation for transformations becomes a
challenge for the implementation of transformation combinators, that is, func-
tions that construct new transformations from existing ones. Examples of
transformation combinators are map and gate, which are described in Sects. 3
and 4, respectively. Change propagation of a combinator’s result may involve
change propagation of this combinator’s arguments. For example, when a
transformation map elemTrans propagates a sequence change of the form
ChangeAt ix elemChange, it has to use elemTrans to propagate elemChange.

A transformation combinator cannot directly use the Trans data constructor
to construct its result, since Trans is private; it has to invoke the trans function
instead. Therefore, the combinator must represent its result by a transformation
processor, which it can feed to trans. In particular, it must implement change
propagation via a propagator whose type has the form p → μ q. Such a prop-
agator is called with one change at a time. To propagate a given change, it
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may need to propagate individual changes using the arguments of the combina-
tor. The problem is that the arguments are represented by pure functions that
take all their source changes at once and therefore cannot propagate changes
individually.

As a solution, we develop a function toSTProc that turns a transformation
into an ST -based transformation processor. Using toSTProc, a transformation
combinator can obtain transformation processors for all its arguments and use
them to individually propagate changes.

A transformation processor toSTProc (Trans conv) has to apply conv to the
pair of the initial source and the list of all source changes in order to receive
the initial view and the view changes. So it has to provide the list of all source
changes immediately, although the source changes become known only by later
propagator calls. To resolve this conflict, we let the propagator put the source
changes into a channel and let the transformation processor construct a sin-
gle lazy list of all future channel elements when it is initially invoked. For this
purpose, we implement channel support for the ST monad family. This sup-
port is inspired by the Control .Concurrent .Chan module, which works with the
IO monad.

We introduce a type Channel such that a value of a type Channel s a is
a channel that works with the monad ST s and contains elements of type a.
Furthermore, we provide a function newChannel :: ST s (Channel s a, [a]) that
creates an empty channel and returns it together with the lazy list of its future
elements, and a function writeChannel :: Channel s a → a → ST s () that puts
an element into a channel.

We are now able to convert transformations into ST -based transformation
processors:

toSTProc :: Trans p q → TransProc (ST s) p q
toSTProc (Trans conv) val = do

(chan, changes) ← newChannel
let (val ′, changes ′) = conv (val , changes)
remainderRef ← newSTRef changes ′

let prop change = do
writeChannel chan change
next : further ← readSTRef remainderRef
writeSTRef remainderRef further
return next

return (val ′, prop)

A transformation processor constructed by toSTProc creates a channel for the
source changes and passes its contents together with the initial source to the
pure function that represents the given transformation. This way, the transfor-
mation processor obtains the initial view and a lazy list of future view changes.
The propagator puts the given source change into the channel and fetches the
corresponding view change from the list of view changes. For this purpose, the
suffix of the view change list that contains the future view changes is kept in a
mutable variable.
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6 Related Work

Approaches to incremental computing differ by the amount of automation they
provide. Generally, automation of change propagation relieves the programmer
from manual design of propagation algorithms and the obligation to prove that
these algorithms are correct. On the other hand, automation restricts control over
incrementalization strategies, which may result in suboptimal time complexity.

We have tried to find a middle ground between automation and potential
for manual intervention. A user of our framework can manually define notions
of change for core data types and implement core transformations by specifi-
cally crafted algorithms. On the other hand, our framework offers composability
of transformations and types of changeable data, allowing the construction of
complex incremental programs from the hand-crafted building blocks.

Cai et al. [3] follow a similar approach. Like us, they allow the user to define
change types and change propagation algorithms for core data types. Based on
these, they can incrementalize arbitrary λ-terms by means of a static transforma-
tion. In one respect, their automation goes further than ours, since it can handle
higher-order programs. In another respect, however, their automation is more
restrictive, because it uses only transformations with a pure state that reflects
the current source value. We conjecture that this restriction necessarily results in
change propagation with suboptimal time complexity for some transformations,
for example, incremental stable sorting.

Substantial contributions to the field of fully automatic incremental comput-
ing are due to Acar [1]. His key approach is executing an ordinary program in
an incremental fashion by maintaining a dynamic dependency graph. Based on
this idea, Acar has developed the technique of self-adjusting computation. This
method allows a user to write a function in the usual way and then have it incre-
mentalized automatically by the compiler. Unfortunately, this level of automa-
tion makes it complicated to analyze the complexity of change propagation. A
user who is not satisfied with the result of automatic incrementalization has little
clue about how to change the implementation of his function to make it perform
better when incrementalized. For example, the typical accumulator-based imple-
mentation of the reverse function requires linear time for change propagation.
One can achieve logarithmic time by implementing reverse using a divide-and-
conquer strategy, but this is not obvious for the lesser experienced user.

Carlsson [4] has implemented adaptive functional programming, a subset of
self-adjusting computation, in Haskell. The key contribution of his work is the
use of monads for integrating incremental computing into a pure language.

Self-adjusting computation does not perform well in the presence of certain
reuse patterns, particularly sharing (using a computation in different contexts),
swapping (changing the order of subcomputations), and switching (toggling com-
putations back and forth). As a solution, Hammer et al. [8] have developed the
λcdd
ic -calculus and the Adapton library, which provide automatic incremental

computing based on a demand-driven semantics.
Maier et al. [10] have developed the Scala.React framework, which supports

functional incremental reactive lists. The authors use the notions of reversible
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and associative folds, which are usual folds with some additional constraints
on their arguments. These folds can be used for implementing new incremental
functions. Obtaining incremental operations on reactive lists means translating
the linear recursion of sequential folds into tree recursion of associative folds.

7 Conclusions and Further Work

We have developed a framework for incremental computing in Haskell. This
framework allows the user to associate different notions of change with different
data types and implement change propagation based on arbitrary monad fami-
lies whose computations can be turned into pure values. Furthermore, we have
implemented incremental versions of several sequence operations.

In the future, we want to develop a generic notion of change for inductive data
types and use it to define generic transformations based on recursion schemes.
We expect that general recursion schemes cannot be efficiently incrementalized.
However, we plan to characterize recursion schemes that allow for efficient change
propagation. All functions that are defined in terms of these recursion schemes
can then be efficiently incrementalized automatically.
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Abstract. Object ownership is an important technique in dealing with
object sharing and aliasing to support verification of OO programs.
Dynamic Ownership proposes a very flexible encapsulation discipline and
has been adopted in Spec#. However, to use this technique, program-
mers have to keep all the ownership information in mind to decide the
validation for modifying one variable. This makes the approach difficult
to master and use. In this paper, we apply data-flow analysis to gen-
erate most annotations of dynamic ownership automatically, thus can
potentially reduce the workload of program verification. Moreover, our
technique can reveal ownership topology errors and encapsulation errors.
In addition, the entire analysis of our approach is static, thus is efficient.

Keywords: Object ownership · Encapsulation · Program analysis

1 Introduction

The concept of Object Ownership [1,2] has been proposed in 1998 to deal with
the problems caused by aliasing in heap-manipulating programs, especially OO
programs. Ownership provides important benefits for verification. It allows pro-
grammers to describe the topology of data structures in a simple and natural
way, at least for hierarchical structures. Moreover, ownership can be used to
define and enforce encapsulation disciplines, which describe what references are
valid in the execution and which operations may be performed on these refer-
ences. In addition, ownership types support an automatic way of checking the
implementations to some extent.

Various encapsulation disciplines for ownership have been proposed. The
owner-as-dominator discipline enforces that the owner of an object is its domi-
nator which controls every access path to the object. Another idea is owner-as-
modifier, which enforces that all modifications to an object can only be initiated
by its owner. Dietl et al. [3] introduced Dynamic Ownership based on the latter
idea, and has been adopted in Spec#. Dynamic Ownership introduces the con-
cept of ownership state for the involved objects. However, working with Dynamic
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Ownership, the developers must keep all the ownership information – ownership
topology and the current ownership states – in their mind to decide whether it
is valid to modify a object via a variable.

Dynamic Ownership improves the flexibility of ownership types, with the cost
of more complicated annotations. The heavy annotations and unfriendliness for
understanding make it difficult to master and use, thus hindered its spread in
practice.

Our work address this problem. Applying data-flow analysis technique, we
make the work process more automatic while keeping the flexibility. To illustrate
the problem of Dynamic Ownership and our idea, we show a simple example.

Figure 1 (left) shows a class annotated with Dynamic Ownership notation.
To modify the value of field data.f in method m, we must explicitly expose the
transitive owners of f (data and this) using expose annotation. The anno-
tations would be even more complicated for real-world programs. Our approach
reduces the ownership annotations written by programmers, as in Fig. 1 (right),
without losing the flexibility.

The workflow of Dynamic Ownership (especially in Spec#) is depicted in
Fig. 2a. Firstly, programmers add all the ownership annotations into their pro-
gram, then send the program to the model generator and the verifier. The tools
check the ownership properties together with other verifications, and finally give

Fig. 1. Annotations: dynamic ownership vs our approach
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the feedback. If any error occurs, the programmers need to modify the source
code, ownership annotations, etc. to fix the error, and feed the result into the
tools again.

However, the iteration in the workflow is quite long and difficult to conduct,
besides the heavy annotations. Because the checking of ownership relation is
combined into the general verification, programmers can only get the feedback
after the time-consuming dynamic verification. In addition, the errors related to
ownership relations often manifest as failure of theorem proof, which is difficult
to locate and fix. This workflow is inefficient.

The workflow of our approach is shown in Fig. 2b. Now programmers write
only basic ownership declarations, then feed the program into our tools. The
tools work as follows: First, the topology analyzer checks the object topology,
and reports errors immediately when it finds topological faults. Then, our auto-
matic annotator tries to add necessary annotations to make all the accessing to
the objects valid. It reports errors when it cannot complete the work. The pro-
grammers then check if all the annotations inserted by our tools are reasonable
and conform to their intentions. This may induce another iteration. Then the
program can go into the following verifications.

Our main contributions are:

1. A symbolic execution approach to extract and check the ownership topology.
2. An automatic annotation algorithm which can reduce the amount of required

annotations in programs that use object ownership.
3. A prototype implementation of the algorithms.

Following our approach, we get at least three important benefits: (1) The
annotation workload of the programmers is largely reduced. (2) The intellectual
work to specify correct annotations now becomes a simpler work to check the
satisfactory of the annotated program. (3) The tools can give feedback much
earlier, and distinguish clearly the topological errors, annotation errors, etc.

2 Ownership System in Dynamic Ownership

Before going into details, we give a brief introduction to the concept of ownership
topology, encapsulation discipline etc., which support verifications in Dynamic
Ownership. These are the foundations of our work.

2.1 Ownership Topology

The ownership topology describes a hierarchical structure of objects, where each
object is owned by at most one other object, its owner. The ownership topology
is a forest of ownership trees, and the roots are the objects which have no owner.
The set of objects with a same owner (direct or transitive) is called an ownership
context.

Figure 3 shows an example from Dietl and Müller [3]. The picture on the
right hand side depicts the ownership topology after the first four statements
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Fig. 3. Ownership topology

of method Demo are executed. The solid arrows denote object references, and
the dashed boxes depict the borders of the ownership contexts. Here the Main
object is the root, which owns two Person objects. Each Person object owns
an Account object.

There are two kinds of ownership errors, which are clearly separated in [4].

– Topology Error : The ownership topology is not well-formed. A topology is
well-formed if each object has at most one owner and the owner does not
change once been assigned1.

– Encapsulation Error : There are modifications which violate the encapsulation
principle (see Sect. 2.4).

2.2 Ownership Qualifiers

In Dynamic Ownership, there are two qualifiers [Peer] and [Rep] for the field
declarations. [Peer] f means that the object referred by f has the same owner
as this object. This is equivalent to the object invariant

invariant f �= null =⇒ f.owner = this.owner .

Here o.owner denotes the owner of object o. In addition, [Rep] f means that
this object is the owner of the object which f refers to. This is equivalent to the
object invariant

invariant f �= null =⇒ f.owner = this.

In Dynamic Ownership, a new created object is unowned and will acquire an
owner when it is assigned to a rep or peer field of an object.

2.3 Ownership States of Objects

In Dynamic Ownership, each object has an ownership state, which is either valid
or mutable. When valid, the object must satisfy its invariants, but when mutable,
1 Some ownership systems support ownership transfer. For simplicity, we ignore own-

ership transfer in this paper.
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the object can violate its invariants (except the ownership invariant mentioned
above). A fresh object is valid when the new expression terminates. We call an
object consistent if it is valid and its owner (if any) is mutable; or peer consistent
if it is consistent, as well as all of its peers (the objects with the same owner).

A field update requires the receiver to be mutable, or consistent (providing
the update does not violate the receiver’s object invariant). Before modifying a
field of an object that may temporarily break the object’s invariant, we have to
change its ownership state to be mutable. For this purpose, Dynamic Ownership
introduces the expose structure, see Fig. 1. The semantics of expose(o){...}
is as follows: It asserts that o is consistent, modifies the state of o to be mutable,
then executes its body. Finally, expose asserts that the invariant of o holds
again, and o and all objects owned by it are valid. Note that both the “asserts”
above induce some state checking which may find errors.

2.4 Encapsulation Discipline

Dynamic Ownership enforces the following encapsulation rules: A valid object
has to be exposed before modifications that may temporarily break its invariant.
Pure methods in Dynamic Ownership require the receiver and arguments to be
valid, and ensure peer validity of the result. Impure methods (and constructors)
require their receiver and arguments to be peer consistent and ensure also peer
consistency of their results. Then, an impure method can expose the receiver
and the arguments and modify their state in its body.

The flexibility of Dynamic Ownership comes from that it does not need to
restrict references as read-only, but controls their behaviors.

2.5 Object Invariants

There is some work on which object fields can be mentioned in the object invari-
ants. If f is not a component of objects of class T , Barnett et al. [5] do not allow
the fields of f to be mentioned in the class-T object invariant. Leino et al. [6]
allow object invariants of T to depend on:

1. The fields of o declared in any superclass of T .
2. The fields of any object transitively owned by [o, S] for any superclass S of T .
3. The fields of any specified object o.f1. · · · .fn, (n ≥ 1) — that is, the objects

reachable from o by a fixed sequence of field references.

Müller et al. [7] add constant field access to the aforementioned works. In own-
ership techniques, invariants of object o may depend on the mutable fields of
objects that o owns.

Our work focuses on the ownership relationships. Thus, we require that the
invariants Inv(o) of object o depend only on the state encapsulated for o. For
this purpose, Inv(o) may depend only on the fields of o and objects transitively
owned by o. But other settings can be easily extended into our framework.

We do not deal with inheritance in this paper, as in [3]. To support inheri-
tance, Dynamic Ownership uses object-class pairs (o, C) to represent owners [8],
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that enables layered invariants and makes the operations on invariants more
accurate. We can apply the same technique to extend our work without sub-
stantial difficulties.

3 Analysis and Annotations Generation

In this section, we will present our work in details. Following our approach,
programmers only need to give the basic ownership annotations, [Rep] and
[Peer]. The remaining annotations are generated automatically.

3.1 Overview

Our approach consists of the following steps:

1. Extract the ownership topology of the program, as well as the points-to rela-
tionships.

2. Obtain the ownership state (valid or mutable) of each object based on the
ownership topology by an intra-procedure data-flow analysis.

3. Figure out all the positions to pack or unpack the objects according to the
ownership state transitions of the objects between the statements.

Most of technical difficulties exist in the first step. We need to figure out ref-
erence relations between the objects, and points-to relations between variables
and objects. In addition, throughout the whole program, one variable may ref-
erence to different objects. On the other hand, there may be several variables
referring to one object.

There are two cases where one variable may refer to different objects. We
need to deal with them in building the object ownership topology. The first case
is that a variable might be reassigned to another object. We use SSA (Static
Single Assignment) form to get rid of this form of reference-swing. The second
is that a variable may be used in a loop to iterate over a series of objects, e.g.
in a loop on a linked list,

while (n.next != null) {
n.foo();
n = n.next;

}

In a reasonable program with correct ownership relations, the objects iterated
over by one variable must be peers, i.e. they have a common owner. This should
be a loop invariant. Therefore, we take this as an assumption.

The main difficulty comes from the aliasing problem. SSA form eliminates
aliasing of local variables, leaving out the aliasing of arguments and global vari-
ables, which brings inaccuracy to our analysis.
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3.2 Analysis for the Ownership Topology

We perform a symbolic execution on the source code to get the ownership topol-
ogy. The topological errors will be checked and reported. The result will be used
in the ownership analysis algorithms. And the state transitions are recorded for
the points-to analysis.

To give the symbolic execution rules, we define the program states first. A
state (σ, h) ∈ Store × Heap is a pair of the program store and heap, where

Store � Name → Ref Heap � Ref → Name → Ref.

Name and Ref are two basic sets for names and object references. A store σ ∈
Store maps variable names to the corresponding object references, and a heap
h ∈ Heap is a pool for the objects, and (r, f, r′) ∈ h denotes that field f of the
object denoted by reference r holds a reference r′. Then h(σx) gives the object
of x in state (σ, h).

For briefness, we introduce the notation ξσ,h(x) = h(σx)(ow), which gives the
reference to the owner of h(σx). Similarly, we use ξσ,h(x.f) = h(h(σx)(f))(ow)
for the owner of the object denoted by x.f in state (σ, h).

Now we introduce the rules for the symbolic execution. The rule for the
assignments of local variables is omitted here, as it does not affect the ownership
topology.

Rules for the field assignment o.f=x are

ξσ,h(x) ∈ {ξσ,h(o.f),None}
〈o.f=x, (σ, h)〉 � 〈σ, h ⊕ {(σx, ow, ξσ,h(o.f)), (σo, f, σx)}〉

ξσ,h(x) /∈ {ξσ,h(o.f),None}
〈o.f=x, (σ, h)〉 � abort

.

Before the assignment, x should be unowned, or it shares the same owner
with o.f. In both cases, x will have the same owner with o.f after the assign-
ment. Otherwise, the assignment will break the well-formedness of the ownership
topology.

The if and while statements bring difficulties to the ownership analysis. In
the symbolic execution, the branch/loop conditions cannot be accurately eval-
uated in general. In addition, it is impossible to conduct an accurate points-to
analysis over branch statements statically. Therefore, we must make some rea-
sonable abstractions.

For if statement, we require that the two branches make consistent updating
to the ownership topology, otherwise an error is raised. Specially, the unowned
objects should get consistent owners. The situation that two branches make
inconsistent ownership topology usually indicates a programming error.

σb = true, 〈ci, (σ, h)〉 �∗ 〈σi, hi〉, i = 1, 2
∀o ∈ domh · h1(o)(ow) = h2(o)(ow)

〈if b c1 else c2, (σ, h)〉 �∗ (σ1, h1)

σb = false, 〈ci, (σ, h)〉 �∗ 〈σi, hi〉, i = 1, 2
∀o ∈ domh · h1(o)(ow) = h2(o)(ow)

〈if b c1 else c2, (σ, h)〉 �∗ (σ2, h2)
.
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The loops should also keep the ownership topology consistent. Therefore, for
any objects created before the loop, its owner keeps the same in the loop body.

σb = true, 〈c, (σ, h)〉 � 〈σ′, h′〉,
〈while b c, (σ′, h′)〉 �∗ 〈σ′′, h′′〉,
∀o ∈ dom h · h(o)(ow) = h′(o)(ow)

〈while b c, (σ, h)〉 �∗ (σ′′, h′′)

σb = false, 〈c, (σ, h)〉 �∗ 〈σ′, h′〉,
∀o ∈ dom h · h(o)(ow) = h′(o)(ow)

〈while b c, (σ, h)〉 � (σ, h)
.

We inline the invocations for non-recursive methods. And for recursive meth-
ods, we assume that each invocation returns an object with an unknown owner,
and omit other effects of the invocation.

Using these rules, we can build the ownership topology for each program
point.

3.3 Ownership State Analysis

Having the ownership topology, we use data-flow analysis [9] technique to track
the ownership state of the objects (valid or mutable). Generally speaking, our
algorithm calculates the minimum sets of mutable objects before and after each
statement which maintains the encapsulation discipline (Sect. 2.4).

The algorithm works in two stages. The first stage is a forward analysis to
decide the set of objects that may be mutable from the method entry to each
of the locations. Then we make a backward analysis to decide the set of objects
that must be mutable from the current location to the exit point of the method.
The intersection of these two sets at each location is the minimum set of mutable
objects to keep the encapsulation. We describe our algorithm on the control flow
graph (CFG). Because the forms of the algorithms are rather standard, we leave
the algorithm in our report, but give only a brief introduction here.

The forward data-flow analysis starts from the method entry, and works step
by step to track which objects may be mutable. In the analysis, we propagate
forward the set of mutable objects and update the set over each statement in
the CFG.

For statement s, let s.in and s.out denote the sets of objects that may be
mutable at its entry and exit points, respectively. Then for each immediate
predecessor statement t of s (i.e. t ∈ prec(s)), we formulate how the forward-
mutable set of t propagating to s:

s.in :=
⋃

t∈prec(s)

t.out .

For each statement s, the forward-mutable set of objects at its exit, s.out, is the
union of the set at its entry and the corresponding generated-set of s, and then
subtracts the killed-set of s, that is,

s.out := (s.in ∪ s.gen) \ s.kill .

The generated-set and killed-set will be discussed later.
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The forward-mutable set at each location is initialized with an empty set.
And the aforementioned process iterates until all the sets reach a fixed point.

The backward data-flow analysis works similarly, except that the branches
are processed differently. Here we calculate the backward-mutable sets, which
are the sets of objects that must be mutable from each of the locations to the
exit point of the method. For each statement s, the backward-mutable set at its
exit, s.out, is the intersection of the backward-mutable sets of all the immediate
successor statements of s, that is,

s.out :=
⋂

t∈succ(s)

t.in.

While the backward-mutable set at the entry point of s is obtained as before,
but reversely,

s.in := (s.out ∪ s.gen) \ s.kill .

The backward-mutable sets are also initialized with empty sets. The process
iterates until it reaches a fix point.

Table 1. Terms in the transfer function

Statement s.gen s.kill

o.f = x {o} ∪ ACs(o) ∅

o.m(arg) (impure) ACs(o, arg) peer∗(o, arg) ∪ Desc(peer∗(o, arg))

o.m(arg) (pure) ∅ {o, arg} ∪ Desc(o, arg)

We use a transfer function to calculate how the current statement affects the
ownership state of the objects, as defined in Table 1. For each node in the CFG,
(1) if it is an assignment to a field o.f, then o and its immediate or transitive
owners should be exposed, i.e., their ownership states should be mutable; (2)
if it is an invocation of some pure method, then the receiver and arguments of
the invocation should be packed, i.e., their ownership states should be valid;
(3) if it is an invocation for some impure method, then the ownership states of
the receiver and arguments should be peer consistent. Here ACs(obj ) denotes the
immediate and transitive owners of object sequence obj , while Desc(obj ) denotes
the objects immediately and transitively owned by obj . And finally, peer(obj )
denotes peers of obj , and peer∗(obj ) denotes {obj} ∪ peer(obj ).

3.4 Annotating the Program

After obtaining the exact mutable sets, we can introduce the access permission
annotations into the program using Algorithm1.

If an object is mutable in one node but valid in one of its subsequent nodes
in the CFG, then a pack annotation for this object should be inserted between
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these two nodes; on the contrary, if an object is valid in one node but mutable in
one of its subsequent nodes, then the object should be unpacked. More than one
objects may be packed or unpacked on one edge in the CFG. And considering
the hierarchical structure of the ownership topology, if o is the owner of o′, then
o should be unpacked before and packed after o′, whenever we need to modify
some field and o, o′ are on the accessing path.

Algorithm 1. Add access permission annotations into the program
procedure Annotation(CFG,OT ) � OT is the ownership tree

m fwd ← Forward(CFG,OT ) � The result of forward analysis
m back ← Backward(CFG,OT ) � The result of backward analysis
mut ← {} � The mutable object sets
for node ∈ CFG.nodes do

mut [node] ← m fwd [node] ∩ m back [node]

for edge ∈ CFG.edges do
for m ∈ (mut [edge.src] − mut [edge.dest ]) do

Add statement pack(m) at edge.

for m ∈ (mut [edge.dest ] − mut [edge.src]) do
Add statement unpack(m) at edge.

For object o, a code segment where o is mutable is named as a mutable range
of o, if it ensures the encapsulation principle. These segments are bounded by
the unpack/pack pair. Then we have the following definition.

Definition 1 (Minimal Mutable Range). Given an object o, its mutable
range R is called a minimal mutable range (MMR, for short), if there is not any
mutable range R′, such that R′ is a true subsegment of R.

We can obtain the following theorem. Its proof is given in our report.

Theorem 1. Given a program, for each object o in the program, Algorithm1
gives the minimal mutable ranges of o.

3.5 An Example

Here we use an example to illustrate our approach. The class definitions are given
in Fig. 3. In the upper left part of Fig. 4, we fill the rest code of the method Demo.
The lower left part of Fig. 4 shows the CFG of method Demo and the mutable
sets calculation during the analysis, and the right part is the annotated code.

In the lower left part, the left most two columns of the sets are the result
of forward and backward analyses, where the numbers represent the objects as
presented in Fig. 3. By calculating the intersection of the sets in the two columns,
we get the mutable sets for each node in the CFG, and then their corresponding
variables from ownership topology analysis.
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Fig. 4. The analysis process of method Demo

With the result of the graph, we can apply Algorithm1 to get the complete
annotated program. The insertions of unpack/pack are performed according
to the transitions of the objects’ ownership states. For instance, object p1 is not
mutable at statement p2 = new Person() but becomes mutable at state-
ment p1.spouse = p2 according to the result mutable sets, thus it should be
unpacked between these two statements.

4 Implementation and Experiments

We have implemented our algorithms as a prototype tool based on Soot [10,11],
which is a framework for analyzing and transforming Java and Android applica-
tions. Due to the functionalities of Soot, our analysis and automatic annotations
are performed on Shimple, an SSA-style typed 3-address representation. To deal
with a Java program, we translate it to Shimple using Soot, and then run the
analysis and annotations. Since Shimple is mostly a restricted subset of Java,
we believe that our implementation can be also ported to original Java without
substantial difficulties.

We introduce annotations into Java analogous to Spec#. We define @Rep and
@Peer qualifiers as the correspondents of the [Rep] and [Peer] in Spec#. An
annotated Java program is transformed automatically to the annotated Shimple
code by our tool, and the result can be optionally decompiled back to Java.

To carry the analysis, we perform the symbolic execution on the Shimple
code using the rules in Sect. 3.2 to extract the ownership topology and figure
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out the points-to relations. The symbolic execution is an intraprocedure analy-
sis performed method by method. Since we are not interested in the actual values
of the objects, we only trace the ownership and points-to relations of variables
and object fields, but not the detail of values. Thanks to the SSA-style interme-
diate representation, reassignments of variables are eliminated, therefore we can
assume that if every variable has its value (the points-to relation) unchanged in
the method, then the result of the analysis is unrelated to the real control flow.
This simplifies the implementation a lot.

Shimple is a low level language where the only control structure is if . . .
goto statement. Our tool figures out the while and if structures from the
Shimple code and then applies our symbolic execution rules.

In this phase, our implementation can report some kinds of errors: When a
field assignment tries to change the owner of an object, or when a variable points
to objects with different owners in different branches, an ownership topology
error is reported; when an uninitialized variable is used, an initialization error
is reported.

To obtain the ownership states, we perform the equations in Sect. 3.3 using
the data-flow analysis framework of Soot. Since Shimple is especially designed
for program analysis, this phase can be represented in a neat way, and works
efficiently.

The annotating phase (Sect. 3.4) gives us few difficulties, except that some
control flow analysis is required to put the unpack/pack statements at proper
positions. In Algorithm1, pack and unpack statements are inserted at the edge
of the CFG, therefore we should find out the proper position in the code to insert
the statement, possibly changing the target of goto statement in the Shimple
code.

The accuracy of the data-flow analysis annotation algorithm depends on its
input, e.g., the ownership topology and points-to relationships. Since the analy-
sis is intraprocedural, our analysis in the first phase is not completely accurate.
Especially, the precise points-to analysis is not computable. Due to the inac-
curacy of the analysis, our tool may treat one object as two separate objects
referred by different variables. However, this does not sacrifice the safety. Con-
trarily, if a tool treats two objects as the same one (which is also difficult for
human beings to recognize in local context), the result might be unsafe. Our tool
takes a conservative way, which will not make this error.

For the performance, the analysis of ownership topology and points-to rela-
tionships can be accomplished in linear time O(n), where n is the code length.
The data-flow analysis runs in O(n2) time, and it runs in nearly linear time in
most practical cases since the code in a block is usually short. The annotation
algorithm also runs in linear time.

We evaluate our tool with the examples used in some papers of this field [3,
4,12], and some other longer example made by ourselves. In addition, we also
checked JEdit, which is a cross platform programmer’s text editor written in
Java. Table 2 shows the experimental results. The experiments show that, our
tool can precisely analyze the ownership topology of the programs, recognize the
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Table 2. Experimental results

Name LOC Rep/Peer annot. Generated annot. Time(s)

PersonMain 37 5 19 0.005

LList 82 2 20 0.005

salesTaxes 722 31 81 0.010

JEdit 30 838 121 998 18.360

ownership topology violations, and automatically annotate the unpack/pack
statements at proper positions.

The tool runs fast. All the experiments are completed on machine with 4
hardware threads. Specially, we used an Intel Core i5 processor with 4 cores at
3.0 GHz. The performance of our prototype is comparable with the type inference
and checking tool of Universe Type [12], but supports a more flexible encapsu-
lation discipline while fewer manual annotations are needed. In contrast, Spec#
checks the ownership properties dynamically together with other verification,
that makes it very slow.

As the most interesting discovery, we notice that, it is not easy to make
satisfactory annotations of the expose block (or unpack/pack block) manually.
During the work, our tool gets different results for some examples taken from the
literature or the web site of Spec#. Carefully checking the results, we conclude
that the annotation in the original examples have some inaccuracies, while our
tool gives better annotations. Our automatic annotations can mark the accurate
ranges, and are also easy to read and confirm by human being. One example is
given in the next section.

5 Related Work and Issues

Now we give a brief overview of some related work, and discuss some issues.

5.1 Related Work on Object Ownership

Ownership technology was proposed by Clarke et al. [1] and Noble et al. [2]
in 1998 to provide a strong protection to the aliasing problems. In some early
work, such as [1,13], the ownership topological properties are annotated and
enforced by a type system, and people emphasize static checking for the owner-
ship properties. However, the expressiveness of those systems is limited. They do
not support down-cast, and only support encapsulation disciplines stricter than
owner-as-modifier.

Leino and Müller [6] introduce Dynamic Ownership to control the parts of
the heap on which the class invariants may depend. In the work, the checking of
ownership properties is postponed to the runtime. Dietl and Müller [3] extend the
method and present it in Spec#. They emphasize that “Before a valid object can
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be modified by some operations that temporarily break its invariant, it has to be
exposed” (or unpacked). However, this rule is too hard to follow for programmers,
because it asks them to keep in mind about the ownership topology and the
states of objects very clearly to avoid making annotation errors. Following our
approach, most ownership annotations can be generated automatically. The work
left for programmers becomes checking the reasonability of the annotations,
which might be easier to carry on. Moreover, compared with their work, our
framework separates the ownership-related checking from other verifications.

Huang et al. [12] present a unified framework for specification, type infer-
ence and type checking of some ownership type systems. The framework allows
partially-annotated programs, and is able to generate the remaining ownership
annotations via a kind of type inference. Their motivation is similar to ours, that
is to simplify the annotations which have to be written by programmers. But
their work is based on a type system, thus can only support a more restricted
encapsulation discipline. Our work is based on Dynamic Ownership, program
analysis, and symbolic execution, which accepts more programs which are cor-
rect in ownership properties.

In most previous work related to ownership techniques, an expose block (or
unpack/pack block) denotes a code segment where the object invariant can be
broken inside, and must be re-established at its end. Our work also adopts this
fundamental assumption, and defines the analysis rules based on it.

5.2 Comparison Between expose and unpack/pack

During the work, we find that the annotation accuracy of unpack/pack is
higher than expose, since the closing tag of expose block contains no informa-
tion. For instance, the corresponding annotated program using expose enlarges
the mutable range of o1 in the following situation.

unpack(o1);
Access_o1;

unpack(o2);
Access_o1_o2;

pack(o1);
Access_o2;

pack(o2);

expose(o1){
Access_o1;
expose(o2){

Access_o1_o2;
Access_o2;

}
}

On the other hand, the semantics of expose, e.g., defined in Dietl and Müller [3],
is not clear in considering that object and variable are two different core concepts.
As a fact, an exposed variable may refer to different objects in an execution of
one expose block, as shown in the below example:

expose(o) { ... o = x; ... }

This problem will be more obvious with the unstructured unpack/pack pair,
where the programmers must pair correctly all the unpack(s) and pack(s).
This causes difficulties to the programmer in writing accessing permissions anno-
tations, and makes their work error-prone. This is one important reason for us to
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consider the automatic annotations. Our tool can generate correct annotations
in all above cases.

5.3 Object Invariant Assertions

The unpack/pack annotations should cooperate with other annotations for
program verification. For example, in the following program,

unpack(o);
o.f1 = x1;
p.m();
o.f2 = x2;
pack(o);

The hold of the invariants of o may be useful in proving the invariants of p. The
assert mechanism in Spec# and JML [14] is still useful in such situations. We
can insert assert inv(o) before p.m() to declare that the object invariants
of o hold. This gives a hint to the verifier and helps to improve the verification
capability. Our approach does not exclude this kind of assertions.

5.4 An Example of Manual Annotations

The manual ownership annotations are easy to be inaccurate. Here we give an
example from [6] (rewritten in Spec# style):

class Person {
[Peer] Person spouse;
void Marry(Person p) {

expose (this) {
expose (p) {

this.spouse = p;
p.spouse = this;

} } } }

The class Person has a method Marry which sets the spouse of the current
person. There are two field updates in the method that require this and p to
be exposed. The manual annotations provided in the paper use nested expose
blocks that cover both statements, which is correct but inaccurate.

Our tool generates the annotated Marry as follows:
void Marry(Person p) {

unpack(this); this.spouse = p; pack(this);
unpack(p); p.spouse = this; pack(p);

}

It uses isolated unpack/pack blocks and is therefore accurate.2

From this example we can see that, even the experts for ownership techniques
may write out annotations with some implicit inaccuracy. We also find other
similar situations in the examples provided in the literature. These facts provide
further supports to the automatic annotation techniques.
2 Leino and Müller [6] allows invariants to mention more objects than our work. Our

work will still generate more proper annotations if we extend similar rules.
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

Existing ownership approaches require heavy manual annotations, which make
them difficult to master and use. Based on the Dynamic Ownership, we developed
a program analysis framework which can check the ownership topology and insert
the necessary accessing permission annotations automatically. We use symbolic
execution techniques to analyze the ownership topology and points-to relations,
and introduce a two-stage data-flow analysis to figure out the ownership state
for each object. Finally, we determine all the positions where some objects need
to be packed or unpacked and add the annotations automatically. Our approach
greatly reduces the workload of programmers and makes the approach easier to
apply, as well as provides the similar expressiveness as the Dynamic Ownership
technique.

To check the viability of the theory, we have built a prototype implementation
of the framework for a subset of Java using Soot. Experiments on the tool show
that, our approach can precisely analyze the ownership topology of the program,
and automatically annotate unpack/pack properly. The performance of the
tool is comparable with static type inference and checking, but supports more
flexible encapsulation discipline like Dynamic Ownership.

As future work, we consider improving the accuracy of points-to analysis
by extending the intraprocedural data-flow analysis to interprocedural analy-
sis. Ownership plays an important role in program verification, for example in
specification languages JML [14,15] and Spec# [16]. Our approach can be inte-
grated into these verification frameworks, to reduce their annotations overhead
and make them easier to use.
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Abstract. We describe the formalization of a certified algorithm for reg-
ular expression parsing based on Brzozowski derivatives, in the depen-
dently typed language Idris. The formalized algorithm produces a proof
that an input string matches a given regular expression or a proof that
no matching exists. A tool for regular expression based search in the
style of the well known GNU grep has been developed with the certified
algorithm, and practical experiments were conducted with this tool.

1 Introduction

Parsing is the process of analysing if a string of symbols conforms to given rules,
involving also, in computer science, formally specifying the rules in a grammar
and also, either the construction of data that makes evident the rules that have
been used to conclude that the string of symbols can be obtained from the
grammar rules, or else indication of an error, representative of the fact that the
string of symbols cannot be generated from the grammar rules.

In this work, we are interested in the parsing problem for regular languages
(RLs) [16], i.e. languages recognized by (non-)deterministic finite automata and
equivalent formalisms. Regular expressions (REs) are an algebraic and com-
pact way of specifying RLs that are extensively used in lexical analyser gener-
ators [19] and string search utilities [15]. Since such tools are widely used and
parsing is pervasive in computing, there is a growing interest on correct parsing
algorithms [8,10,11]. This interest is motivated by the recent development of
dependently typed languages. Such languages are powerful enough to express
algorithmic properties as types, that are automatically checked by a compiler.

The use of derivatives for regular expressions were introduced by Brzozowski [7]
as an alternative method to compute a finite state machine that is equivalent to a
given RE and to perform RE-based parsing. According to Owens et al. [27], “deriv-
atives have been lost in the sands of time” until his work on functional encoding of
RE derivatives have renewed interest on its use for parsing [13,25]. In this work, we
provide a complete formalization of an algorithm for RE parsing using derivatives,
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as presented by [27], and describe a RE based search tool that has been developed
by us, using the dependently typed language Idris.

More specifically, our contributions are:

– A formalization of derivative based regular expression parsing in Idris. The
certified RE parsing algorithm presented produces as a result either a proof
term (parse tree) that is evidence that the input string is in the language of
the input RE, or a witness that such parse tree does not exist.

– A detailed explanation of the technique used to quotient derivatives with
respect to ACUI axioms1 in an implementation by Owens et al. [27], called
“smart-constructors”, and its proof of correctness. We give formal proofs that
smart constructors indeed preserve the language recognized by REs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief intro-
duction to Idris. Section 3 describes the encoding of REs and its parse trees. In
Sect. 4 we define derivatives and smart constructors, some of their properties and
describe how to build a correct parsing algorithm from them. Section 5 comments
on the usage of the certified algorithm to build a tool for RE-based search and
present some experiments with it. Related work is discussed on Sect. 6. Section 7
concludes.

All the source code in this article has been formalized in Idris Version 0.11,
but we do not present every detail. Proofs of some properties result in functions
with a long pattern matching structure, that would distract the reader from
understanding the high-level structure of the formalization. In such situations
we give just proof sketches and point out where all details can be found in the
source code.

The complete Idris development, instructions on how to build and use it can
be found at [21].

2 An Overview of Idris

Idris [5] is a dependently typed functional programming language that focus on
supporting practical programs. Idris syntax is inspired by Haskell’s with some
minor differences. Unlike Haskell, Idris is strict by default, but lazy evaluation
is supported through code annotations. Idris allows the definition of datatypes
using traditional Haskell and a GADT-style syntax. The type of types is called
Type, rather than �2. Each instance of Type has an implicit level, inferred by
the compiler. Levels are cumulative — everything in Typen is also in Typen+1.

As an example of Idris code, consider the following data type of length-
indexed lists, also known as vectors.
1 Associativity, Commutativity and Idempotence with Unit elements axioms for

REs [7].
2 In Haskell, types are classified using kinds [28] instead of universe levels. The kind

of types is denoted by � and type operators have functional kinds: κ → κ′, where κ
and κ′ are kinds. As an example, in Haskell, type Bool has kind � and the list type
constructor has kind � → �.
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data Nat = Z | S Nat
data Vec : Nat -> Type -> Type where

Nil : Vec Z a
(::) : a -> Vec n a -> Vec (S n) a

Constructor Nil builds empty vectors. The cons-operator inserts a new element
in front of a vector of n elements (of type Vec n a) and returns a value of type
Vec (S n) a. The Vec datatype is an example of a dependent type, i.e. a type
that uses a value (that denotes its length). The usefulness of dependent types
can be illustrated with the definition of a safe list head function: head can be
defined to accept only non-empty vectors, i.e. values of type Vec (S n) a.

head : Vec (S n) a -> a
head (x :: xs) = x

In head’s definition, constructor Nil is not used. The Idris type-checker can figure
out, from head’s parameter type, that argument Nil to head is not type-correct.

In Idris, free variables that start with a lower-case letter are considered to
be implicit arguments, i.e. arguments that can be automatically infered by the
compiler. It is also possible to mark arguments as implicit by surrounding them
in curly braces. In function head, both n : Nat and a : Type are implicit argu-
ments; they could be explicitly annotated in head’s type as follows:

head : {a : Type} -> {n : Nat} -> Vec (S n) a -> a

Thanks to the propositions-as-types principle3 we can interpret types as log-
ical formulas and terms as proofs. An example is the representation of equality
as the following Idris type:

data (=) : a -> b -> Type where
Refl : x = x

This type is called propositional equality4. It defines that there is a unique
evidence for equality, constructor Refl (for reflexivity), that asserts that the
only value equal to x is itself. Given a type P, type Dec P is used to build proofs
that P is a decidable proposition, i.e. that either P or not P holds. The decidable
proposition type is defined as:

data Dec : Type -> Type where
Yes : p -> Dec p
No : Not p -> Dec p

Constructor Yes stores a proof that property P holds and No an evidence that
such proof is impossible (Not is an implication of falsity). Some functions used
in our formalization use this type.
3 Also known as Curry-Howard “isomorphism” [30].
4 Readers who know type theory probably have noticed that this equality encoding

corresponds to the so-called heterogeneous equality [23], which is used in the Idris
Prelude. Detailed discussions about equality in type theory can be found in [32].
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Dependently typed pattern matching is built by using the so-called with
construct, that allows for matching intermediate values [24]. If the matched
value has a dependent type, then its result can affect the form of other values.
For example, consider the following code that defines a type for natural number
parity. If the natural number is even, it can be represented as the sum of two
equal natural numbers; if it is odd, it is equal to one plus the sum of two equal
values. Pattern matching on a value of Parity n allows to discover if n = j + j
or n = S(k + k), for some j and k in each branch of with. Note that the value
of n is specialized accordingly, using information “learned” by the type-checker.

data Parity : Nat -> Type where
Even : Parity (n + n)
Odd : Parity (S (n + n))

parity : (n : Nat) -> Parity n
parity = -- definition omitted

natToBin : Nat -> List Bool
natToBin Z = Nil
natToBin k with (parity k)

natToBin (j + j) | Even = False :: natToBin j
natToBin (S (j + j)) | Odd = True :: natToBin j

A detailed discussion about the Idris language is out of the scope of this
paper. A tutorial on Idris is available [17].

3 Regular Expressions

Regular expressions are defined with respect to a given alphabet. Formally, RE
syntax follows the following context-free grammar

e ::= ∅ | ε | a | e e | e + e | e�

where a is a symbol from the underlying alphabet. In our formalization, we
describe symbols of an alphabet as a natural number in Peano notation (type
Nat), i.e. the symbol’s numeric code. The reason for this design choice is due to
the way that Idris deals with propositional equality for primitive types, like Char.
Equalities of values of these types only reduce on concrete primitive values; this
causes computation of proofs to stop under variables whose type is a primitive
one. Thus, we decide to use the inductive type Nat to represent the codes of
alphabet symbols, since computation of its equality proofs behaves as expected
in other languages, like e.g. Agda [26].

Datatype RegExp, defined below, encodes RE syntax:

data RegExp : Type where
Zero : RegExp
Eps : RegExp
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Chr : Nat -> RegExp
Cat : RegExp -> RegExp -> RegExp
Alt : RegExp -> RegExp -> RegExp
Star : RegExp -> RegExp

Constructors Zero and Eps denote respectively the empty language (∅) and
empty string (ε). Alphabet symbols are constructed using Chr constructor. Big-
ger REs are built using concatenation (Cat), union (Alt) and Kleene star (Star).

Using the datatype for RE syntax, we can define a relation for RL member-
ship. Such relation can be understood as a parse tree (or a proof term) that a
string, represented by a list of Nat values, belongs to the language of a given
RE. Datatype InRegExp defines RE semantics inductively.

data InRegExp : List Nat -> RegExp -> Type where
InEps : InRegExp [] Eps
InChr : InRegExp [ a ] (Chr a)
InCat : InRegExp xs l ->

InRegExp ys r ->
zs = xs ++ ys ->
InRegExp zs (Cat l r)

InAltL : InRegExp xs l ->
InRegExp xs (Alt l r)

InAltR : InRegExp xs r ->
InRegExp xs (Alt l r)

InStar : InRegExp xs (Alt Eps (Cat e (Star e))) ->
InRegExp xs (Star e)

Each constructor of InRegExp datatype specifies how to build a parse tree for
some string and RE. Constructor InEps states that the empty string (denoted by
the empty list []) is in the language of RE Eps. Parse tree for single characters
are built with InChr a, which says that the singleton string [ a ] is in RL for
Chr a. Given parse trees for REs l and r; InRegExp xs l and InRegExp ys
r, we can use constructor InCat to build a parse tree for the concatenation of
these REs. Constructor InAltL (InAltR) creates a parse tree for Alt l r from
a parse tree from l(r). Parse trees for Kleene star are built using the following
well known equivalence of REs: e� = ε + e e�.

Several inversion lemmas about RE parsing relation are necessary to for-
malize derivative based parsing. They consist of pattern-matching on proofs of
InRegExp and are omitted for brevity.

4 Derivatives, Smart Constructors and Parsing

4.1 Preliminaries

Formally, the derivative of a formal language L ⊆ Σ� with respect to a symbol
a ∈ Σ is the language formed by suffixes of L words without the prefix a.
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An algorithm for computing the derivative of a language represented as a RE
as another RE is due to Brzozowski [7] and it relies on a function (called ν) that
determines if some RE accepts or not the empty string:

ν(∅) = ∅
ν(ε) = ε
ν(a) = ∅
ν(e e′) =

{
ε if ν(e) = ν(e′) = ε

∅ otherwise

ν(e + e′) =

{
ε if ν(e) = ε or ν(e′) = ε

∅ otherwise
ν(e�) = ε

Decidability of ν(e) is proved by function hasEmptyDec, which is defined by induc-
tion over the structure of the input RE e and returns a proof that the empty string
is accepted or not, using Idris type of decidable propositions, Dec P.

hasEmptyDec : (e : RegExp) -> Dec (InRegExp [] e)
hasEmptyDec Zero = No (void . inZeroInv)
hasEmptyDec Eps = Yes InEps
hasEmptyDec (Chr c) = No inChrNil
hasEmptyDec (Cat e e’) with (hasEmptyDec e)

hasEmptyDec (Cat e e’) | (Yes prf) with (hasEmptyDec e’)
hasEmptyDec (Cat e e’) | (Yes prf) | (Yes prf’)

= Yes (InCat prf prf’ Refl)
hasEmptyDec (Cat e e’) | (Yes prf) | (No contra)

= No (contra . snd . inCatNil)
hasEmptyDec (Cat e e’) | (No contra)

= No (contra . fst . inCatNil)
hasEmptyDec (Alt e e’) with (hasEmptyDec e)

hasEmptyDec (Alt e e’) | (Yes prf)
= Yes (InAltL prf)

hasEmptyDec (Alt e e’) | (No contra) with (hasEmptyDec e’)
hasEmptyDec (Alt e e’) | (No contra) | (Yes prf)

= Yes (InAltR prf)
hasEmptyDec (Alt e e’) | (No contra) | (No f)

= No (void . either contra f . inAltNil)
hasEmptyDec (Star e)

= Yes (InStar (InAltL InEps))

The hasEmptyDec definition uses several inversion lemmas about RE semantics.
Lemma inZeroInv states that no word is in the language denoted by RE Zero
and inChrNil states that the empty string (represented by an empty list) isn’t
in language denoted by RE Chr c, for some c : Nat. Inversion lemmas for
concatenation and choice are similar.
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4.2 Smart Constructors

Following Owens et al. [27], we use smart constructors to identify equivalent REs
modulo identity and nullable elements, ε and ∅, respectively. RE equivalence
is denoted by e ≈ e′ and it’s defined as usual [16]. The equivalence axioms
maintained by smart constructors are:

– For union:
(1) e + ∅ ≈ e (2) ∅ + e ≈ e

– For concatenation:
(1) e ∅ ≈ ∅ (2) e ε ≈ e
(3) ∅ e ≈ ∅ (4) ε e ≈ e

– For Kleene star:
(1) ∅� ≈ ε (2) ε� ≈ ε

These axioms are kept as invariants using functions that preserve them while
building REs. For union, we just need to worry when one parameter denotes the
empty language RE (Zero):

(.|.) : RegExp -> RegExp -> RegExp
Zero .|. e = e
e .|. Zero = e
e .|. e’ = Alt e e’

In concatenation, we need to deal with the possibility of parameters being the
empty RE or the empty string RE. If one is the empty language (Zero) the result
is also the empty language. Since empty string RE is identity for concatenation,
we return, as a result, the other parameter.

(.@.) : RegExp -> RegExp -> RegExp
Zero .@. e = Zero
Eps .@. e = e
e .@. Zero = Zero
e .@. Eps = e
e .@. e’ = Cat e e’

For Kleene star both Zero and Eps are replaced by Eps.

star : RegExp -> RegExp
star Zero = Eps
star Eps = Eps
star e = Star e

Since all smart constructors produce equivalent REs, they preserve the parsing
relation. This property is stated as a soundness and completeness lemma, stated
below, of each smart constructor with respect to InRegExp proofs.

Lemma 1 (Soundness of union). For all REs e, e’ and all strings xs, if
InRegExp xs (e .|. e’) holds then InRegExp xs (Alt e e’) also holds.
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Proof. By case analysis on the structure of e and e’. The only interesting cases
are when one of the expressions is Zero. If e = Zero, then Zero .|. e’ = e’
and the desired result follows. The same reasoning applies for e’ = Zero. ��
Lemma 2 (Completeness of union). For all REs e, e’ and all strings xs, if
InRegExp xs (Alt e e’) holds then InRegExp xs (e .|. e’) also holds.

Proof. By case analysis on the structure of e, e’. The only interesting cases are
when one of the REs is Zero. If e = Zero, we need to analyse the structure of
InRegExp xs (Alt e e’). The result follows directly or by contradiction using
InRegExp xs Zero. The same reasoning applies when e’ = Zero. ��
Lemma 3 (Soundness of concatenation). For all REs e, e’ and all strings xs,
if InRegExp xs (e .@. e’) holds then InRegExp xs (Cat e e’) also holds.

Proof. By case analysis on the structure of e, e’. The interesting cases are when
e or e’ are equal to Eps or Zero. When some of the REs are equal to Zero, the
result follows by contradiction. If one of the REs are equal to Eps the desired
result is immediate, from the proof term InRegExp xs (e .@.e’), using list
concatenation properties. ��
Lemma 4 (Completeness of concatenation). For all REs e, e’ and all strings
xs, if InRegExp xs (Cat e e’) holds then InRegExp xs (e .@. e’) also
holds.

Proof. By case analysis on the structure of e, e’. The interesting cases are when
e or e’ are equal to Eps or Zero. When some of the REs are equal to Zero, the
result follows by contradiction. If one of the REs are equal to Eps the desired
result is immediate, using the following fact:

InRegExp xs’ e -> xs = xs’ ++ [] -> InRegExp xs e

which asserts that if a strings xs’ is in e’s language, then so is xs’ ++ []. ��
Lemma 5 (Soundness of Kleene star). For all REs e and string xs, if InRegExp
xs (star e) then InRegExp xs (Star e).

Proof. Straightforward case analysis on e’s structure. ��
Lemma 6 (Completeness of Klenne star). For all REs e and all strings xs, if
InRegExpa xs (Star e) holds then InRegExp xs (star e) also holds.

Proof. Straightforward case analysis on e’s structure. ��
All definitions of smart constructors and their properties are contained in

SmartCons.idr, in the project’s on-line repository [21].
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4.3 Derivatives and its Properties

The derivative of a RE with respect to a symbol a, denoted by ∂a(e), is defined
by recursion on e’s structure as follows:

∂a(∅) = ∅
∂a(ε) = ∅
∂a(b) =

{
ε if b = a

∅ otherwise
∂a(e e′) = ∂a(e) e′ + ν(e) ∂a(e′)
∂a(e + e′) = ∂a(e) + ∂a(e′)
∂a(e�) = ∂a(e) e�

This function has an immediate translation to Idris. Notice that the derivative
function uses smart constructors to quotient result REs with respect to the
equivalence axioms presented in Sect. 4.2 and RE emptiness test. In the symbol
case (constructor Chr), function decEq is used, which produces an evidence for
equality of two Nat values.

deriv : (e : RegExp) -> Nat -> RegExp

deriv Zero c = Zero

deriv Eps c = Zero

deriv (Chr c’) c with (decEq c’ c)

deriv (Chr c) c | Yes Refl = Eps

deriv (Chr c’) c | No nprf = Zero

deriv (Alt l r) c = (deriv l c) .|. (deriv r c)

deriv (Star e) c = (deriv e c) .@. (Star e)

deriv (Cat l r) c with (hasEmptyDec l)

deriv (Cat l r) c | Yes prf = ((deriv l c) .@. r) .|. (deriv r c)

deriv (Cat l r) c | No nprf = (deriv l c) .@. r

From this definition we prove the following important properties of derivative
operation. Soundness of deriv ensures that if a string xs is in deriv e x’s
language, then InRegExp (x ::= xs) e holds. Completeness ensures that the
other direction of implication holds.

Theorem 1 (Soundness of derivative operation). For all RE e, string xs and
symbol x, if InRegExp xs (deriv x e) then InRegExp (x ::= xs) e.

Proof. By induction on the structure of e, using the soundness lemmas for smart
constructors and decidability of the emptiness test. ��
Theorem 2 (Completeness of derivative operation). For all RE e, string xs

and symbol x, if InRegExp (x ::= xs) e then InRegExp xs (deriv e x).

Proof. By induction on the structure of e using the completeness lemmas for
smart constructors and decidability of the emptiness test. ��

Definitions and properties of derivatives are given in Search.idr, in the
project’s on-line repository [21].
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4.4 Parsing

RE parsing with derivatives uses the following definition that extends ∂a(e) from
a single symbol to a whole word by induction on the word structure:

∂�
ε (e) = e

∂�
a w(e) = ∂�

w(∂a(e))

We say that a string w is in e’s language if ∂�
w(e) is nullable, that is, if

ν(∂�
w(e)) = ε.
The Idris encoding of this function involves testing if the RE used for parsing

is a prefix or a substring of the parsed string. Prefixes of a string are represented
by datatype Prefix e xs, which expresses that a string parsed by RE e is a
prefix of xs.

data Prefix : (e : RegExp) -> (xs : List Nat) -> Type where
MkPrefix : (ys : List Nat) ->

(zs : List Nat) ->
(eq : xs = ys ++ zs) ->
(re : InRegExp ys e) ->
Prefix e xs

In order to state that some string ys is a prefix of xs, we need to build a proof
that ys matches e and that it is indeed a prefix of xs, by providing an evidence
that, for some zs, we have that xs = ys ++ zs.

A function for building prefixes just recurse over the structure of the input
string, using derivatives. Definition of decidability of Prefix e xs is an imme-
diate consequence of Theorem 1. Definitions and properties about prefixes can
be found in file Prefix.idr in the source-code [21].

Substrings are represented by the type

data Substring : (e : RegExp) -> (xs : List Nat) -> Type where
MkSubstring : (ys : List Nat) ->

(ts : List Nat) ->
(zs : List Nat) ->
(eq : xs = ys ++ ts ++ zs) ->
(re : InRegExp ts e) ->
Substring e xs

that specifies that a string ts is a substring of xs if it is parsed by e and if
there exist strings ys and zs such that xs = ys ++ ts ++ zs. Deciding if a
RE parses a substring of some input is straightforward by recursion over the
input string using prefix decidability. Definitions about substrings can be found
in Substring.idr [21].

5 Implementation Details and Experiments

From the algorithm formalized we built a tool for RE parsing in the style of
GNU Grep [15]. We have used Lightyear [20], Idris parser combinator library,
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for parsing RE syntax and to deal with file I/O; we have used Idris effects
library [6], which relies on dependent types to provide safe side-effect usage.

In order to validade our tool (named iGrep — for Idris Grep), we compare its
performance with GNU Grep [15] (grep), Google regular expression library [29]
(re2) and with Haskell RE parsing algorithms described in [13] (haskell-regexp).
We run RE parsing experiments on a machine with a Intel Core I7 1.7 GHz, 8 GB
RAM running Mac OS X 10.11.4; the results were collected and the median of
several test runs was computed.

Fig. 1. Results of experiment 1.

Fig. 2. Results of experiment 2.
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We use the same experiments as [31] using files formed by thousands of
occurrences of symbol a were parsed, using the RE (a + b + ab)�; in the second,
files with thousands of occurrences of ab were parsed using the same RE. Results
are presented in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.

Our tool behaves poorly when compared with all other options considered.
Possible causes for this inefficiency: (1) We represent alphabet symbols as nat-
ural numbers in Peano notation which has a costly equality test (linear on the
term size); (2) our algorithm relies on the Brzozowski definition of RE parsing,
which needs to quotient resulting REs. We believe that the use of disambiguation
strategies like greedy parsing [14] and POSIX [31] would be able to improve the
efficiency of our algorithm without sacrificing its correctness. The usage of these
strategies can avoid the use of smart constructor to quotient equivalent REs. We
leave the formalization of such disambiguation strategies for future work.

6 Related Work

Parsing with derivatives: recently, derivative-based parsing has received a lot
of attention. Owens et al. were the first to present a functional encoding of RE
derivatives and use it to parsing and DFA building. They use derivatives to build
scanner generators for ML and Scheme [27] and no formal proof of correctness
were presented.

Might et al. [25] report on the use of derivatives for parsing not only RLs
but also context-free ones. He uses derivatives to handle context-free grammars
(CFG) and develops an equational theory for compaction that allows for effi-
cient CFG parsing using derivatives. Implementation of derivatives for CFGs
are described by using the Racket programming language [9]. However, Might
et al. do not present formal proofs related to the use of derivatives for CFGs.

Fischer et al. describes an algorithm for RE-based parsing based on weighted
automata in Haskell [13]. The paper describes the design evolution of such algo-
rithm as a dialog between three persons. Their implementation has a competitive
performance when compared with Google’s RE library [29]. This work also does
not consider formal proofs of RE parsing.

An algorithm for POSIX RE parsing is described in [31]. The main idea of
the article is to adapt derivative parsing to construct parse trees incrementally to
solve both matching and submatching for REs. In order to improve the efficiency
of the proposed algorithm, Sulzmann et al. use a bit encoded representation of
RE parse trees. Textual proofs of correctness of the proposed algorithm are
presented in an appendix.

Certified parsing algorithms: certified algorithms for parsing also received atten-
tion recently. Firsov et al. describe a certified algorithm for RE parsing by con-
verting an input RE to an equivalent non-deterministic finite automata (NFA)
represented as a boolean matrix [10]. A matrix library based on some “block”
operations [22] is developed and used Agda formalization of NFA-based parsing
in Agda [26]. Compared to our work, a NFA-based formalization requires a lot
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more infrastructure (such as a Matrix library). No experiments with the certified
algorithm were reported.

Firsov describes an Agda formalization of a parsing algorithm that deals
with any CFG (CYK algorithm) [12]. Bernardy et al. describe a formalization
of another CFG parsing algorithm in Agda [3]: Valiant’s algorithm [33], which
reduces CFG parsing to boolean matrix multiplication. In both works, no exper-
iment with formalized parsing algorithms were reported.

A certified LR(1) CFG validator is described in [18]. The formalized checking
procedure verifies if CFG and a automaton match. They proved soundness and
completeness of the validator in Coq proof assistant [4]. Termination of LR(1)
automaton interpreter is ensured by imposing a natural number bound.

Formalization of a parser combinator library was the subject of Danielsson’s
work [8]. He built a library of parser combinators using coinduction and provide
correctness proofs of such combinators.

Almeida et al. [1] describes a Coq formalization of partial derivatives and its
equivalence with automata. Partial derivatives were introduced by Antimirov [2]
as an alternative to Brzozowski derivatives, since it avoids quotient resulting
REs with respect to ACUI axioms. Almeida et al. motivation is to use such
formalization as a basis for a decision procedure for RE equivalence.

7 Conclusion

We have given a complete formalization of a derivative-based parsing for REs
in Idris. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that presents a
complete certification and that uses the certified program to build a tool for
RE-based search.

The developed formalization has 563 lines of code, organized in seven mod-
ules. We have proven 23 theorems and lemmas to complete the development.
Most of them are immediate pattern matching functions over inductive datatypes
and were omitted from this text for brevity.

As future work, we intend to work on the development of a certified pro-
gram of greedy and POSIX RE parsing using Brzozowski derivatives [14,31] and
investigate on ways to obtain a formalized but simple and efficient RE parsing
tool.

Acknowledgements. The first author thanks Fundação de Amparo a Pesquisa de
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Abstract. This paper presents seven hash table Haskell implementa-
tions, ranging from low-level synchronization mechanisms to high-level
ones such as transactional memories. The result of the comparison
between the algorithms showed that the implementation using the STM
Haskell transactional memory library and fine-grain synchronization pre-
sented the best performance and good scalability.

1 Introduction

Hash table data structures are inherently concurrent, as data access may be inde-
pendent for most operations. However, implementing hash tables with parallel
access and good performance is not a trivial task [4]. Issues such as conflicts
and increasing table capacity are difficult to implement and error prone. For
example, the simplest implementation with a global lock for the entire table
does not scale, as every access is done sequentially, while fine-grain locking, e.g.,
a lock for each entry, allows more concurrency at the cost of complexity specially
while increasing the table.

Haskell is a high-level purely functional language that provides several syn-
chronization abstractions for concurrent programming, e.g., synchronization
variables (MVar [6]), transactional memory [3] and low-level instructions for syn-
chronization, i.e., CAS (compare and swap). Even with all these synchronization
methods, the lack of concurrent hash tables for Haskell is still a problem [9].

This work presents seven concurrent Haskell hash table implementations
using different synchronization methods and four distinct hash algorithms.
A performance comparison is also presented and results show that the imple-
mentation using the STM Haskell transactional memory library and fine-grain
synchronization has the best performance.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the different synchro-
nization methods available in Haskell that were used. Section 3 introduces the
concurrent hash table algorithms studied in this work and their implementa-
tions. Section 4 discusses results. Related work is presented in Sect. 5. Finally,
final remarks and future work are given in Sect. 6.
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2 Haskell Synchronization Methods

The Haskell functional programming language provides many abstractions for
synchronizing threads. The models used in this work are MVar (Concurrent
Haskell) [11,12], IORef + atomicModifyIORef [1,11] and STM Haskell [3]. The
mechanisms are briefly described below.

2.1 Concurrent Haskell: MVars

An MVar [12] is a synchronization variable that may assume one of two states:
empty or full. MVars are created with an initial value by using the newMVar :: a ->
IO(MVar a) function. Two other functions manipulate MVars: takeMVar :: MVar
a -> IO a and putMVar :: MVar a -> a -> IO(). The first returns a value if its argu-
ment MVar is not empty, and blocks otherwise. The latter works in the opposite
way: it blocks if the MVar is not empty, or writes on it if empty [6]. MVars may be
used to implement a semantics similar to critical sections protected by mutexes
but, as it may contain any Haskell value, the abstraction can be used also in more
interesting ways [11,12].

2.2 Low-Level Synchronization: IORef + atomicModifyIORef

This method can be used to implement non-blocking/lock free algorithms.
IORefs [11] are references to memory positions providing the following opera-
tions: newIORef :: a -> IORef a (creating a new IORef), readIORef (reading
an IORef), and writeIORef (writing to an IORef). These operations by them-
selves do not guarantee safety in the concurrent access to memory references,
however, Haskell provides an atomicModifyIORefCAS which uses atomic instruc-
tions to modify a reference [1]. Hence, it provides a low-level synchronization
mechanism such as using a CAS (Compare-and-Swap) instruction.

2.3 Transactional Memory: STM Haskell

STM Haskell [3] is a concurrency model for Haskell based on Software Transac-
tional Memories (STM) [2]. It provides the abstraction of transactional variables,
or TVars: memory locations that can only be accessed inside transactions. TVars
can be modified using two primitives:

readTVar :: TVar a -> STM a

writeTVar :: TVar a -> a -> STM a

The readTVar primitive takes a TVar as argument and returns an STM
action that, when executed, returns the current value stored in the TVar. The
writeTVar primitive is used to write a new value into a TVar. In STM Haskell,
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STM actions can be composed together using the same do notation used to com-
pose IO actions and other monads. The only way to execute a transaction is by
using the atomically primitive:

atomically :: STM a -> IO a

atomically takes a transaction and executes it atomically with respect to other
concurrent transactions.

3 Hash Algorithms for Concurrency

The algorithms used in this work provide three basic operations to access a
hash table: (i) insert, (ii) contains, and (iii) delete. All algorithms use closed
addressing, i.e., each table position may contain a set of items, usually imple-
mented using a linked list. Increasing table capacity depends on the number of
insertions. If they reach a limit, table capacity is doubled [5]. This is the most
complex operation, and each algorithm treats it in a different way. To simplify
explanation, we describe here the implementation of Hash tables of integers but
we also provide a polymorphic version of the library (see Sect. 6).

3.1 Global Lock Hash

The global lock algorithm uses a single lock to protect a hash table. Each function
first acquires the lock, executes its operation, and then releases the lock. Its design
is simple and makes it easy to increase table capacity, at the cost of scalability: all
operations are serialized. In this work we used an MVar as a global lock for the table:

type Buckets = Array Int [ Int ]
data HTable = TH
{

buckets :: MVar Buckets ,
n e lements :: IORef Int ,
l e n t ab :: IORef Int

}

When a table limit is reached, buckets is doubled and stored into the MVar.
The other table attributes such as number of elements and length may be stored in
IORefs, as they are modified only by threads which acquired the buckets MVar.

We also implemented an alternative version of this algorithm using STM
Haskell, in which a single TVar is used to hold the array of buckets:

data HTable = TH
{

buckets :: TVar Buckets ,
n_e lements :: TVar Int ,
l en_tab :: TVar Int

}
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3.2 Hash Table Using Lock Striping

This technique uses two arrays, one for buckets and another for locks. When the
hash table is initialized, both arrays have the same number of elements. However,
when the table’s capacity is increased, only the array of buckets is doubled.
Hence, each lock becomes responsible for twice as many table entries each time
the table’s capacity is doubled. Increasing table size is not a frequent operation,
and there are two main reasons to avoid increasing the array of locks [4]:

– Associating a lock with every bucket can consume too much space, especially
when tables are large and contention is low;

– Increasing the array of buckets is simple, but increasing the array of locks
while in use by different threads is complicated, as discussed in the next
Section.

type Buckets = Array Int ( IORef [ Int ] )
type Locks = Array Int (MVar Bool )
data HTable = TH
{

buckets :: IORef Buckets ,
l o ck :: Locks ,
n_elemens :: IORef Int ,
l en_tab :: IORef Int ,
l en_l o ck :: Int

}

In this implementation, locks are represented by MVars containing Booleans.
As the need for increasing a table’s capacity is detected, all locks in the array
of locks are acquired in ascending order to avoid deadlocks. When all locks
have been acquired, the array of buckets is increased and the locks are
released.

As the length attribute of a table is only modified while all locks are being
held, it can be stored in an IORef. The attribute containing the number of
elements is modified by a CAS operation. The length of the array of locks does
not need to be protected, as it is initialized and never changed.

3.3 Fine-Grain Lock Hash Table

This algorithm also uses an array of locks and another one for buckets.
However, it doubles both arrays when the table’s capacity is increased. There-
fore, a single array of MVars is used for both locks and buckets. A flag is used
to make threads aware that the table is being increased. Implementation is
as follows:
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type Buckets = Array Int (MVar [ Int ] )
type Locks = IORef Buckets

data ThId = ThId ThreadId | Null

data HTable = TH
{

buckets :: Locks ,
n_e lements :: IORef Int ,
l en_tab :: IORef Int ,
onGrow :: IORef ThId

}

As the number of locks may be increased, it must be stored in a ref-
erence (IORef). Modifications of this attribute are controlled by the onGrow
flag. onGrow stores the id of the thread that will increase table capacity
ensuring exclusive access to the table. The function resize is as follows:

r e s i z e :: IORef Buckets −> Int −> IORef Int −> IORef ThId −>
ThreadId −>IO Bool

r e s i z e buckets o ld_lenTab l en_tab f l a g t Id = do
t <− readIORef f l a g
i f ( t /= Null )

then return False
else do

old_array <− readIORef buckets
ok <− atomCAS f l a g t (ThId t Id )
i f ok then do

lenTab <− readIORef l en tab
i f ( o ld_tam == lenTab )

then do
( . . . ) −− grow opera t ion
writeIORef f l a g Null
return True

else do
writeIORef f l a g Null
return False

else return False

Once onGrow is set, resize will acquire the MVars of all buckets, create a
new array of MVars with double the size, and copy old buckets to the new array.
Afterwards, the new array is stored in the buckets’ IORef and the onGrow flag
is reset so other threads may continue.

For this algorithm, we also implemented an alternative version using STM.
Each bucket is protected by a TVar and there is no need for a flag controlling
table growth as the array of buckets is stored in a TVar. Hence, if different
transactions modify the array, the runtime system will detect the conflict:
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type Buckets = Array Int (TVar [ Int ] )
data HTable = TH
{

buckets :: TVar Buckets ,
n_elemens :: TVar Int ,
l en_tab :: TVar Int

}

3.4 Lock Free Hash

The main issue for the implementation of concurrent hash tables is growing the
table’s capacity. Making the array of buckets lock-free is not enough, as moving
data from the old to the new table must be executed in an atomic way to avoid
race conditions and CAS instructions operate on a single memory position.

Therefore, the algorithm proposed in [13] moves buckets through the items,
instead of items through the buckets. All data are stored in a lock-free linked
list and each bucket is a reference to a position in the list (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Linked list for the lock-free hash.

Items are ordered by the value obtained from the reverse of its hash. This
ordering allows for the division of values in the linked list between two different
buckets, avoiding the need to move them [4,13]. The catch is that capacity must
be a power of two. For each new bucket, a guard node that will never be removed
is created to avoid situations where all data from a bucket are removed.

The implementation of the linked list is based on the lock free list described
in [15]. The main difficulty here is the removal of list elements while a list is being
accessed concurrently by different threads. Direct removal may break linking,
and to avoid it, a lazy deletion scheme is employed. An element is never directly
deleted from the list, it is marked logically as removed and waits for the next
list operation for complete deletion [15]. The list structure is as follows:

data List = Node { va l::Word , next::IORef (List ) }
| DelNode {next::IORef (List ) }
| Null
| Guard { va l::Word , next::IORef (List ) }

type ListHandle = IORef List
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The hash table structure is as follows:
data S lo t = PtrL i s t { l i s t :: ListHandle } | Ni l
type Buckets = Array Int ( IORef S l o t )
data HTable = TH
{

buckets :: IORef Buckets ,
n_elemens :: IORef Int ,
l en_tab :: IORef Int

}

The hash table is initialized with only the slot/position zero pointing to the
guard zero that is also the list head:

newHash :: Int −> IO (HTable )
newHash s i z e = do

x <− rep l i cateM s i z e ( newIORef Ni l )
let arrayHash = listArray (0 , s i z e −1) x
let f i r s t = arrayHash ! 0
headList <− newList
writeIORef f i r s t ( Pt rL i s t { l i s t=headList })
buckets <− newIORef arrayHash
n_elemens <− newIORef 0
l en_tab <− newIORef s i z e
return (TH buckets n_elemens l en_tab )

The remaining buckets are initialized when first needed using
initilizeGuards. For each initialized bucket, a new guard is inserted in the linked
list, and then the corresponding slot in the table points to it. Initialization uses the
split-ordered keys method [13], where each bucket is initialized by recursive calls
until an already initialized bucket is found. Then, the guard is inserted in the list
and its reference is used for the next bucket’s insertion:

i n i t i a l i z eGua r d :: Buckets −> Int −> Int −> IO ListHandle
i n i t i a l i z eGua r d s l o t s lenTab guardVal = do

x <− readIORef $ s l o t s ! searchParent lenTab guardVal
case x of

PtrL i s t { l i s t = l } −> do
i nve r s eVa l <− r e v e r s eB i t s guardVal
a <− addGuardToList l i nve r s eVa l
atomicWriteIORef ( s l o t s ! guardVal ) ( Pt rL i s t { l i s t=a })
return a

Ni l −> do
newGuard <− i n i t i a l i z eGua r d s l o t s lenTab $ searchParent

lenTab guardVal
inve r s eVa l <− r e v e r s eB i t s guardVal
a <− addGuardToList newGuard inve r s eVa l
atomicWriteIORef ( s l o t s ! guardVal ) ( Pt rL i s t { l i s t=a })
return a
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The searchParent function calculates the table position were the next closer
guard might be. If the table position contains a guard, the new guard is inserted
in the right position of the linked list (addGuardToList). Otherwise, the posi-
tion found must also be initialized, hence initilizeGuard is called again for
that position. The Haskell Foreign Function Interface (FFI) [10] is used for the
reverseBits function, as an efficient Haskell native library to reverse bits was
not found. In the worst cases of some specific measurements we have performed,
the use of Haskell native library functions were responsible for 66 % of the exe-
cution time, thus justifying the use of an external C implementation.

f o r e i g n import c c a l l s a f e r e v e r s eB i t s :: Int −> IO Word

We also implemented an alternative version of the Lock free algorithm using
transactional memory. For this version, IORefs were substituted by TVars and
we removed part of the synchronization algorithm, as the transactional system
guarantees atomicity. The data structure for the List is as follows:

data List = Node { va l::Word , next::TVar (List ) }
| DelNode {next::TVar (List ) }
| Null
| Guard { va l::Word , next::TVar (List ) }

type ListHandle = TVar List

And the data types for the STM version are:

data S lo t = List { l i s t :: ListHandle } | Ni l
type Buckets = Array Int (TVar S l o t )

data HTable = TH
{

buckets :: TVar Buckets ,
n_elemens :: TVar Int ,
l en_tab :: TVar Int

}

4 Results

Our experiments were concerned mainly with the performance of the different
algorithms. Two experimental environments were used to evaluate the imple-
mented algorithms. The first environment was a Uniform Memory Access (UMA)
architecture and was comprised of an Intel Core i7 processor with 4 physical
cores and hyperthreading, and 8 GB of RAM. The second environment was a
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) with two Intel Xeon, each with 4 phys-
ical cores and hyperthreadding, and 12 GB of RAM. Threads in the NUMA
machine incur in different memory latency times depending on the location of
data in memory banks. Each set of cores is directly connected to a memory bank
and, even though the address space is shared for the entire system, accesses
to positions in memory banks not directly connected to a given set of cores
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require extra communication and, thus, increased latencies and reduced band-
width. Both systems executed Ubuntu Linux 14.04 64 bits. The Haskell compiler
used was ghc 7.6.3 with STM 2.4.2. Each experiment was executed 30 times
and the average time is presented. One million operations were executed for
each experiment with a mix of 10 % inserts, 10 % deletes, and 80 % reads. This
experiment reflects the common use of hash tables accordingly to use statistics
from [4]. An additional mix of 80 % inserts, 10 % deletes, and 10 % reads was
employed to study behavior during table growth. Tests were executed for the
following implementations:

– Global lock MVar : global lock implementation explained in Subsect. 3.1;
– Global using STM : also global lock, but using a TVar to implement the global

lock;
– Block MVar : Lock Striping, Subsect. 3.2;
– Fine-grain using MVar : fine-grain lock algorithm, Subsect. 3.3;
– Fine-grain using STM : fine-grain lock implementation using STM,

Subsect. 3.3;
– CAS : lock-free hash using IORef, Subsect. 3.4;
– CAS using STM : also lock-free, but substituting IORefs by TVArs,

Subsect. 3.4.

4.1 Execution Time

Figures 2 and 3 show the execution time of hash tables for the different operation
mixes for the UMA machine. The horizontal axis depicts the number of threads
and the vertical axis shows the execution time in seconds using a logarithm
scale. Each color bar is a different implementation of the hash table algorithms
explained before, and in the top of each bar the standard deviation was plotted.
As expected, Global lock MVar showed performance loss when the number of
threads is increased because of the serialization created by a single lock. Global
using STM showed performance gains up to 4 threads as transactions that do
not modify the state, such as reads, do not generate conflicts. However, when
the amount of inserts was increased to 80 %, this implementation’s performance
was compromised as the number of conflicts increased. The worst scenario was
achieved with 16 threads in the NUMA machine, where execution time exceeded
60 s (See Fig. 5). Note that Block MVar showed the largest standard deviation,
with very different execution times in their repetitions.

With the exception of Global lock MVar, all implementations scaled up to
4 threads, which is also the number of physical cores. When the number of
threads was increased to 8, Block MVar, Fine-grain using MVar, Fine-grain
using STM, and CAS still kept low execution times even when the number of
inserts was increased. Block MVar presented execution times lower than Fine-
grain using MVar, as its lock acquisition and growth algorithms are simpler.

Block MVar, Fine-grain using MVar, and CAS presented similar execution
times. This is due to the overhead for implementing correct synchronization using
CAS which made the lock free implementation in the end similar to Block MVar
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Fig. 2. Execution time, 10% inserts, 10% deletes, and 80% reads, UMA machine.

Fig. 3. Execution time, 80% inserts, 10% deletes, and 10% reads, UMA machine.

and Fine-grain using MVar. The bad performance presented by CAS using STM
is explained by the high number of false conflicts that happens in a linked list
implemented with TVars. This issue is described in detail in Sect. 3.3 of [14].
Fine-grain using STM showed the lower execution time in both mixes.

Figures 4 and 5 show the execution time of hash tables for the different oper-
ation mixes for the NUMA machine. Note that the time scale is different than
that used for Figs. 2 and 3. Direct comparison of execution times between the
UMA and the NUMA machines is not useful as the processors are different.

For the read intensive experiment (Fig. 4), execution time shows the same
trends as for the UMA machine from 1 to 4 threads. When executing 8 threads,
there is a different behavior for the Fine using STM. From 8 threads onwards,
it is possible to see the influence of the Non-Uniform Memory Architecture and
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Fig. 4. Execution time, 10% inserts, 10% deletes, and 80% reads, NUMA machine.

performance with 16 and 32 threads is very similar. An extra experiment was per-
formed in order to isolate the main contribution to the performance contention
when executing with 8 threads onwards. A threaded code without synchroniza-
tion was executed for the same range of threads and the number of memory ref-
erences and cache misses started to grow very fastly with the number of threads.
Hence, memory contention seems to be the main issue for performance in these
cases.

For the write intensive experiment (Fig. 5), trends were again very similar
but for the Fine using STM and 8 threads. Memory contention was again a very
important issue after 8 threads for both UMA and NUMA machines.

Fig. 5. Execution time, 80% inserts, 10% deletes, and 10% reads, NUMA machine.
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4.2 Speedup

Figures 6 and 7 show the relative speedups in the vertical axis for each imple-
mentation in the UMA machine. The relative speedup was calculated by dividing
the execution time of each implementation with 1 thread by each execution time
for the varying number of threads. Although this measurement does not pro-
vide a precise statement about the performance as execution time, it is useful
to appreciate the scalability of each implementation as the number of threads is
increased.

The behavior of relative speedups does not change significantly for each
implementation in both graphs. All implementations but Global Lock MVar pre-
sented scalability up to 4 threads and all of them presented worse performance

 

Fig. 6. Speedup, 10% inserts, 10% deletes, and 80% reads, UMA machine.

 

Fig. 7. Speedup, 80% inserts, 10% deletes, and 10% reads, UMA machine.
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Fig. 8. Speedup, 10% inserts, 10% deletes, and 80% reads, NUMA machine.

than with 1 thread when the number of threads greatly exceeded the num-
ber of cores. Among all implementations, Block MVar, Fine-grain using MVar,
Fine-grain using STM, and CAS presented good scalability when the number of
processors is increased.

Figures 8 and 9 show the relative speedups in the vertical axis for each imple-
mentation in the NUMA machine. Fine using MVar presented the best relative
speedups again, showing its potential for further scalability. Fine using STM
showed a different trend when compared to Figs. 6 and 7, with worse scalability
than Global using STM and CAS using STM.

Fig. 9. Speedup, 80% inserts, 10% deletes, and 10% reads, NUMA machine.
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5 Related Works

Newton et al. [9] claimed the inexistence of concurrent hash tables for Haskell.
Their solution employed coarse grain locks over Data.Map structures. Their
results showed that the overhead of a global lock was not large, as their structure
stored a small amount of data. In our work, we tried to reduce lock granularity
to a minimum, even implementing a lock-free hash table.

Sulzmann, Lam, and Marlow [15] implemented linked lists using different
concurrent algorithms and the same synchronization primitives explored in our
work. Their implementation with IORef and atomicModifyIORef presented the
best results, but the STM implementation is the most attractive by its ease of
implementation and correctness guarantees, as lock free implementations using
IORefs are complex and difficult to get right. Our implementation of a lock-
free linked list described in Subsect. 3.4 used theirs as a starting point, but
we implemented an ordered list with guards as references to the buckets, a
substantial modification to the original algorithm.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, different concurrent implementations of hash tables for Haskell were
compared. The Block MVar, Fine-grain using MVar, Fine-grain using STM, and
CAS implementations showed the best performance up to 8 threads for the UMA
machine. The Block MVar implementation compensates the performance bottle-
neck of a low number of locks protecting tables by its lower complexity for table
duplication. On the other hand, the Fine-grain using MVar implementation with
its higher number of locks suffered from the impact of duplicating tables, and hence
its resultswere similar to those ofBlockMVar. TheCAS implementation presented
a high synchronization cost, with performance worse than Block MVar.

Performance trends for the NUMA machines are very similar to those in
the UMA machine but for Fine-gain using STM implementation, which starts
to suffer the effects of the memory hierarchy when 8 threads are executed. In
general, memory contention was a very important issue as the number of threads
increased in the NUMA machine. The experiments also reflect the fact that the
Haskell runtime system, including its Garbage Collector, were designed mainly
for UMA machines, with no optimizations for NUMA architectures [7,8].

For our execution environment, the Fine-grain using STM presented the
best performance up to 8 threads, with the benefit of being easier to implement
than the alternatives. However, the best scalability was achieved with the CAS
implementation.

In future works, we intend to experiment with different initial table sizes and
diverse conditions.

Sources of the tables presented here, and also their polymorphic versions, may
be downloaded from http://lups.inf.ufpel.edu.br/∼pilla/bench hash haskell.tgz.

http://lups.inf.ufpel.edu.br/~pilla/bench_hash_haskell.tgz
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Abstract. This paper explores an approach for allowing type classes to
be optionally declared by programmers, i.e. programmers can overload
symbols without declaring their types in type classes.

The type of an overloaded symbol is, if not explicitly defined in a
type class, automatically determined from the anti-unification of instance
types defined for the symbol in the relevant module.

This depends on a modularization of instance visibility, as well as on a
redefinition of Haskell’s ambiguity rule. The paper presents the modifica-
tions to Haskell’s module system that are necessary for allowing instances
to have a modular scope, based on previous work by the authors. The
definition of the type of overloaded symbols as the anti-unification of
available instance types and the redefined ambiguity rule are also based
on previous works by the authors.

The added flexibility to Haskell-style of overloading is illustrated by
defining a type system and by showing how overloaded record fields can
be easily allowed with such a type system.

1 Introduction

This paper proposes an approach for allowing symbols to be overloaded in Haskell
without explicitly declaring their types in type classes. For this, modifications
to Haskell’s module system are required so that instances have a modular scope,
as well as a redefinition of Haskell’s ambiguity rule.

The proposed approach is based on the following ideas:

1. As usual, the type of an overloaded symbol is a constrained type of the form
∀a.C ⇒ τ , where C is a set of constraints and τ is a simple type; a constraint
is a class name followed by a sequence of type variables.

2. An overloaded symbol x can be defined by instance declarations of the form
instance x = e, without explicitly declaring its type in a type class.

c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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3. The type of x is automatically determined from the anti-unification of the
instance types for x that are visible in the relevant module, by creating a
type class with a single member (x). The algorithm used for computing the
type of x is presented in Sect. 3.

4. Simple modifications to Haskell’s module system are required so that
instances have a modular scope. This is based on previous work by the authors
which is summarized in Sect. 5.

5. Also, a redefinition of Haskell’s ambiguity rule is required, as discussed in
Sect. 4.

The proposed approach is formalized in Sect. 6, where a type system for a
core-Haskell language where type classes can be optionally declared is presented.
Modularized instance scopes with a revised ambiguity rule and optional type
classes may also avoid the use of qualified imports (as used e.g. in the classy-
prelude, used in e.g. Yesod [15]).

The added flexibility to Haskell-style of overloading is illustrated by present-
ing a simple implementation for overloaded record fields based on the proposed
approach (cf. Sect. 7).

Related work is discussed in Sects. 8 and 9 concludes.
A prototype implementation of a type inference algorithm for Haskell

supporting overloading without the need of defining a type class is available [18].

2 Preliminaries

This section introduces basic definitions and notations. Meta-variable usage and
the syntax of types are given in Fig. 1.

Class Name A
Type variable a, b
Type constructor T
Simple Constraint π ::= A τ
Set of Simple Constraints C
Constraint θ ::= ∀ a. C ⇒ π
Simple Type τ, ρ ::= a | T | τ τ
Constrained Type δ ::= C ⇒ τ
Type σ ::= ∀ a. δ
Substitution φ

Fig. 1. Syntax of types

For simplicity and following common practice, kinds are not considered in
type expressions and type expressions which are not simple types are not explic-
itly distinguished from simple types.
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As usual, we assume the existence of type constructor →, that is written as
an infix operator (τ → τ ′). A type ∀ a.C ⇒ τ is equivalent to C ⇒ τ if a is
empty and, similarly, C ⇒ τ is equivalent to τ if C is empty.

The set of type variables occurring in X is denoted by tv(X), where X can
be a type, a constraint, sets of types or constraints, or a typing context.

Notation xn, or simply x, is used throughout this paper to denote the
sequence x1 · · · xn, or x1, . . . , xn, or x1; . . . ;xn, depending on the context where
it is used, where n ≥ 0, and x’s can be either type variables, or mappings, or
bindings etc. When used in a context of a set, it denotes {x1, . . . , xn}.

A substitution φ is a function from type variables to simple type expressions.
The identity substitution is denoted by id . φ(σ) (or simply φ σ) represents the
capture-free operation of substituting φ(a) for each free occurrence of a in σ.

We overload the substitution application on constraints, constraint sets and
sets of types. Definition of application on these elements is straightforward. The
symbol ◦ denotes function composition and dom(φ) = {α | φ(α) �= α}.

The notation φ[a �→ τn] denotes the substitution φ′ such that φ′(b) = τi if
b = ai, for i = 1, ..., n, otherwise φ(b). Also, [a �→ τ ] = id [a �→ τn].

3 Anti-unification of Instance Types

A simple type τ is a generalization of a set of simple types τn if there exist
substitutions φ

n
such that φi(τ) = τi, for i = 1, . . . , n. For example, a0 → a0,

a1 → a2, and a3 are generalizations of {Int → Int ,Float → Float}.1

We say that τ is less general than τ ′, written τ ≤ τ ′, if there exist a substi-
tution φ such that φ(τ ′) = τ . For example, a0 → a0 ≤ a1 → a2 ≤ a3.

The least common generalization (lcg) of a set of types S and a type τ holds,
written as lcgr(S, τ), if, for all generalizations τ ′ of S we have τ ≤ τ ′.

The concept of least common generalization was studied by Gordon Plotkin
[16,17], that defined a function for constructing a generalization of two symbolic
expressions. In Fig. 2, we define function lcg , which returns a lcg of a finite set
of simple types S, by recursion on the structure of S, using function lcg ′ to
compute the generalization of two simple types. For two types τ1 and τ2 the idea
is to recursively traverse the structure of both types using a finite map to store
previously generalized types. Whenever we find two different type constructors,
we search on the finite map if they have been previously generalized. If this is
the case, the previous generalization is returned. If these two type constructors
are not in the finite map, we insert them using a fresh type variable as their
generalization and return this new variable.

As an example of the use of lcg , consider the following types (of functions
map on lists and trees, respectively):

(a → b) → [a] → [b]
(a → b) → Tree a → Tree b

1 A generalization is also called a (first-order) anti-unification [2].
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lcg(S) = τ where (τ, φ) = lcg (S, id), for some φ

lcg ({τ}, φ) = (τ, φ)

lcg ({τ1} ∪ S, φ) = lcg (τ1, τ , φ ) where (τ , φ ) = lcg (S, φ)

lcg (T τ n, T ρm, φ) =
if φ(a) = (T τ n, T ρm) for some a then (a, φ)
else

if n = m then (b, φ[b (T τ n, T ρm)])
where b is a fresh type variable

else (ψ τ
n
, φn)

where (ψ,φ0) =
(T, φ) if T = T
(a, φ [a (T, T )]) otherwise, a is fresh

(τi , φi) = lcg (τi, ρi, φi−1), for i = 1, . . . , n

Fig. 2. Least common generalization

A call of lcg for a set with these types yields type (a → b) → c a → c b,
where c is a generalization of type constructors [] and Tree (for c to be used in
c b, mapping c �→ ([],Tree) is saved in parameter φ of lcg ′′, to be reused).

The following theorems guarantee correctness of function lcg :

Theorem 1 (Soundness of lcg). For all (sets of simple types) S, we have that
lcg(S) yields a generalization of S.

Theorem 2 (Completeness of lcg). For all (sets of simple types) S, we have
that lcgr(S, lcg(S)) holds (i.e. lcg(S) is a generalization of S) and, for any τ
that is a generalization of S, we have that lcg(S) ≤ τ .

Theorem 3 (Compositionality of lcg). For all non-empty (sets of simple
types) S, S′, we have that lcg(lcg(S), lcg(S′)) = lcg(S ∪ S′).

Theorem 4 (Uniqueness of lcg). For all (sets of simple types) S, we have
that lcg(S) is unique, up to variable renaming.

The proofs use straighforward induction on the number and structural com-
plexity of elements of S.

4 Ambiguity Rule

The versions of Haskell supported by GHC [8] — the prevailing Haskell com-
piler — are becoming complex, to the point of affecting the view of Haskell as
the best choice for general-purpose software development. A basic issue in this
regard is the need of extending the language to allow multiple parameter type
classes (MPTCs). This extension is thought to require additional mechanisms,
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such as functional dependencies [10] or type families [3]. In another paper [1],
we have shown that the introduction of MPTCs in the language can be done
without the need of additional mechanisms: a simplifying change is sufficient, to
Haskell’s ambiguity rule. Interested readers are referred to [1]. The main ideas
are summarized below.

In (GHC) Haskell, ambiguity is a property of a type: a type ∀ a.C ⇒ τ is
ambiguous if there exists a type variable that occurs in the set of constraints (C)
that is not uniquely determined from the set of type variables that occur in the
simple type (τ). This unique determination is such that, for each type variable
a that occurs in C but not in τ there must exist a functional dependency b �→ a
for some b in τ (or a similar unique determination specified via type families).
Notation b �→ a is used, instead of b → a, to avoid confusion with the notation
used to denote functional types.

We adopt a slightly modified definition for ambiguity, refered here as expres-
sion ambiguity2, that is based on the following similar property of variable reach-
ability, which is independent of functional dependencies and type families:

Definition 1 (Reachable Variable). A variable a ∈ tv(C) is reachable from
a set of type variables V if a ∈ V or if a ∈ π for some π ∈ C such that there exists
b ∈ tv(π) such that b is reachable. a ∈ tv(C) is unreachable if it is not reachable.
The set of reachable type variables of constraint set C from V is denoted by
reachableVars(C, V ).

For example, in (A1 a b,A2 a) ⇒ b, type variable a is reachable from the set
of type variables in b, because a occurs in constraint A1 a b, and b is reachable.
Similarly, if C = (A1 a b,A2 b c, A3 c), then c is reachable from {a}.

The presence of unreachable variables in a constraint π ∈ C, on a type
σ = C ⇒ τ , characterizes overloading resolution; in other words, it means that
overloading for π is resolved — there is no context in which an expression with
such a type (σ) could be placed that could instantiate any of the unreachable
variables (occurring in π). However, the presence of unreachable variables does
not necessarily imply ambiguity. Ambiguity is a property of an expression, not
of a type. It depends on the context in which the expression occurs, and on
entailment of the constraints on the expression’s type. Also, because of Haskell’s
open-world style of overloading, ambiguity can be checked only when there exist
unreachable variables; when there are no unreachable variables, overloading is
yet unresolved.

Entailment of constraints and its algorithmic (functional) counterpart are
well-known in the Haskell world (see e.g. [1,14,19]).

Informally, a set of constraints C is entailed (or satisfied) in a program P if
there exists a substitution φ such that φ(C) is contained in the set of instance
declarations of P , or is transitively implied by the set of class and instance
declarations occurring in P . For a formal definition, see e.g. [1,14]. In this case
we say that C is entailed by φ.

2 In [1] it is called delayed closure ambiguity .
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For example, Eq [[Integer]] is entailed if we have instances Eq Integer and
Eq a =>Eq [a], visible in the context where an expression whose type has a
constraint Eq [[Integer]] occurs.

If overloading is resolved for a constraint π occurring in a type σ = π,C ⇒ τ
then exactly one of the following holds:

– π is entailed by a single instance; in this case a type simplification (also called
“improvement”) occurs: σ can be simplified to C ⇒ τ ;

– π is entailed by two or more instances; in this case we have a type error:
ambiguity;

– π is not entailed (by any instance); in this case we have also a type error:
unsatisfiability.

Note that variables in a single constraint are either all reachable or all
unreachable. If they are unreachable, either the constraint can be removed, in
the case of single entailment, or there is a type error (either ambiguity, in the
case of two or more entailments, or unsatisfiability, in the case of no entailment).

Instead of being dependent on the specification of functional dependencies
or type families, ambiguity depends on the existence of (two or more) instances
in a program context when overloading is resolved for a constraint on the type
of an expression.

The possibility of a modular control of the visibility of instance definitions
conforms to this simplifying change. This is the subject of Sect. 5.

5 Modularization of Instances

This section presents the simple modifications to Haskell’s module system that
are necessary to allow instances to have a modular scope (we do not attempt
to discuss any major revision to Haskell’s module system). This is based on
previous work presented in [13], that allows a modular control of the visibility
of instance definitions.

Essentially, import and export clauses can specify, instead of just names, also
instance A τ , where τ is a (non-empty) sequence of types and A is a class name:

module M (instance A τ , . . . ) where . . .

specifies that the instance of τ for class A is exported in module M .

import M (instance A τ , . . . )

specifies that the instance of τ for class A is imported from M , in the module
where the import clause occurs.

The single additional rule to the work presented in [13] that enables type
classes to be optionally declared by programmers is the following:

Definition 2 (Type of overloaded variable). If the type of an overloaded
variable — i.e. a variable that is introduced in an instance definition — is not
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explicitly annotated in a type class declaration, then the variable’s type is the
anti-unification of instance types defined for the variable in the current module;
otherwise, it is the annotated type.

5.1 Pros and Cons of Instance Modularization

Among the advantages of this simple change, we cite (following [13]):

– Programmers have better control of which entities are necessary and should
be in the scope of each module in a program.

– It is possible to define and use more than one instance for the same type in a
program.

– Problems with orphan instances do not occur (orphan instances are instances
defined in a module where neither the definition of the data type nor the
definition of the type class occur). For example, distinct instances of Either
for class Monad , say one from package mtl and another from transformers,
can be used in a program.

– The introduction of newtypes, as well as the use of functions that include
additional (-by) parameters, such as e.g. the (first) parameter of function
sortBy in module Data.List can be avoided.

With instance modularization, programmers need to be aware of which enti-
ties are exported and imported — i.e. which entities are visible in the scope of
a module — and their types, in particular whether they are or not overloaded.
A simple change like a type annotation for a variable exported from a module,
can lead to a change in the semantics of using this variable in another module.

Instance modularization and the rule of expression ambiguity, that consid-
ers the context where an expression occurs to detect whether an expression is
ambiguous or not, has profound consequences. Consider, for example:

module M where
class Show t ...
class Read t ...
instance Show Int ...
instance Read Int ...
f = show . read

module N where
import M
instance Read Bool ...
instance Show Bool ...
g = f "123"

The definition of f in module M is not well-typed in Haskell, since type (Show
a, Read a) ⇒ String is ambiguous. In our approach (i.e. considering ambiguity
as a property of an expression, not of a type), the definition of f in module
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M is well-typed, because constraints (Show a, Read a) can be removed; these
can be removed because there exists a single instance, in module M , for each
constraint, that entails it. As a result, f has type String→ String . Its use in
module N is (then) also well-typed. That means: f ’s semantics is a function that
receives a value of type String and returns a value of type String , according to
the definition of f given in module M . The semantics of an expression involves
passing a (dictionary) value that is given in the context of usage only if the
expression has a constrained type.

6 Mini-Haskell with Optional Type Classes

In this section we present a type system for mini-Haskell, where type class dec-
laration is optional. Programmers can overload symbols without declaring their
types in type classes. The type of an overloaded symbol is, if not explicitly
defined in a type class, based on the anti-unification of instance types defined
for the symbol in the relevant module.

Figure 3 shows the context-free syntax of mini-Haskell: expressions, modules
and programs. An instance can be specified without specifying a type class,
cf. second option (after |) in Instance Declaration in Fig. 3.

For simplicity, imported and exported variables and instances must be explic-
itly indicated, e.g. we do not include notations for exporting and importing all
variables of a module.

Multi-parameter type classes are supported. In this paper we do not consider
recursivity, neither in let-bindings nor in instance declarations.

A program theory P is a set of axioms of first-order logic, generated from
class and instance declarations occurring in the program, of the form C ⇒ π,
where C is a set of simple constraints and π is a simple constraint (cf. Fig. 3).

Module Name M, N
Program Theory P, Q
Variable x, y
Expression e ::= x | λx. e | e e | let x = e in e
Program p ::= m
Module m ::= moduleM (X) where I; D
Export clause X ::= ι
Import clause I ::= import M (X)
Item ι ::= x | instance A τ
Declaration D ::= classDecl | instDecl | B

Class Declaration classDecl ::= class C ⇒ A a where x : δ
Instance Declaration instDecl ::= instance C ⇒ A τ where B | instance B
Binding B ::= x = e

Fig. 3. Context-free syntax of mini-Haskell
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Entailment of a set of constraints C by a program theory P is written as
P �e C (see e.g. [1]).

Typing contexts are indexed by module names. Γ (M) gives a function on
variable names to types: Γ (M)(x) gives the type of x in module M and typing
context Γ . The notation (Γ (M), x �→ σ) is used to denote the typing context Γ ′

that differs from Γ only by mapping x to σ in module M , i.e.: Γ ′(M ′)(x′) = σ
if M ′ = M and x′ = x, otherwise Γ ′(M ′)(x′) = Γ (M ′)(x′).

A special, empty module name, denoted by [], is used for names exported by
modules, to control the scope of names that use import and export clauses. Also,
a reserved name (self) is used to refer to the current module, being defined and
used in the type system and relations to control import and export clauses.

It is not necessary to store multiple instance types for the same variable in
a typing context, neither it is necessary to use instance types in typing contexts
(they are needed only in the program theory); only the lcg of instance types
is used, because of lcg compositionality (Theorem 3). When a new instance is
declared, if it is an instance of a declared class the type system guarantees that
each member is an instance of the type declared in the type class; otherwise
(i.e. it is the single member of an undeclared class), its (new) type is given by
the lcg of the existing type (an existing lcg of previous instance types) and the
instance type.

We consider that a constraint set C ′ can be removed from a constrained type
C,C ′ ⇒ τ if and only if overloading for C ′ has been resolved and there exists a
single satisfying substitution for C ′ [1].

A declarative type system for core-Haskell is presented in Fig. 4, using rules
of the form P ;Γ �0 e : δ, which means that e has type δ in typing context Γ
and program theory P .

Rule (LET) performs constraint set simplification before type generalization.
Constraint set simplification >>P is a relation on constraints, defined as a compo-
sition of improvement and context reduction [1]. gen(δ, σ, V ) holds if σ = ∀ a. δ,

Γ (self)(x) = (∀ a. C ⇒ τ ) P e φ C dom(φ) ⊆ a

P ;Γ 0 x : φ(C ⇒ τ )
(VAR)

(Γ (self), x τ ) 0 e : C ⇒ τ

P ;Γ 0 λx. e : C ⇒ τ → τ
(ABS)

P ;Γ 0 e : C ⇒ τ → τ P ;Γ 0 e : C ⇒ τ
V = tv(τ ) ∪ tv(C) (C ⊕V C ) >>P C

P ;Γ 0 e e : C ⇒ τ
(APP)

P ;Γ 0 e : C ⇒ τ C >>P C
gen(C ⇒ τ, σ, tv(Γ )) P ; (Γ (self), x σ) 0 e : C ⇒ τ

P ;Γ 0 let x = e in e : C ⇒ τ
(LET)

Fig. 4. Core-Haskell type system
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where a = tv(δ) − V ; similarly, for constraints, gen(C ⇒ π, θ, V ) holds if
θ = ∀ a.C ⇒ π, where a = tv(C ⇒ π) − V .

C ⊕V C ′ denotes the constraint set obtained by adding to C constraints from
D that have type variables reachable from V :

C ⊕V C ′ = C ∪ {π ∈ C ′ | tv(π) ∩ reachableVars(C ′, V ) �= ∅}
In rule (APP), the constraints on the type of the result are those that occur in

the function type plus not all constraints that occur in the type of the argument
but only those that have variables reachable from the set of variables that occur
in the simple type of the result or in the constraint set on the function type
(cf. Definition 1). This allows, for example, to eliminate constraints on the type
of the following expressions, where o is any expression, with a possibly non-empty
set of constraints on its type: flip const o (where const has type ∀a, b. a → b → a
and flip has type ∀a, b, c. (a → b → c) → b → a → c), which should denote an
identity function, and fst (e, o), which should have the same denotation as e.

The extension of core-Haskell to mini-Haskell, which allows (optional) type
classes, modules and modularized instance declarations, is presented in Figs. 5,
6 and 7. Rule (MOD), in Fig. 5, uses relations (�⇓) and (�X

⇑ ), which are defined
separately, for clarity, in Figs. 6 and 7.

The import relation Γ �⇓ I : Γ ′ yields a typing context (Γ ′) from a typing
context (Γ ) and a sequence of import clauses (I).

Relation P ;Γ �X
⇑ D : (E,P ′, Γ ′) is used for specifying the types of a sequence

of bindings, from a typing context (Γ ), a program theory (P ) and a set of exported
items (X); it yields the set (E) of exported variables with their types, together
with both (i) a new typing context (Γ ′), modified to contain elements of E, so
that Γ ′([]) contains the types of each x ∈ E, and (ii) a new program theory (P ′),
updated from class and instance declarations. Relation (�0) is used to check that
expressions of core-Haskell that occur in declarations are well-typed.

Γ0 ⇓ I : Γ P ;Γ X
⇑ D : (E, P , Γ )

P ;Γ0 module M (X) where I ;D : (E,P , Γ )
(MOD)

Fig. 5. Mini-Haskell module rule

Γ (M)(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩

Γ ([])(x) if M = self and, for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
x= ιk or (ιk=instance A τ , x is a member of class A)

Γ (M)(x) otherwise

Γ ⇓ import M ( ιn ) : Γ

Γ0 ⇓ import M ( ι ) : Γ Γ ⇓ I : Γ

Γ0 ⇓ import M ( ι ); I : Γ

Fig. 6. Import relation
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P ;Γ X
⇑ D : (E, P , Γ )

Γ (M)(x) =
δk if x = xk, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, M ∈ {self, []}
Γ0(M)(x) otherwise

P ;Γ0
X
⇑ class C ⇒ A a where x : δ

n
; D : (E,P , Γ )

P e φ(C) gen(φ(C ⇒ π), θ, tv(Γ )) Q = P ∪ {θ}
Q;Γ 0 ei : δi δi = φ Γ ([])(xi) , for i = 1, . . . , n

Q;Γ X
⇑ D : (E, Q , Γ )

(X , E ) =
(X − {ι}, E ∪ {x : δ

n}) if ι ∈ X, ι = instance φ(C ⇒ π)
(X, E) otherwise

P ;Γ X
⇑ instance φ(C ⇒ π) where x = en; D : (E , Q , Γ )

A is the class name generated for x

P ;Γ0 0 e : C ⇒ τ gen(C ⇒ A τ, θ, tv(Γ0)) Q = P ∪ {θ}
Q;Γ X

⇑ D : (E, Q , Γ ) lcgr({τ} ∪ {Γ0(self)(x)}, τ )

Γ (M)(y) =
A τ ⇒ τ if y = x, (M = self or (M = [], x ∈ X))
Γ0(M)(y) otherwise

(X , E ) =
(X − {ι}, E ∪ {x : C ⇒ τ}) if ι ∈ X, ι = instance C ⇒ A τ
(X, E), otherwise

P ;Γ0
X
⇑ instance x = e; D : (E , Q , Γ )

P ;Γ0 0 e : C ⇒ τ gen(C ⇒ τ, σ, tv(Γ0))

P ;Γ X
⇑ D : (E, P , Γ )

Γ (M)(y) =
σ if y = x, (M = self or (M = [], x ∈ X))
Γ0(M)(y) otherwise

(X , E ) =
(X − {x}, E ∪ {x : C ⇒ τ}) if x ∈ X
(X, E) otherwise

P ;Γ0
X
⇑ x = e; D : (E , P , Γ )

Fig. 7. Mini-Haskell rules for declarations

There must exist a sequence of derivations for typing a sequence of modules
that composes a program that starts from an empty typing context, or from a
typing context that corresponds to predefined library modules. Recursive mod-
ules are not treated in this paper.

The first and second rules in Fig. 7 specify the bindigs generated by standard
Haskell type classes and instance declarations, respectively. For simplicity, we
omit special rules for validity of type class and instance declarations (see [8]),
that are not relevant here (for example, that the class hierachy is acyclic).

The third rule accounts for instance declarations of an overloaded symbol
x whose type is not explicitly specified in a type class. As stated previously,
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the type τ ′ of x is the least common generalization of the set of types {τ} ∪
{Γ0(self)(x)}, where τ is the (simple) type of the expression in the current
instance declaration for x and Γ0(self)(x) is the (simple) type of x in the current
type environment (previously computed from other instance declarations for x
that are visible in the typing context Γ0). This is based on the compositionality
of lcg (Theorem 3.) The type of x in the typing context for the current module
is A τ ′ ⇒ τ ′, where A is the class name generated for the overloaded symbol x.
Also, the type of x in the current instance declaration is inserted in the export
environment E, if this instance is listed in the set of items to be exported (X).

7 Records with Overloaded Fields

In this section we describe how the possibility of overloading symbols without
the need of declaring type classes allows record fields to be overloaded, in an easy
way. The idea is simply to transform any access to an overloaded record field
into an automatically created instance of an undeclared type class, and similarly
for any use of a record update of an overloaded record field.

There are certainly design decisions to be made, but below we illustrate the
proposal by creating instance of get fieldname and update fieldname whenever
there exists, respectively, an access of and an update to an overloaded record
field, where fieldname is the name of the overloaded record field.

Consider a simple example of overloaded record fields:

data Person = Person { id :: Int, name :: String }
data Address = Address { id :: Int, address :: String }

The overloaded id fields of types Person and Address have the following
types:

id :: Person → Int
id :: Address → Int

In our approach, we can automatically create following instance declarations
without declared type classes, that are part of a record field name space that is
distinct from the variable name space:

get id :: Person → Int
instance get id (Person id ) = id

get id :: Address → Int
instance get id (Address id ) = id

If record field updating is used, updating functions are created, as illustrated
below. Consider for example that record field updating is used as follows:
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update id :: Person → Int → Person
instance update id (Person id name) new id = Person new id name

update id :: Address → Int → Address
instance update id (Address id address) new id = Address new id address

Given any expression p of type Person, any use of (p {id = new id}) could
then be translated to (update id p new id). Similarly, given any expression a of
type Address, any use of a {id = new id} could then be translated to update id
a new id .

8 Related Work

Haskell type system has been extended with several advanced typing features
such as functional dependencies [10], type families [3] and GADTs [4], just to
name a few. To the best of our knowledge, there’s no previous work on optional
declaration of type classes. In this section, we summarize some recent Haskell
type system extensions.

Functional dependencies (FDs) were introduced by Mark Jones as a way to
specify type class parameter dependencies in order to avoid ambiguity and to
improve inferred types in the context of MPTCs. FDs where also used to support
some form of type level programming [9] and to define heterogeneous lists and
extensible records [11].

Type families [3] (TFs) where introduced as a “more functional” alternative
to FDs (which is relational in nature). However, there are some issues with type
family injectivity [5] that motivated so-called closed type families and type family
dependencies [6]. Closed type families define all possible instances of a type
family a priori and type family dependencies allows the specification of parameter
dependencies, in a similar way of FDs. All type family related extensions cater
to better type improvement.

Datatype promotion [5,20] lifts user defined algebraic datatypes to kinds
and data constructors to types. It allows the definition of some dependently
typed programs. Singleton types and promoted functions [7] have been used to
automate (through Template Haskell) some constructions commonly needed in
Haskell-style dependent types. Lindley and McBride [12] describe some depen-
dently typed programs in Haskell and how to use GHC’s constraint solver as a
theorem prover to discharge proof obligations in an implementation of a merge-
sort algorithm.

Type level literals is an extension that complements datatype promotion to
numeric and string types. The Haskell prime proposal for overloaded record
fields relies on this extension to overload field access and update functions. Our
approach, based on optional declaration of type classes, does not demand type
promotion features and does not need to create an instance for each record field
(overloaded or not).
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9 Conclusion

This paper has presented an approach for allowing type classes to be optionally
declared by programmers, so that programmers can overload symbols without
declaring their types in type classes.

An overloaded symbol is defined by means of an instance declaration that is
a normal declaration with keyword instance. The type of an overloaded symbol
is automatically determined from the anti-unification of instance types defined
for the symbol in the relevant module.

The approach depends on a modularization of instance visibility, as well as
on a redefinition of Haskell’s ambiguity rule. The paper presents the simple mod-
ifications to Haskell’s module system that are necessary for allowing instances
to have a modular scope.

We have provided an illustration of the added flexibility by showing how
overloaded record fields can be allowed in the presence of a presented type system
that supports instance modularization and instance definitions of undeclared
type classes that have a single member.
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Abstract. The main challenge faced by automatic parallelization tools
in functional languages is the fact that parallelism is often hidden under
the syntax of complex recursive functions. In this paper, we propose
an algebraic framework for parallelizing – automatically – two special
classes of recursive functions. We show that these classes are comprehen-
sive enough to include several well-known instances. We have used our
ideas to implement a source-to-source compiler in Python to parallelize
Haskell code. We have applied this prototype onto six different recursive
functions, achieving, on a 4-core machine, speedups of up to 2.7x.

Keywords: Recursive functions · Parallel computing · Functional pro-
gramming · Algebraic framework · Abstract algebra

1 Introduction

The advent of multi-core computers has greatly spread the use of parallel program-
ming among application developers. Yet, writing code that runs in parallel is still
a difficult and error-prone task. Thus, the automatic parallelization of code has
surfaced as an effective alternative to the development of high-performant pro-
grams [11,18,25]. In this sense, functional programming languages appear as a
promising alternative to the development of parallel code. They provide referen-
tial transparency, reducing shared data and eliminating side effects, which makes
automatic parallelization much easier. However, in spite of years of research, auto-
matic generation of parallelism, out of functional code, is not a solved prob-
lem [12,17]. Testimony of this last statement is the fact that functional code is
still manually parallelized, usually by means of parallel skeletons [4,6,17].

The main challenge faced by automatic parallelization tools in functional lan-
guages is the fact that parallelism is often hidden under the syntax of complex
recursive functions. There are several techniques to discover parallelism, such
as work targeting list homomorphisms [5,13,15,20], or the work of Fisher and
Ghuloum [8], who parallelize imperative loops that can be translated as com-
position of functions. Nevertheless, the programming languages community still
lacks approaches to infer parallelism on recursive functions automatically. The
goal of this paper is to contribute to solve this omission by extending the family
of recursive functions that can be parallelized automatically.
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
F. Castor and Y.D. Liu (Eds.): SBLP 2016, LNCS 9889, pp. 140–155, 2016.
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-45279-1 10
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To achieve this objective, we propose an algebraic framework for parallelizing
two special classes of recursive functions. These functions need to have two core
properties. First: the recursive function must contain only operations that can
be used to define monoids or semirings. Second: the propagation of arguments
between recursive calls has to be defined by a invertible function. The proposed
framework is based on the theory introduced by Fisher and Ghuloum [8]. Those
authors have designed and tested an approach to parallelize imperative loops
by transforming them in recurrence relations defined by the compositions of
associative functions. We go beyond the work of Fisher and Ghuloum in two
ways: (i) we work on recursive functions, instead of imperative loops; (ii) we
provide a more general definition of parallel function composition. The key idea
behind our findings is the fact that algebraic structures such as groups, monoids
and semirings let us decompose recursive functions into simpler components,
which are amenable to automatic parallelization.

To validate the ideas discussed in this paper, we have used them to implement
a source-to-source compiler, in Python, that performs automatic parallelization
of Haskell code. In Sect. 4 we show how to parallelize six different – and well-
known – recursive functions. Key to efficiency is the fact that we can transform
elements in the family of parallelizable functions into list homomorphisms. This
transformation, which we explain in Sect. 3, to the best of our knowledge, is
novel. Our experiments show that our technique is effective and useful. We have
achieved speedups of up to 2.7x in a 4-core Intel processor. These results are even
more meaningful if we consider that they have been obtained in a completely
automatic way.

2 Overview

We will use the well-known factorial function as an example to introduce our
ideas to the reader. This function can be defined as follows:

f(x):=

{
1 if x = 1
x · f(x − 1) otherwise

Factorial is a very simple function, and the reader familiar with the par-
allelization of reductions on commutative and associative operators will know
immediately that this function has a very efficient parallel implementation. Key
to perform this parallelization is the observation that factorial can be re-written
as a sequence of multiplications, e.g.:f(x) = x · (x − 1) · . . . · 2 · 1.

A key property of multiplication – associativity – lets us solve them in a
pairwise fashion. This possibility gives us the chance to run the above expres-
sion in O(ln x) time. The goal of this paper is to be able to apply this kind of
parallelization automatically onto recursive functions. In order to achieve this
objective, we shall be re-writing functions as a composition of simpler functions
which are associative. In the case of factorial, this composition looks like:

f(x) = (f ′
x−1 ◦ . . . ◦ f ′

2 ◦ f ′
1)(1)
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How do we find a suitable implementation of f ′
i? We first provide this answer

for a family of recursive functions which have the following format:

f(p):=

{
g0(p) if p = p0

g1(p) ⊕ f(h(p)) ⊕ g2(p) otherwise
(1)

For any function f that can be written in the format above, we show that it is
possible to decompose f into a composition of functions. We first identify h, the
function used to propagate the arguments of f , which we call the hop function.
The hop function must be a well-defined monotonic function, which must have
an inverse. For the factorial example, we have the following hop function h:
h(x) = x − 1, with inverse h−1(x) = x + 1.

The hop function is fundamental for generating the next arguments of the
sequence of compositions. Because it has an inverse, we use it to know x−1, the
number of functions which will constitute the sequence of compositions. We find
out x − 1 after solving the following equation: p0 = hx−1(p). For the factorial
example, the depth is exactly the initial argument x. After identifying the hop
function and its inverse, we re-write f in a manner suitable for the composition
of functions which does not contain a recursive call, e.g.: f ′

i(s):=(i+1) ·s, where
s is the usually called accumulator parameter in funcional composition.

Now, we can write f such as f(x) = (f ′
x−1 ◦ f ′

x−2 ◦ · · · ◦ f ′
2 ◦ f ′

1)(1). This
transformation is useful, considering that functional composition is an asso-
ciative operation, which can often be parallelized if it is possible to symbol-
ically compute and simplify intermediate compositions [8]. For instance, for
i > 1 ∈ Z, (f ′

i ◦ f ′
i−1)(s) = (i + 1) · (i · s) can be reassociated as (f ′

i ◦ f ′
i−1)(s) =

((i + 1) · i) · s which is essentially equivalent to the original function regarding
computational complexity. Thus we can evaluate f(x) by computing a reduc-
tion over a list of functions, using the functional composition operator, i.e.,
f(x) = ◦/[f ′

x−1, f
′
x−2, . . . , f

′
1].

Section 3.2 generalizes the factorial example seen in this section. In Sect. 3.3
we extend our framework a bit further, showing that we can also parallelize
functions in the format below. In this case, we consider two operators ⊕ and
�, for which we only require that � be associative, and ⊕ be commutative, in
addition of being associative. Again, the hop function h must have an inverse
function which can be computed efficiently.

f(p):=

{
g0(p) if p = p0

g1(p) ⊕ (g3(p) � f(h(p)) � g4(p)) ⊕ g2(p) otherwise
(2)

3 Automatic Parallelization of Recursive Functions

In this section we formalize the developments earlier seen in Sect. 2. To this
end, we provide a few basic notions in Sect. 3.1. In Sect. 3.2, we show how to
parallelize functions on the format given by Eq. 1. In Sect. 3.3, we move on to
deal with functions defined by Eq. 2.
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3.1 Technical Background

In the rest of this paper we shall use three notions borrowed from abstract alge-
bra: groups, monoids and semirings. If S is a set, then we define these algebraic
structures as follows:

– A group G = (S,+) is a nonempty set closed under an associative binary-
operation +, which is associative, invertible and has a zero element 0, the
identity regarding +. For each a ∈ S, its inverse −a also belongs to S. A
group need not be commutative. If a group is commutative, it is usually called
an abelian group [21].

– A monoid M = (S,+) is a nonempty set closed under an associative binary-
operation + with identity 0. A monoid need not be commutative and its
elements need not have inverses within the monoid.

– A semiring R = (S,+, ·) is a nonempty set closed under two associative binary-
operations + and ·, called addition and multiplication, respectively [9,10]. A
semiring satisfies the following conditions:
• (S,+) is a commutative monoid with identity element 0;
• (S, ·) is a monoid with identity element 1;
• Multiplication distributes over addition from either side;
• Multiplication by 0 annihilates R, i.e. a · 0 = 0 · a = 0, for all a ∈ S.

Parallelizing Functional Composition. Functional composition is an asso-
ciative binary operator over functions. Previous work [8,19] has shown that, given
a family of indexed functions F closed under functional composition ◦, a function
ψ : Z × Z → F is a composition evaluator of F iff iψj = fi ◦ fj , for fi, fj ∈ F .
If each function in F and the composition evaluator ψ are constant-time com-
putations, then a sequence of n compositions can be efficiently computed in
O(n/p + ln p), considering p processing units. A functional composition over F
can be evaluated by using the composition evaluator ψ. Thus, given a sequence
of compositions fn ◦ fn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1, this sequence can be efficiently computed
using a reduction operator ◦/[fn, fn−1, . . . , f1], since the following equivalence
holds: ◦/[fn, fn−1, . . . , f1] = ψ/[n, n − 1, . . . , 1].

3.2 Monoids

In this section, we generalize the solution presented in Sect. 2. We provide the
formal description of the mechanism used for parallelizing the factorial recursive
function, regarding general algebraic structures of groups and monoids. Let SG

and SM be sets and M = (SM ,+) a monoid. Let f : SG → SM be a recursive
function defined as:

f(x):=

{
g0(x0) if x = x0

g1(x) + f(h(x)) + g2(x) otherwise

We assume that each gi : SG → SM are pure and non-recursive functions, i.e.
if a ∈ SG then gi(a) ∈ SM , for i ∈ [0, 2]. Furthermore, we assume that the hop
function h : SG → SG is an invertible and monotonic function over SG.
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Proposition 1. The recursive function f : SG → SM can be written as a func-
tional composition.

Proof. We let f ′
i : SM → SM be the following non-recursive function:

f ′
i(s) = g1((h−1)i(x0)) + s + g2((h−1)i(x0))

In the above definition, we let h−1 : SG → SG be the inverse function of the
hop h. Function (h−1)i(x0) is the i-th functional power of h−1 : SG → SG.
To transform the recursive function into a composition, it is important to infer
the depth of the recursive stack. Let k > 0 ∈ Z such that hk(x) = x0. Thus
f(x) = (f ′

k ◦ f ′
k−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ′

2 ◦ f ′
1)(g0(x0)) ��

From Fisher and Ghuloum [8], we know that the composition of f ′
i can be com-

puted in parallel since, for i > 1 ∈ Z, we have that:

(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) ⇔ g1((h−1)i(x0)) + f ′
i−1(s) + g2((h−1)i(x0)) ⇔

g1((h−1)i(x0)) + [g1((h−1)i−1(x0)) + s + g2((h−1)i−1(x0))] + g2((h−1)i(x0)) ⇔
[g1((h−1)i(x0)) + g1((h−1)i−1(x0))] + s + [g2((h−1)i−1(x0)) + g2((h−1)i(x0))]

Defining the Hop Function. Let G = (SG,+) be a group with identity 0. If
the hop function h is an invertible and monotonic function, we can calculate k.
Let h be generally defined as h(x) = e1 + x + e2, where e1, e2 ∈ SG. Then

hk(x) = x0 ⇔
e1 + · · · + e1 + e1 + x + e2 + e2 + · · · + e2 = x0 ⇔

ke1 + x + ke2 = x0 ⇔
x + ke2 = (−ke1) + x0 ⇔

x + ke2 − x0 = (−ke1) ⇔
x + (ke2 − x0 + ke1) = 0

that is, ∃k ∈ Z such that k > 0 and (ke2 − x0 + ke1) ∈ SG is the inverse of
x ∈ SG. Given the equality above, k can often be dynamically computed with a
small overhead. If G is commutative, then (ke2 − x0 + ke1) = k(e1 + e2) − x0.
From these notions, we define function h−1, the inverse of the hopping function,
as h−1(x) = (−e1) + x + (−e2). This equality is true, since:

(h−1 ◦ h)(x) = (−e1) + h(x) + (−e2) ⇔
(h−1 ◦ h)(x) = (−e1) + [e1 + x + e2] + (−e2) ⇔
(h−1 ◦ h)(x) = 0 + x + 0 = x

Computing the Function Composition Using List Homomorphism.
Thus far, we have seen how to re-write a function (with certain properties) as a
composition of non-recursive functions. We need now a way to implement this
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composition efficiently. To achieve efficiency, we use list homomorphisms. We say
that a function y is a list homomorphism if we have that y(w++ z) = y(w)++ y(z),
where ++ denotes list concatenation. In this section we derive a simple imple-
mentation for such a recursive function f : SG → SM by means of list homo-
morphism.

Proposition 2. Let h′(i) = (h−1)i(x0). Then we can write the functional com-
position f(x) = (f ′

k ◦ f ′
k−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ′

2 ◦ f ′
1)(g0(x0)) as:

f(x) = (+/(g1 ◦ h′) � [k, k − 1, . . . , 1]) + g0(x0) + (+/(g2 ◦ h′) � [1, 2, . . . , k]) .

Proof. The functional composition expands as follows:

f(x) = g′
1(x0) + g0(x0) + g′

2(x0),where:

g′
1(x0) = g1((h−1)k(x0)) + g1((h−1)k−1(x0)) + · · · + g1((h−1)(x0))

g′
2(x0) = g2((h−1)(x0)) + g2((h−1)2(x0)) + · · · + g2((h−1)k(x0))

Since h′(i) = (h−1)i(x0), then we can write:

g′
1(x0) = g1(h′(k)) + g1(h′(k − 1)) + · · · + g1(h′(1))

g′
2(x0) = g2(h′(1)) + g2(h′(2)) + · · · + g2(h′(k))

Therefore, it is possible to compute g′
1 and g′

2 using a list homomorphism, i.e.:

g′
1(x0) = +/g1 � (h′ � [k, k − 1, . . . , 1])

g′
2(x0) = +/g2 � (h′ � [1, 2, . . . , k])

where +/� denotes the folding of the operation + onto the list �, and k�� denotes
the mapping of function k onto every element of �. The above expression can
then be simplified as:

g′
1(x0) = +/(g1 ◦ h′) � [k, k − 1, . . . , 1]

g′
2(x0) = +/(g2 ◦ h′) � [1, 2, . . . , k]

��

3.3 Semirings

We now describe a second family of recursive functions that we can parallelize
automatically by rethinking them under the light of algebraic structures. Let SG

and SR be sets and R = (SR,+, ·) a semiring. Let f : SG → SR be defined as:

f(x):=

{
g0(x0) if x = x0

g1(x) + g3(x)f(h(x))g4(x) + g2(x) otherwise

where each gi : SG → SR is a non-recursive function. Function h : SG → SG is
the hop. Let f ′

i : SR → SR be the following non-recursive function:

f ′
i(s) = g1((h−1)i(x0)) + g3((h−1)i(x0))sg4((h−1)i(x0)) + g2((h−1)i(x0))
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where (h−1)i(x0) is the i-th functional power of h−1, the inverse function of the
hop function h (see Sect. 3.2).

In order to transform the recursive function into a composition, again we
must infer the depth of the recursive stack. Let k > 0 ∈ Z such that hk(x) = x0

(see Sect. 3.2). Thus:

f(x) = (f ′
k ◦ f ′

k−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ′
2 ◦ f ′

1)(g0(x0))

Computing the Function Composition Using List Homomorphism. In
this section we derive a simple implementation of a recursive function f : SG →
SR by means of list homomorphism. If h′(i) = (h−1)i(x0), then we can write:

f(x) = φ1(k) + φ3(k)g0(x0)φ4(k) + φ2(k)

where k > 0 ∈ Z such that hk(x) = x0 (see Sect. 3.2). We have that:

β1(i) =
(·/(g3 ◦ h′) � [k, k − 1, . . . , i + 1]

)
g1(h

′(i))
(·/(g4 ◦ h′) � [i + 1, i + 2, . . . , k]

)

φ1(k) = g1(h
′(k)) + (+/β1 � [k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 1])

φ3(k) =
(·/(g3 ◦ h′) � [k, k − 1, . . . , 1]

)

φ4(k) =
(·/(g4 ◦ h′) � [1, 2, . . . , k]

)

β2(i) =
(·/(g3 ◦ h′) � [k, k − 1, . . . , i + 1]

)
g2(h

′(i))
(·/(g4 ◦ h′) � [i + 1, i + 2, . . . , k]

)

φ2(k) = (+/β2 � [1, 2, . . . , k − 1]) + g2(h
′(k))

There are redundant computations in the previous definition. We can opti-
mize the computation of β1 and β2 by pre-computing these redundant values
using a scan operation. Considering left- and right-associative scan operations
(scanl and scanr), we define lists v and w as follows:

[v1, v2, . . . , vk−1] = scanr · /(g3 ◦ h′) � [k, k − 1, . . . , 2]
[w1, w2, . . . , wk−1] = scanl · /(g4 ◦ h′) � [2, 3, . . . , k]

That is, vi = ·/(g3 ◦ h′) � [k, k − 1, . . . , k − i + 1] and wi = ·/(g4 ◦ h′) � [k −
i + 1, . . . , k − 1, k]. Once we have pre-computed vi and wi, we can define the
following simplified construction:

β1(i) = vi · g1(h′(i)) · wk−i

φ1(k) = g1(h′(k)) + (+/β1 � [k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 1])
φ3(k) = v1 · (g3 ◦ h′)(1)
φ4(k) = (g4 ◦ h′)(1) · wk−1

β2(i) = vi · g2(h′(i)) · wk−i

φ2(k) = (+/β2 � [1, 2, . . . , k − 1]) + g2(h′(k))

3.4 Examples

In this section we discuss different functions that we can parallelize automati-
cally. We shall provide examples that we can parallelize using the monoid-based
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approach (Catalan Numbers and List Concatenation), and with the semiring-
based approach (Financial Compound Interest, Horner’s Method and Comb Fil-
ters). The actual performance of each of these example is analyzed in Sect. 4.

Catalan Numbers. Catalan numbers form a sequence of positive integers that
appear in the solution of several counting problems in combinatorics, including
some generating functions. Catalan numbers are defined as follows:

Cn =
2(2n − 1)

n + 1
Cn−1 where C1 = 1

which can be written as f : Z → Z
∗

f(x):=

{
1 if x = 1
2(2x−1)

x+1 · f(x − 1) otherwise

Similar to the factorial function seen in Sect. 2, the above function can be
written as a composition of non-recursive functions: Let h : Z → Z be h(x) =
x − 1, g1 : Z → Z

∗ be g1(x) = 2(2x−1)
x+1 and g2 : Z → Z

∗ be g2(x) = 1.
Then, we can define a function f ′

i : Z∗ → Z
∗, such as

f ′
i(s) = g1((h−1)i(1)) · s · g2((h−1)i(1)) ⇔

f ′
i(s) = g1(i + 1) · s · 1 ⇔

f ′
i(s) =

2(2i + 1)
i + 2

· s

since h−1(x) = x+1. We can easily calculate that hk(x) = 1 for k = x− 1, since
x + (0k − 1 + k(−1)) = 0 ⇔ x − k − 1 = 0.

Therefore, f(x) = (f ′
x−1 ◦ f ′

x−2 ◦ · · · ◦ f ′
2 ◦ f ′

1)(1). Since, for every i > 1 ∈ Z,
the composition (f ′

i ◦ f ′
i−1)(s) can be symbolicaly computed and simplified, i.e.

(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) =
2(2i + 1)

i + 2
· f ′

i−1(s) ⇔

(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) =
2(2i + 1)

i + 2
·
(

2(2i − 1)
i + 1

· s

)
⇔

(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) =
(

2(2i + 1)
i + 2

· 2(2i − 1)
i + 1

)
· s

Function f(x) = (f ′
x◦f ′

x−1◦· · ·◦f ′
1)(1) can be computed in parallel as a reduction.

List Concatenation. Let LZ be the set of lists over the set of integers Z. A
list is an ordered sequence denoted by A = [a1, a2, . . . , an], where the size of
A is #A = n. An empty list is denoted by [] and #[] = 0. Concatenation is an
associative binary-operation over a set of lists. Given two lists A = [a1, a2, . . . , an]
and B = [b1, b2, . . . , bm], the concatenation of the lists A and B is denoted by
A ++ B = [a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bm]. The identity element regarding concatenation
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is the empty list. Thus(LZ,++ ) is a non-commutative monoid. Let f : Z → LZ

be the following recursive function:

f(x):=

{
[] if x = 0
[x] ++ f(x − 1) ++ [x] otherwise

Let h : Z → Z be h(x) = x − 1, g1 : Z → LZ be g1(x) = [x] and g2 : Z → LZ

be g2(x) = [x]. Then, we can define a simplified function f ′
i : LZ → LZ, such as:

f ′
i(s) = g1((h−1)i(0)) ++ s ++ g2((h−1)i(0)) ⇔

f ′
i(s) = g1(i) ++ s ++ g2(i) ⇔

f ′
i(s) = [i] ++ s ++ [i]

since h−1(x) = x + 1. We have that hk(x) = 0 for k = x, since x + (0k − 0 +
k(−1)) = 0 ⇔ x − k = 0. Therefore, f(x) = (f ′

x ◦ f ′
x−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ′

2 ◦ f ′
1)([]). Since,

for every i > 1 ∈ Z, the composition (f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) can be symbolicaly computed
and simplified, i.e.:

(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) = [i] ++ f ′
i−1(s) ++ [i] ⇔

(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) = [i] ++ ([i − 1] ++ s ++ [i − 1]) ++ [i] ⇔
(f ′

i ◦ f ′
i−1)(s) = ([i] ++ [i − 1]) ++ s ++ ([i − 1] ++ [i]) ⇔

(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) = [i, i − 1] ++ s ++ [i − 1, i]

Thus f(x) = (f ′
x ◦ f ′

x−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ′
1)([]) can be computed in parallel by a reduction.

Financial Compound Interest. We can define financial compound interest with
periodic deposits recursively. Let f : Z → R be the following recursive function:

f(x):=

{
y0 if x = 0
(1 + r) · f(x − 1) + yx otherwise

where y0 is the initial deposit, r is the compounded rate, and yx is the deposit
on the x-th period. Let h : Z → Z is h(x) = x − 1, g1 : Z → R is g1(x) = 0,
g3 : Z → R is g3(x) = (1 + r), g4 : Z → R is g4(x) = 1, g2 : Z → R is g2(x) = yx.
From these notions, we define a simplified function f ′

i : R → R as follows:

f ′
i(s) = g1((h−1)i(0)) + g3((h−1)i(0))sg4((h−1)i(0)) + g2((h−1)i(0)) ⇔

f ′
i(s) = g1(i) + g3(i)sg4(i) + g2(i) ⇔

f ′
i(s) = (1 + r)s + yi ⇔

since h−1(x) = x + 1. We have that hk(x) = 0 for k = x, since x + (0k − 0 +
k(−1)) = 0 ⇔ x − k = 0. Hence, f(x) = (f ′

x ◦ f ′
x−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ′

2 ◦ f ′
1)(y0). Since,

for every i > 1 ∈ Z, the composition (f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) can be symbolicaly computed
and simplified, i.e.:
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(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) = (1 + r)f ′
i−1(s) + yi ⇔

(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) = (1 + r)((1 + r)s + yi−1) + yi ⇔
(f ′

i ◦ f ′
i−1)(s) = (1 + r)(1 + r)s + (1 + r)yi−1 + yi ⇔

(f ′
i ◦ f ′

i−1)(s) = (1 + r)2s + [(1 + r)yi−1 + yi]

Thus f(x) = (f ′
x ◦ f ′

x−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f ′
2 ◦ f ′

1)(y0) can be computed in parallel.

Horner’s Method. Horner’s method is useful to solve polynomials defined recur-
sively. Its implementation can be parallelized as done in the previous example
of financial compound interest. Let ci be the coefficients, for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus a
polynomial of degree n can be evaluated, for a given value of x, by the following
recursive formula, as described by the Horner’s method:

f(n):=

{
c0 if n = 0
f(n − 1) · x + cn otherwise

Comb Filter in Signal Processing. Comb filters have several applications in signal
processing [23]. The following equation represents the feedback form used by
comb filters: yt = αyt−T +(1−α)xt, where xt is the input signal at a given time
t and α controls the intensity that the delayed signal is fed back into the output
yt given a delay time T . Let f : Z → R be the following recursive function:

f(t):=

{
y0 if t = 0
αf(t − T ) + (1 − α)xt otherwise

3.5 Implementation

We have used the ideas discussed in this paper to implement a prototype of
our automatic parallelizer that performs source-to-source transformations. This
prototype is written in Python, and it performs symbolic computations using
Python’s sympy package. Symbolic computing allows us to find the inverse of
the hop function and also to infer the depth of the recursive stack (as discussed
in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3). Below we show the source-to-source transformation that
we produce for the list concatenation example:

# Sequential version:

f :: Integer -> [Integer]

f 0 = []

f n = [n] ++ f(n-1) ++ [n]

# Parallel version:

f_g_1 :: Integer -> [Integer]

f_g_1 _HOP_i = [(_HOP_i)]

f_g_2 :: Integer -> [Integer]

f_g_2 _HOP_i = [(_HOP_i)]

f :: Integer -> [Integer]

f n = (parFoldr (++) (map f_g_1 (reverse [1..(n)]))) ++ [] ++

(parFoldr (++) (map f_g_2 [1..(n)]))
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In general, for the monoid-based case, we receive inputs in the format below:

f :: Integer -> IMGSET

f e_0 = y_0

f n = g_1(n) * f(n-e_1) * g_2(n)

The prototype’s output consists of three new functions: f g 1, f g 2 and f, which
have the following general format:

f_g_1 :: Integer -> IMGSET

f_g_1 _HOP_i = g_1((_HOP_i*e_1 + e_0))

f_g_2 :: Integer -> IMGSET

f_g_2 _HOP_i = g_2((_HOP_i*e_1 + e_0))

f :: Integer -> IMGSET

f n = (parFoldr (*) (map f_g_1 (reverse [1..((-e_0 + n)/e_1)]))) * y_0 *

(parFoldr (*) (map f_g_2 [1..((-e_0 + n)/e_1)]))

4 Evaluation

To validate the ideas discussed in this paper, we have implemented our source-
to-source compiler that generates parallel Haskell, using the parallel library pro-
vided by the Strategies package, available in the Glasgow Haskell Compiler
(GHC) [1,16]. The experiments were performed in four physical cores of an
Ivy Bridge-based Intel processor technology, with 2 GHz of clock and 15 GB of
RAM. In this section, we show results for six benchmarks – three illustrating
monoid-based parallelization (factorial, catalan and concatenation), and three
illustrating semiring-based parallelization (compound interest, Horner’s method
and Comb Filter). For the experiments with all six applications we evaluated
the speedup varying the number of threads from 1 to 4, while fixing the input
argument of each function in 50,000. We consider a 95 % confidence interval for
a total of five executions.

Monoids. Figure 1 presents the results for the parallelization of recursive func-
tions based on monoids. Vertical bars show confidence interval. For the par-
allelization of the three monoid-based applications we implemented the con-
struction using the list homomorphism presented in Sect. 3.2. Parallelization
was achieved by means of a right-associative fold operator, which is part of
the Parallel Haskell library. We achieved a maximum speedup of 1.78× in the
implementation of Catalan Numbers.

Semirings. Figure 2 shows the results for the parallelization of recursive func-
tions based on semirings. Our largest speedup was 2.71 in the Horner’s Method
example. For the other two examples, we got more modest speedups. For the
parallelization of the three semiring-based applications we implemented the con-
struction using the list homomorphism discussed in Sect. 3.3. We have used the
same parallel implementation of the right-associative fold operator which we
applied on the monoid-based examples.
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Factorial.

f(x) :=

{
1 if x = 1

x · f(x − 1) otherwise

Catalan.

f(x) :=

{
1 if x = 1
2(2x−1)

x+1
· f(x − 1) otherwise

List concatenation.

f(x) :=

{
[] if x = 0

[x] ++ f(x − 1) ++ [x] otherwise

Fig. 1. Speedup analysis of monoid-based examples.

Discussion. We have been able to observe actual speedups on the six examples
that we have played with. These speedups were usually sublinear, e.g., we could
not observe a four-fold speedup in any of the cases. We believe that this sublin-
earity is due to the overhead imposed by the reduction operator required by the
proposed parallel construction. Nevertheless, we would like to emphasize that
all these results have been obtained by means of automatic transformations. In
other words, the use of our techniques does not require any intervention from
the programmer who has implemented the original version of each function that
we parallelize.
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Financial compound interest.

f(x) :=

{
y0 if x = 0

(1 + r) · f(x − 1) + yx otherwise

Horner’s method.

f(n) :=

{
c0 if n = 0

f(n − 1) · x + cn otherwise

Comb filter.

f(t) :=

{
y0 if t = 0

f(t − T ) + (1 − α)xt otherwise

Fig. 2. Speedup analysis of semiring-based examples.

5 Related Work

There are several automatic parallelization techniques that, similarly to ours,
seek common patterns in code. Strategies based on matrix-multiplication are
a well-known example. Kogge and Stone [14] have shown how to parallelize a
recurrence equation by rewriting it in a form of matrix multiplication, also called
state-vector update form. An expression e in a loop is a recurring expression if,
and only if, e is computed from some loop-carried value. Sato and Iwasaki [22]
have described a framework based on matrix multiplication for automatically
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parallelizing affine loops that consist of reduce or scan operations. They have
also provided algorithms for recognizing the normal form and max-operators
automatically. They have been able to report considerable speedups and high
scalability by applying their framework onto simple benchmarks. Also along this
line, Zou and Rajopadhye [26] have proposed a way to parallelize scan operations
using the matrix multiplication framework with the polyhedral model [2,3,24].
They can handle arbitrary nested affine loops; the polyhedron model itself has
already been used to parallelize different types of loops in imperative program-
ming languages [7]. Contrary to our work, these previous approaches search for
a way to deconstruct a loop as multiplication of matrices, we search for a way
to deconstruct a function as a composition of monoid/semiring operations. The
programs that can be parallelized by these two approaches are different.

Fisher and Ghuloum [8] provide a generalized formalization for automatic
parallelization of loops by extracting function composition as the main associa-
tive operator. If a function is closed under composition, its compositions can
be computed efficiently. They describe loops that compute reduction or scan as
the composition of its modeling function. For loops that fit the allowed format,
they can be implemented in a manner that computes the composition of the
modelling function in parallel. Our work improves on theirs, because we extend
their approach to recursive functions. In fact, this is our main contribution: a
general way to extract parallelism buried under the syntax of potentially convo-
luted recursive functions. In addition, we also provide a more general definition
of parallel code by means of algebraic structures such as monoids and semirings.

There exists vast literature about list homomorphisms [5,13,15,20]. List
homomorphism is a special class of natural recursive functions on lists, which
has algebraic properties suitable for parallelism. We rely on list homomorphisms
to build efficient parallel computations of recursive functions. However, our app-
roach does not target exclusively functions that work on lists. As many of our
examples illustrate, we are able to generate parallel code for functions involving
just numbers, or even for more complex data-structures that can be processed
by monoid-based operators.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented a theoretical approach to parallelize recursive func-
tions. This contribution is important because previous work has reported diffi-
culties to infer parallel behavior out of recursive function. In this case, parallelism
is usually buried under heavy and convoluted syntax. We have delineated two
classes of recursive functions which we can parallelize automatically. These func-
tions have the following property: they can be re-written as the combination of
themselves (through a recursive call) with non-recursive functions by means of
monoid or semiring operators. There are several examples of functions that fit
this framework, including typical functional implementations of algorithms to
compute factorials, sum up elements of lists, concatenate lists, etc.
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As future work, we intend to broaden the classes of recursive functions that
our algebraic framework can automatically parallelize. We also intend to perform
optimizations on the parallel code generated by our source-to-source compiler.
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Abstract. HPC Shelf is a proposal of a cloud computing platform
for development, deployment and execution of component-based HPC
applications with large-scale parallel processing requirements. Through
components, it addresses the challenge of dealing with heterogeneous
resources in high-end parallel computing systems, including both soft-
ware and hardware. This paper introduces SAFe, a framework for deriv-
ing HPC Shelf applications, and SAFeSWL, a scientific workflow language
for describing the architectural and orchestration parts of parallel com-
puting systems deployed by HPC Shelf applications through SAFe.

1 Introduction

In discussions about emerging High Performance Computing (HPC) applica-
tions, “large-scale” and “heterogeneous” became recurrent keywords associated
to data processing, software architecture and parallel computer architectures.

Large-scale data processing applications demand for a huge amount of
processing power that is beyond the capacity even of high-end parallel com-
puting platforms. A number of these applications recently emerged, with the
exponential growth of data produced in sciences, social networks and sensors
[5], making the so-called Big Data applications important driving forces of HPC
technologies.

In turn, the scale and complexity of software in HPC have increased signif-
icantly since the 1990s, with advent of web technologies and the need of inte-
grating software contributions from different sources, including legacy software
written some decades ago, for solving more challenging problems [22].

Finally, the complexity of parallel computer architectures has also increased,
with the advent of multi-core processors [16], deep memory hierarchies under the
explicit programmer control, and computational accelerators, such as FPGAs
[12], GPUs [14] and MICs [13], forcing HPC application development to be con-
cerned with requirements of heterogeneous computing [21].

The increase in complexity both in software and hardware have motivated
a number of research initiatives aimed at proposing and validating new tech-
niques for large-scale software development for attending the requirements of
c© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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HPC applications [22,25,27]. Among these initiatives, we are particularly inter-
ested in component-based HPC platforms [3,4,6,9]. We are also interested in
Scientific Workflow Management Systems (SWfMS) [1,11,18,23,29], which have
introduced techniques and component-based abstractions for specification and
execution of complex data processing procedures by scientists and engineers.

Cloud computing [2,20] has also been consolidated as a suitable abstraction
for on-demand provisioning of HPC Services [7,24,28,30]. Almost all the HPC
cloud services fits the SaaS (software-as-a-service) and IaaS (infrastructure-as-
a-service) models. The former ones implement problem-solving environments
targeting domain-specialist users. In turn, the later ones provide the ability of
instantiating parallel computing platforms (virtual computer nodes, network and
programming libraries) according to the requirements of users’ programs.

HPC Shelf is a proposal of platform for cloud-based HPC services, providing
a substratum for development, deployment and execution of HPC applications,
where users may describe problems that will be solved by automatically gener-
ated parallel computing systems built of components. It may be viewed as a SaaS
cloud from the perspective of application users, a PaaS (platform-as-a-service)
cloud from the perspective of application providers and component developers,
and a IaaS cloud from the perspective of infrastructure maintainers.

This paper introduces SAFe (Shelf Application Framework), the application
framework of HPC Shelf. It is a CBHPC platform for large-scale and hetero-
geneous parallel computing that uses the workflow language SAFeSWL (SAFe
Scientific Workflow Language) for orchestrating parallel components engaged
in long running computations and deployed across a set of parallel computing
platforms. These components and parallel computing platforms form parallel
computing systems. SAFeSWL is integrated with the contextual contract sys-
tem of HPC Shelf for the selection of component implementations according to
application requirements and characteristics of the parallel computing platforms.

For accomplishing the objectives of this paper, Sect. 2 gives an overview about
HPC Shelf, whereas SAFe and SAFeSWL are detailed in Sect. 3, by using work-
flows from the MapReduce and Montage applications as examples. Then, Sect. 4
presents the contributions of SAFe and SAFeSWL in the context of SWfMS,
where they are more prominent. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes this paper and out-
lines further works.

2 HPC Shelf: A Cloud of HPC Services

HPC Shelf is a component-based platform for clouds that provide services for
development, deployment and execution of HPC applications whose computa-
tional requirements for solving problems that specialists of a given domain could
be interested justifies the employment of a set of parallel computing platforms.

In HPC Shelf, parallel computing systems are built of components that rep-
resent their hardware and software elements, including parallel computing plat-
forms, algorithms, data structures, communication/synchronization patterns,
and so on. For that, components comply to Hash, a model of parallel components
where component kinds may represent these different composition elements [8].
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2.1 The Component Kinds of HPC Shelf

The component kinds of HPC Shelf are: platforms, representing distributed-
memory parallel computing platforms (virtual platforms); computations, rep-
resenting implementations of parallel algorithms that exploit the features of a
class of virtual platforms; data sources, representing data sources that may
interest to computations; connectors, which couple a set of computations and
data sources placed in distinct virtual platforms, for either orchestrating them
or making the role of a substratum for their choreography; and bindings, for
connecting service and action ports exported by components for synchronization.

A service binding connects a user to a provider port, allowing a component
to consume a service offered by another component. A user and a provider port
are compatible if a service binding exists for connecting them. In turn, action
bindings connect a set of action ports that export the same set of action names.
Components react to the synchronous activation of these actions.

An application is represented by two components in a parallel computing
system, so-called Application and Workflow. Through service ports, Application
exchanges data with solution components during execution. In turn, through task
ports, Workflow orchestrates actions of solution components through a specifi-
cation written in the orchestration subset of SAFeSWL (Sect. 3.1).

2.2 Stakeholders

The following stakeholders orbit around HPC Shelf. The specialists use applica-
tions for specification of problems and execution of solutions offered by the appli-
cation. They do not manipulate components directly, which are hidden behind
the domain-specific application abstractions. In turn, the providers create and
deploy applications. Since they must solve problems through parallel computing
systems, they are experts in computational solutions in the application domain.
Moreover, the developers develop the components of parallel computing sys-
tems, tuned for exploiting the architecture of a class of virtual platforms. For
that, developers are experts in parallel computer architectures and their pro-
gramming. Finally, the maintainers offer the infrastructure of HPC Shelf, on
top of which virtual platforms are instantiated. Through contextual contracts,
they may specify the architectural features of the virtual platforms they support.

2.3 Architecture

The interests of the stakeholders of HPC Shelf leads to an architecture formed
by three elements: SAFe (Shelf Application Framework), Core and Back-End.

From SAFe, providers derive applications for specialists, by accessing the cat-
alog of components of HPC Shelf, where they choose the components of the par-
allel computing systems that will solve the problems specified by the specialists
through the application. Also, they specify how components are orchestrated and
how they interact with the application. For that, providers employ SAFeSWL,
which is both an architectural description and a scientific workflow language.
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The Core manages the life-cycle of components, from cataloging to deploy-
ment. Developers and maintainers register components and their contracts
through the Core. The applications access the services of the Core for resolv-
ing component contracts and deploying the components of parallel computing
systems. For that, the Core implements the system of contextual contracts [10].

Each maintainer offers a Back-End to the Core, for the deployment of virtual
platforms in their HPC infrastructure. Once deployed, virtual platforms may
communicate directly with Core for deploying computations, data sources, con-
nectors and bindings. In turn, these components, and also virtual platforms, may
communicate directly with applications through service and action bindings.

2.4 Contextual Contracts

HPC Shelf employs a system of contextual contracts for component typing and
selection according to application requirements and characteristics of the target
parallel computing platforms (deployment context) [10].

Contextual contracts are defined from abstract components, which represent
sets of components that implement a given concern according to a deployment
context. A deployment context is modeled by a contextual signature, including a
set of context parameters, each one typed by a contextual contract (contractual
bound). A contextual contract is an application of a set of context arguments to a
subset of the context parameters of an abstract component, where the contextual
argument is a contextual contract that is a subtype of the contractual bound.

Each contextual parameter denotes an implementation assumption of an
abstract component, related to either an application requirement or an execution
platform characteristic. HPC Shelf defines a set of predefined context parameters
for representing assumptions about parallel computing platforms they offer, as
well as general characteristics of components according to their kinds.

A component declares one contextual contract it implements and a set of
contextual contracts it requires (inner component types). In turn, in a parallel
computing system, components are indirectly referred by means of contextual
contracts. During execution, the contractual resolution mechanism matches con-
textual contracts and components that implement them.

3 SAFe (Shelf Application Framework)

As stated earlier, SAFe is the application framework of HPC Shelf, from which
providers derive applications for attending the needs of specialists in a domain.

The front-end of an application may be a standalone desktop program, a
smartphone app, a web browser interface, a web service, and so on. It is only
expected that an application implements a collection of domain-specific abstrac-
tions that hide the component infrastructure of HPC Shelf from specialists. Using
these abstractions, they specify problems that will be mapped onto the parallel
computing systems that will solve them. For that, SAFe offers a collection of Java
classes and interfaces. An application must be derived from the Application
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class. This class requires the implementation of the method setServices, which
receives from the framework, as an argument, the services object, i.e. an object of
the Services interface, each time a parallel computing system is deployed, from
which the application may connect to the service ports of solution components.
This is inspired in CCA (Common Component Architecture) [3].

An application specifies both the architectural and the orchestration parts
of a parallel computing system through SAFeSWL, which is currently a XML
format. The application takes problem specifications produced by the specialist
through its interface and maps them onto the XML format of SAFeSWL.
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Fig. 1. The view of an hypothetical parallel computing system from SAFe

Figure 1 illustrates how SAFe views a parallel computing system composed
by: three virtual platforms (platform#1, platform#2, and platform#3); four
computations (c1, c2, c3, c4), two of which (c2, c3) are deployed in the same
virtual platform (platform #2); one data source, deployed in the same virtual
platform of them; one connector, for data synchronization among c1, c3, and
c4; and bindings connecting these components. They are called solution compo-
nents. The labels in the service bindings describe the service they provide. In
addition, Application is a special component that makes it possible the inter-
action between the application front-end and the solution components, through
service ports. In turn, the Workflow component is the main connector, which
drives the solution components towards the solution. For that, it is connected to
the action ports of computation and connector components in the system.
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SAFe dialogs with Core for controlling the life cycle of the components in a
workflow (parallel computing system), i.e. for their resolution (of their contex-
tual contracts), deployment and instantiation. These operations may be speci-
fied explicitly in the orchestration code written in SAFeSWL, by accessing the
LifeCycle action ports offered by each component. This is a distinguishing fea-
ture of SAFeSWL, as pointed out in Sect. 4.

Notice that service and action bindings must connect remotely the Applica-
tion and the Workflow components to the solution components. The contextual
contract system must guide the choice of the appropriate binding implementa-
tions, according to the kind of partners, either local or remote, interface car-
dinality (1×N , M × 1 and M ×N) and characteristics of the platforms where
the components are deployed. The choice is transparent for providers when they
are specifying workflows. These specifically designed binding implementations,
aimed at achieving high efficiency, must be provided by component providers.

3.1 SAFeSWL: Workflow

SAFeSWL is both an architectural description and a scientific workflow language,
aimed at describing large-scale and heterogeneous parallel computing systems
deployed by applications of HPC Shelf. Despite it has been originally designed for
the needs of HPC Shelf, its ideas and concepts may be adopted by other SWfMS
with similar requirements. For introducing SAFeSWL, we use two applications:

– Montage [15] is a set of astrophotograph tools for combining astronomical
images into a mosaic. It consists of several self-running components that oper-
ates on some input files and parameters, generating output files that are input
for other components. Each component of Montage is encapsulated as a com-
ponent of HPC Shelf, where inputs and outputs are implemented as service
ports. For their orchestration, components expose action ports with a single
action, named go. In what follows, two well-known workflows of Montage have
been used as case studies: M101 and Pleiades.

– MapReduce [17] is a model for large-scale parallel computing frameworks aimed
at processing large volumes of data. It has been also implemented as a set of
components of HPC Shelf. In what follows, a MapReduce computation for
counting words in a set of text files (WordCounter) is used as a case study.

3.2 SAFeSWL: Architecture

Using the architectural subset of SAFeSWL, providers may specify the elements
of the architecture of parallel computing systems, like the ones in Fig. 1:

1. a set of contextual contracts that represent the application requirements
and platform characteristics that will guide the choice of components in a
conversation between the application and the Core, intermediated by SAFe;

2. a set of component instances, each one compliant to a contextual contract;
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Fig. 2. The M101 architecture (ignoring action ports).

3. a set of service bindings, between user and provider ports of interacting
components, including both Application and Workflow.

4. a set of action bindings, between partner action ports of Workflow, con-
nectors and computations, involved in the orchestration.

Example 1. M101 is a sequential workflow which uses the components of Montage
referenced in its architecture, depicted in Fig. 2. Each component has service
ports for data transferences between them and a single action port connected to
the Workflow component, with a single action named go.

Listing 1.1 shows a SAFeSWL fragment of M101 architecture, declaring the
component mImgtbl. The user port dir-port must be connected to a provider
port of a repository component that stores raw input images. In turn, the
provider port tbl-port provides output information that is passed as input
to other components. The action go, of the action port go-port, is activated by
Workflow.
<computation name=”mimgtbl” id=”2”>

<uses port id=”33” name=”dir−port” id component=”2”/>
<provides port id=”34” name=”tbl−port” id component=”2”/>
<task port name=”go−port” id=”32” id component=”2”>

<action id=”321” name=”go”/>
</task port>

</computation>

Listing 1.1. SAFeSWL declaration of mimgtbl

Listing 1.2 exemplifies the declaration of a service binding, which informs to
SAFe that there is a connection between the user port u-jpeg-port of the appli-
cation to the provider port p-jpeg-port of mJPEG. In an analogous way, action
bindings (tag tsk binding) list the action ports of each partner component, by
using task port tags.
<env binding>

<uses port id=”15” name=”u−jpeg−port” id component=”0”/>
<provides port id=”103” name=”p−jpeg−port” id component=”10”/>

</env binding>

Listing 1.2. SAFeSWL declaration of a service binding.
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Fig. 3. The Pleiades architecture (ignoring action ports)

In the M101 architecture (Fig. 2), there are computations, for representing
regular Montage components, and data sources, for representing image directo-
ries. Through user ports connected to provider ports of data sources, compu-
tations retrieve and store images after processing, which will be shared by all
components that are connected to the same data source.

Example 2. The next Montage workflow is Pleiades. It runs the same set of com-
putations three times, possibly in parallel, for each color: blue, red and infrared.
Each run generates a fits1 file, merged into a single JPEG file.

Figure 3 depicts the set of computations, data sources and service bindings
of a single run of Pleiades. The three runs differ by the data source dss�Dir,
where � stands for r, b and ir (blue, red and infrared). Pleiades uses the same
computation components of M101.

Example 3. The last workflow in this study is WordCounter, a workflow of the
MapReduce application for counting the number of occurrences of words in a
large set of files retrieved from a data source. It illustrates the use of contextual
contracts, for specifying the mapping, reduction and partition functions required
by a MapReduce computation, as well as the data types of key/value pairs.

Parallel computing systems of MapReduce are built of components from six
types (abstract components): Source and Sink, representing the input and out-
put data repositories; Mapper, representing mapper agents that apply the map-
ping function to a set of input key/value pairs; Reducer, representing reducer
agents that apply the reduction function to a set of intermediary key/value
1 Stands for ‘Flexible Image Transport System’, the standard data format used in
astronomy, endorsed by NASA.
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Fig. 4. An example of MapReduce architecture for WordCounter

pairs; Splitter, representing connectors that distribute the input key/value
pairs between the mappers, receive output pairs produced by reducers and decide
on either terminate or redistribute them to start a new iteration; and Shuffler,
representing connectors that group, by keys, the intermediate key/value pairs
produced by the mappers and redistribute them among the reducers.

Figure 4 shows an example of MapReduce architecture for WordCounter,
employing pairs of mappers and reducers deployed in distinct virtual platforms.
Input, intermediary and output pairs are passed from one component to the next
by means of service ports. Also, there are two types of action ports: task chunk,
for all computations and connectors, and task source sink, only for Splitter.
<connector name=”splitter” id=”2”>

<uses port id=”31” name=”source” id component=”2”/>
<uses port id=”32” name=”sink” id component=”2”/>
<uses port id=”36” name=”collect pairs” id component=”2”/>
<provides port id=”33” name=”feed pairs” id component=”2”/>
<contract>

<uri>/home/safe−user/contracts/splitter contract.cc</uri>
</contract>
<task port name=”task source sink” id=”34” id component=”2”>

<action id=”341” name=”read source”/>
<action id=”342” name=”terminate”/>
<action id=”343” name=”write sink”/>

</task port>
<task port name=”task chunk” id=”35” id component=”2”>

<action id=”351” name=”read chunk”/>
<action id=”352” name=”perform”/>
<action id=”353” name=”chunk ready”/>

</task port>
</connector>

Listing 1.3. Declaration of the Splitter connector.

Listing 1.3 presents a fragment of SAFeSWL code declaring Splitter. The
contract tag points to the contextual contract file generated by the application.
The Splitter component declares two action ports, both having three action
names, whose meaning are explained in the next section.

Table 1 presents the context arguments applied to the contextual contracts of
the MapReduce architecture presented in Fig. 4. They customize such an architec-
ture for executing the WordCounter workflow. The arguments specify the types of
input, intermediary and output key/value pairs, as well as the map and reduction
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Table 1. Contextual contracts for the WordCounter workflow.

functions. Indeed, the input pair values, of type string, represent file contents,
indexed by integer keys. Each application of the map function to an input pair
generates a set of intermediary pairs containing a word (key) and its number
of occurrences in the file (value). In turn, the reduce function sums the list of
integers found by mappers for each word, resulting in the number of occurrences
of each word across all the input files.

The contextual contract system may choose mapper and reducer components
specialized for working with the specific types of key/value pairs and functions.
However, in the current implementation, generic versions are used. Also, notice
that the same MapReduce architecture depicted in Fig. 4 may be used for exe-
cuting other map/reduce computations only by assigning different contextual
contract files to each component, with appropriate context arguments.

3.3 The Orchestration Subset of SAFeSWL

The provider generates the orchestration code of workflows, such as M101,
Pleiades and MapReduce, by using the orchestration subset of SAFeSWL, whose
abstract syntax is presented in Fig. 5. It is interpreted by the Workflow com-
ponent, which is connected to action ports of computations and connectors,
through action bindings, for driving the parallel computing system. When there
are pending activations of a given action by all the components that are part-
ners through an action binding, each computation or connector partner, which
is written in a full computational programming language (currently C#), may
react by executing an associated computation. For that, they dialog with their
action port objects, which implement the IActionPort interface. In turn, the
Workflow component uses the set of action primitives and combinators of the
orchestration subset of SAFeSWL only for specifying the control flow of action
activations, i.e. without reacting by executing computations.

Listing 1.4 shows the orchestration code of M101 actions. The sequence oper
tag denotes that the enclosing action activations are executed sequentially. When
a solution component activates the go action, it becomes ready for executing a
computation associated to go provided that Workflow have also activated go.
<sequence oper>

<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mImgtbl−raw−go.go” />
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mProjExec−go.go” />
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mImgtbl−go.go” />
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mOverlaps−go.go” />
<!−− other omitted invocations here! −−>
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mJpeg−go.go” />

</sequence oper>

Listing 1.4. SAFeSWL orchestration fragment of M101.
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Fig. 5. Abstract syntax of the orchestration subset of SAFeSWL

Listing 1.5 presents the orchestration code of a single run of the Pleiades work-
flow. Remember that the three runs, connected to distinct image repositories,
are executed in parallel by the Montage application.
<sequence oper>

<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mImgtbl−raw−go.go” />
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mProjExec−go.go” />
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mImgtbl−go.go” />
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mAdd−go.go” />

</sequence oper>

Listing 1.5. SAFeSWL orchestration fragment of Pleiades.

Listing 1.6 presents the orchestration logic of word counter. Firstly, splitter
activates read source for reading the input pairs delivered by the input data
service binding, produced from the data source repository. The stream of input
pairs is split into a sequence of chunks of a given size (the chunk size controls
the granularity of the parallel computation). Each time a chunk is ready (i.e.
the mapper may read it through the input pairs service binding), splitter
activates the chunk ready action. Then, the action read chunk of mapper is
activated for reading the chunk, and then perform, for applying the map function
to each input pair, producing chunks of intermediate pairs that will be read and
processed by shuffler by using the same chunk ready/read chunk/perform
protocol. Also using this protocol, chunks of intermediate pairs are read and
processed (application of the reduce function) by reducer, producing output
pairs that will be delivered back to splitter. Finally, splitter reads the output
pairs and decides whether the computation must either restart or terminate. In
restarting (new iteration), the output pairs are fed as input pairs to the mapper.
In termination, they are are delivered to the write sink repository through the
output data binding. A single iteration is necessary for WordCounter.

Using SAFeSWL, non-trivial variants of the basic MapReduce model may be
employed, such as: ignoring the map phase (identity map function); applying
sequences of distinct mappers and/or reducers in an iteration; using teams of
mappers and reducers for large-scale parallel processing, like in Fig. 4; inserting
a combining phase (combiner components) for local reduction of intermediate
pairs before shuffling. Also, contextual contracts make it possible the selection of
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different implementations of the MapReduce components. For example, bindings
for communication of KV-pairs with out-of-core capabilitites could be provided.
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”splitter.read source” />
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”splitter.perform” />
<iterate oper max=”−1”>

<choice oper>
<select action id=”splitter.chunk ready”>

<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mapper.read chunk” />
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”mapper.perform” />

</select>
<select action id=”mapper.chunk ready”>

<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”combiner.read chunk” />
<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”combiner.perform” />

</select>
<!−− same logic for combiner, shuffler and reducer components −−>
<select action id=”splitter.terminate”>

<invoke oper action=”compute” id=”splitter.write sink” />
<break/>

</select>
</choice oper>

</iterate>

Listing 1.6. SAFeSWL fragment of MapReduce orchestration.

4 Related Works and Contributions

The contributions of SAFe may be better evaluated in the context of scientific
workflowmanagement systems (SWfMS). These systems have been largely applied
by scientists and engineers for the design, execution and monitoring of reusable
data processing task pipelines in scientific discovery and data analysis [26]. From
a systematic study about SWfMS with parallel processing support, we have found
Askalon [23], BPEL Sedna [1], Kepler [18], Pegasus [11], Taverna [29] and OSC [19]
as SWfMS designs that are worth being compared to SAFe.

The following distinguishing features may be found in SAFe when it is com-
pared to these SWfMS: the compliance with a model of parallel components
(Hash); the ability to deploy and orchestrate computational tasks in multiple
parallel computing platforms (large-scale parallel processing); a contextual con-
tract system, from which components may be chosen based on functional and
non-functional requirements declared by applications; a mechanism to deal with
non-functional concerns in general, though component kinds and contextual con-
tracts; the uniform view of software and hardware resources used employed by
workflows, viewed as components of distinct kinds; the full control of life-cycle
stages of resources (deployment, instantiation, execution, release), by means of
explicit SAFeSWL constructors; and a clear separation between the responsibil-
ities and expertises of user categories, specially specialists and providers.

Askalon provides activity types as an alternative to contextual contracts. How-
ever, contextual contracts may add restrictions related to application require-
ments, possibly considering quality of services and monetary costs, to the set
of restrictions based on a fixed set of specific platform characteristics used to
describe the requirements of activity types for selecting activity deployments.

The inclusion of non-functional concerns in workflow specification is also a
feature of OSC. However, in its current prototype, OSC deals with a specific
set of non-functional concerns, including data provenance, fault-tolerance and
parallelism, whereas SAFe is naturally extensible. Also, parallelism is intrinsic to
the component model of SAFe. In fact, only OSC and SAFe takes the parallelism
of components as a concern treated at the level of workflow design.
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The incremental instantiation of resources as they are demanded is also sup-
ported by Pegasus, through an automatic approach. In turn, SAFeSWL gives to
the programmer the ability to specify when components, including parallel com-
puting platforms, are deployed and instantiated during the workflow execution.
One might propose automatic tools to help this task, like in Pegasus.

All SWfMS targets scientists and engineers interested in solving problems
through computational means. SAFe goes beyond, by distinguish target users in
specialists and providers. Using this approach, only providers need expertise in
building computational solutions from the scientific components available in the
catalog. In turn, specialists interact with domain-specific interfaces for declaring
problems by using abstractions from their domains of expertise. On the other
hand, usual SWfMS try to make the composition language simpler for attending
users without expertise in computing, compromising its expressiveness.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

This paper introduced SAFe, a CBHPC platform for developing and deploy-
ing large-scale component-based parallel computing systems over the HPC Shelf
infrastructure (components), serving as a substratum for HPC Shelf applications.
For that, it supports SAFeSWL, a language for orchestrating components across
a set of parallel computing platforms in long running intensive computations.

SAFeSWL is both an architectural description and scientific workflow lan-
guage, supporting distinct language subsets for these purposes, respectively. Its
prominent characteristics are: the uniform view of software (algorithms and
data), hardware (parallel computing platforms) and other kinds of resources
needed by applications under the same abstraction of Hash components; the inte-
gration with the system of contextual contracts of HPC Shelf, aimed at cataloging
and discovery of component implementations (resources) based on application
requirements and the features of their target parallel computing platforms; the
possibility of controlling explicitly the time of deployment, instantiation and
releasing of components, allowing the fine control of the use of resources; and a
naturally extensible mechanism for dealing with non-functional concerns.

SAFe and SAFeSWL have been validated by means of HPC Shelf application
prototypes: Montage and MapReduce. Then, we have discussed the architecture
and orchestration of three workflows from these applications: M101, Pleiades
and WordCounter. In fact, in the near future, one of our main interests is to
implement other HPC Shelf applications on top of SAFe and, by consequence,
SAFeSWL workflows, making it possible a deeper evaluation of them.

SAFe, as well as HPC Shelf, is an ongoing project. However, it is now a
functional prototype that is ready to be applied in real usage scenarios. Besides
the implementation of real case studies for evaluating them in these scenarios,
we have worked in some orthogonal projects aimed at extending SAFe with
some important features for making it competitive in comparison to mature
SWfMS that are currently disseminated and used in practice, such as the formal
certification of components and workflows, data provenance, and fault tolerance.
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Abstract. To modularly specify and verify object oriented programs
on some abstract level, we need abstraction techniques to hide the
implementation details of the classes. Model fields and abstract predi-
cates are two most important approaches to address the requirements.
In this paper, we mainly compare their expressiveness. We develop two
translation algorithms, which can translate a program with model fields
based specification to one with abstract predicates based specification.
We prove that the translation algorithms are correct, and the resulting
specifications are well-encapsulated and well-formed. This shows that
the abstract predicates technique is more expressive. On the other hand,
the model fields based specifications are more user friendly and useful in
automatic verification. In addition, we discuss the different characteris-
tics of the two approaches in framing, inheritance, and recursion.

1 Introduction

Object Orientation (abbr. OO) is widely used in software development. Due to
the increasing demand on the reliability and correctness, techniques for specify-
ing/verifying OO programs attract more attention recently.

However, to specify/verify OO programs, we have to face the challenges
brought by encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism, which are the core
features of OO. Abstraction is the key idea to address these issues. Introducing
suitable abstraction mechanisms into the formal notations is helpful to enhance
the modularity of OO specification and verification. In addition, these mecha-
nisms are also useful for information hiding and specification re-use. All of these
characteristics are crucial in verifying large-scale OO programs.

Researchers have paid much attention to abstraction mechanisms in the OO
verification for years. Model fields [1] and abstract predicates [2] are two impor-
tant techniques here. Model fields are abstract fields whose values are deter-
mined by concrete fields of the object. Abstract predicates are user-defined logic
abstractions. Both techniques can specify the program abstractly and support
information hiding.
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Model fields and abstract predicates have been studied for years, and both
techniques address the similar problems. However, no systematic and formal
study has been published on their relationship and advantages/disadvantages.
We try to make such a comparison in this paper. We prove that the abstract
predicates are more expressive than model fields, by showing: (1) the model fields
based specification can be translated into abstract predicates based specification;
(2) there exists programs which can only be specified by abstract predicates.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the model
fields and abstract predicates techniques and compares them briefly; Sect. 3
presents the translation rules and algorithms, together with some discussion;
Sect. 4 summarizes some related work and Sect. 5 concludes.

2 Background

2.1 Model Fields

The model field (abbr. MF) technique was introduced in 1990s [3] to deal with
data abstraction and data refinement. Syntactically, MF is a kind of field in class
declarations which can only be used in the specifications, but cannot be accessed
by real code. We use the definition of MF in JML [1]:

Definition 1 (Model fields). A model field declaration in class C takes the form:

model T f such that RC(f, f , g);

Here T is a type, f is the field name, and the such that clause introduces
a constraint RC(f, f , g) which must hold in every state. The constraint could
mention the model fields f and concrete fields g of class C.

Subclass D inherits all the model fields and constraints from its superclass. It
can add a new constraint RD(. . .) for an inherited model field. Both the inherited
constraints and the new constraint RD(. . .) must hold in every state.

The official references of JML lack formal semantics, but [4] gives formal
semantics for MFs in JML as follows:

Definition 2 (Model field valuator). Let S be the set of states, U be the set
of objects, I be the set of concrete and model fields in classes. A function M :
S × U × I → U is called a model field valuator iff:

For every state s ∈ S, every field x ∈ I and every model field o.f with
constraint ψ (ψ denotes the conjunction of all the constraints which o.f must
conform to):

– The type of object M(s, o, x) is a subtype of the declaration type of field o.x,
– ψ[M(s, o, f)/o.f ] = true in state s.

Here [M(s, o, f)/o.f ] means replacing o.f with M(s, o, f). Taking model fields
into account, specifications are always meant to hold for every possible valuator.
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class Rec : Object{
int x1, y1, x2, y2;
invariant x1 ≤ x2 ∧ y1 ≤ y2;

model int width such that width = x2 − x1;
model int height such that height = y2 − y1;

Rec() 〈〉〈width = 1 ∧ height = 1〉
{x1 := 0; y1 := 0; x2 := 1; y2 := 1; }
void ScaleH (int factor)
〈0 ≤ factor〉〈width = old(width) × factor/100〉
modifies width, x2;
{ x2 := (x2 − x1) × factor/100 + x1; }

}

Fig. 1. Rec specified by MFs

For example, a MF method specification (pre and post-conditions) 〈φ〉〈ψ〉 spec-
ifies C.m(), iff for every possible valuator M , the concrete fields based specifica-
tion 〈φ[M(s, o, f)/o.f ]〉〈ψ[M(s, o, f)/o.f ]〉 specifies C.m().

If the method specifications only depend on MFs, an abstraction boundary is
formed which separates the real code (and concrete fields) from the specification.
The constraints of MFs serve as a bridge to connect the specification and the
implementation. To express this idea, we have the following definition:

Definition 3 (Well-encapsulated). If the method specifications (pre and post-
conditions) in a class do not mention any concrete field, we call it a well-
encapsulated specification or an abstract specification of the class.

Notice that we do not forbid the invariants to mention concrete fields in
Definition 3, because the invariants are always treated as conditions to constrain
the valid object states. In the view of modular programming, those invariants
should not be concerned by other objects. In fact, the example in Fig. 1, which
comes from literature on MF [5], uses concrete fields in its invariant. Thus we
allow the invariants to mention concrete fields in Definition 3.

Figure 1 shows a class Rec specified by model fields. Rec uses the coordinates
of two opposite corners to represent a rectangle, and declares model fields width
and height as the abstraction of the concrete fields.

In the class, the method ScaleH scales the rectangle horizontally, which is
specified using the model field width. In addition, the modifies clause lists all
the (concrete and model) fields modified by the method, which is useful when
reasoning about frame properties of the method.

2.2 Abstract Predicates

The abstract predicate (abbr. AP) technique is proposed when researchers apply
Separation Logic [6] to OO languages [2]. Basically, they are user-defined predi-
cates in class declarations.
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class Rec : Object{
//concrete fields and method bodies are the same as Fig. 1
define recRec(this, w, h) : w = x2 − x1 ∧ h = y2 − y1;

Rec() 〈〉〈rec(this, 1, 1)〉
void ScaleH (int factor)
〈(0 ≤ factor) ∧ rec(this, w, h)〉〈rec(this, w × factor/100, h)〉

}

Fig. 2. Rec specified by APs

Definition 4 (Abstract predicates). An abstract predicate definition in class C
takes the following form:

define pC(this, v) : ψ;

The predicate has a name p, parameters (this, v), and a definition ψ which is
a separation logic assertion. The definition could mention any object o which is
accessible from class C, and also the predicates of o (i.e. the predicates whose
first parameter is o).

Subclass inherits all the abstract predicates from its superclass, and it can
also override the definition of inherited predicates.

The predicates with same name (but in different classes) form an abstract
predicate family. Paper [7] defines its semantics as follows. Briefly speaking,
when a predicate family p(o, v) is used in the specification, its definition pC(o, v)
is chosen according to the dynamic type of o.

Definition 5 (Assumption context). We define an assumption context Δ, which
is a set including the following formulas:

For every class C, predicate p, parameters o and v,

(1) o : C ⇒ (p(o, v) ⇔ pC(o, v)) (2) define pC(this, v) : ψ;
pC(o, v) ⇔ ψ[o/this]

(3) p(v) ⇔ ∃w · p(v, w) (4) p() ⇔ true

When the type of o is C, denoted as o : C, we can translate the family to a specific
entry for class C. In addition, the entry for class C is equivalent to its definition
in class C. The last two rules allow us to change the arity of predicates.

Taking APs into account, specifications are always meant to hold within the
assumption context Δ.

For example, if the proof obligation of a concrete specification ψ is Γ 	 ψ,
where Γ denotes the static environment, then the proof obligation of an AP
specification ψ′ is Γ,Δ 	 ψ′.

We can also use APs to specify the class Rec abstractly, as shown in Fig. 2.
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2.3 Preliminary Comparison

Both MF and AP are commonly used techniques in OO verification. Here we
briefly compare their ideas and applicabilities, and leave the comparison of
expressiveness to the rest of the paper.

In common, MF and AP assertions can both be easily translated into asser-
tions on the concrete fields. We can either unfold MF references by their con-
straints, or unfold AP invocations by the predicates’ definitions. The real code
must satisfy the unfolded assertions. On the other hand, outside the encapsula-
tion, we only use the abstract specification for reasoning.

MFs are just names referring to some values derived from concrete fields,
thus it is a relative simple and easy-to-use mechanism. In addition, since the
values of MFs are constrained by concrete fields, their values can be really imple-
mented and automatically updated in the verification or static/dynamic analysis.
It makes MFs useful in the automatic verification or analysis. Both JML [1] and
Spec# [8] integrate MFs into their specification languages to express the abstract
specifications of classes and interfaces.

On the other hand, the close connection between MFs and concrete fields
restricts the way to define MFs and the flexibility of specifications, especially for
subclasses and overridden methods.

The power of APs comes from their structure. Predicates may have arbi-
trary parameters, which can be instantiated in invocations, or be used to con-
nect different parts of specifications. Besides, recursive APs can be naturally
defined, which makes it easy to handle recursive data structures. Furthermore,
APs decouple the specification from implementation details more thoroughly,
since it describes the properties instead of the values of the program states. The
definitions of the predicates are almost arbitrary even in the presence of inher-
itance, which provides enough expressiveness. Due to these advantages, verifi-
cation frameworks like VeriFast [9], implement AP technique as its abstraction
mechanism.

However, the developers need more logic training before using APs. In many
cases, they must carefully design appropriate predicates to ensure the correctness
of the specifications, especially when inheritance and overridden methods are
involved. In addition, the AP specifications cannot be automatically verified.

In conclusion, both abstraction techniques have their own merit, thus neither
of them is superior to the other in practical applications.

3 Expressiveness

Considering the importance of the abstraction techniques in OO verification, we
are interested in comparing the expressiveness of MFs and APs. As an example,
Sect. 2 shows that Rec can be specified by both techniques respectively. Although
it is just a particular case, it gives us some clues for the study.

We notice that each MF holds a value and a constraint binding it to some
concrete fields (directly, or indirectly via other MFs). Correspondingly, AP is
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also able to describe a value by adding a parameter, and the definition of the
predicate can describe any constraints between this value and the concrete fields.
Thus, it seems that MF is a special case of AP. But we still need to consider
their scope rules and their different ways to deal with frame properties.

Following this basic idea, we develop a set of rules and two translation algo-
rithms, which can translate the MF specification into AP specification. It indi-
cates that the AP is not less expressive than MF. We prove the correctness and
termination of the translation algorithms, and we also show a program which
can only be specified by APs.

3.1 Translation Rules

In this subsection, we introduce our translation rules and an algorithm. We take
a sequential subset of Java. The AP specification is written using separation
logic [2], and MF specification uses a subset of separation logic (without sep-
arating conjunction/implication). Before translation, the program is specified
by MFs. After translation, we will obtain the same program specified by APs.
However, during the translation, the specification may contain both kinds of
notations. In such cases, we define the semantics as follows:

Definition 6. Suppose ψ is an assertion with both MF and AP notations, and
s is a state. ψ holds in s iff for each possible model field valuator M , the AP
based assertion ψ[M(s, o, f)/o.f ] holds in s.

We introduce some notations at first:

– spec1 =⇒t spec2 denotes that we translate specification spec1 into spec2;
– B and C are classes, ϕ and ψ assertions;
– model(C, fi), concrete(C, gj) state that fi, gj are all the MFs and concrete

fields of class C, respectively. We assume the set {C.fi} unchanged even after
these MFs are translated into APs.

– fresh(rj) means that rj are fresh variables, and inh(C, fk) denotes that fk is
also defined in the superclass of C.

The rules are listed in Fig. 3. Here are some explanations.
Rule [H-PPRE] says that, we introduce a predicate priC(this, r1, . . . , rn) for

each class C, to assert all the concrete fields of the class. This predicate serves as a
safeguard to prevent these fields from being exposed in the abstract specification.

[H-MPRE] shows how we translate a MF definition into an AP definition. The
last premise indicates the existence of the definition for the MF fk in class C. We
translate the MF definition into an AP definition pk

C with the same number k.
If pk

C(this, v) holds, then the value of v equals a possible value of the MF fk.
In [H-MPRE], we do not handle those fi in the constraint. Those MF appear-

ances will be translated by the rule [H-TRANS] below.
Subclasses are allowed to strengthen the constraints of the inherited MFs

[1,5], thus an inherited MF should satisfy not only the constraint defined in C,
but also the ones inherited from the superclasses of C. Rule [H-MINH] translates
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Fig. 3. Translation rules

the inherited MFs, where super(C,B) says that B is the immediate superclass
of C, and pk

B is the AP in class B which pk
C inherits. Clearly, pk

C should also
conform to the definition of pk

B .
[H-MOLD] deals with the old(o.fk) in method specifications, where o.fk is

a MF. Here 〈ϕ〉 m(. . .)〈ψ〉 means that ϕ and ψ are the pre and post-conditions
of method m. In programs with MF specification, old(o.fk) can be written in
the post-condition, to denote the value of o.fk in the pre-state. Rule [H-MOLD]
declares dk explicitly for the value of o.fk in the pre-state, then we can use dk to
substitute all the old(o.fk) in the post-condition. Furthermore, the pre-condition
after translation is equivalent to the original one. Since the constraints of model
fields must be satisfiable, i.e. there surely exists a value dk which equals to o.fk

in the pre-state, [H-MOLD] does not strengthen the pre-condition.
[H-TRANS] translates assertions in the program except the invariants (i.e.

the pre and post-conditions of methods and the definition of predicates). Here
the AP pi(oi, vi) asserts that vi has the same value as the MF oi.fi, then the
substitution of all the oi.fi to vi does not modify the semantics of the assertions.
The pri(o′

j , -, rj , -) means that the parameter corresponding to o′
j .gj is rj , and

we do not care about the value of other parameters.
[H-INV] translates a MF invariant into a concrete fields based invariant. With-

out the ownership [10] technique, the MF invariant can only mention the model
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and concrete fields defined in the same class. Thus we can just unfold the con-
straints and substitute the MF appearances by fresh variables within the scope
of the existential quantifiers. The ownership technique will be considered in
Sect. 3.5.

Based on the rules in Fig. 3, we present an algorithm to translate a pro-
gram with MF specification to the same program with the corresponding AP
specification:

Algorithm 1. We translate a program by 4 steps:

– For each class, use rule [H-PPRE] to encapsulate all the private fields;
– For each MF definition, use [H-MPRE] or [H-MINH] to translate it into an AP

definition;
– For each old(·) appearance in assertions, use rule [H-MOLD];
– Use [H-INV] to translate all the invariants, and use [H-TRANS] to translate

all the other assertions.

We can use this algorithm to translate the specification of all the classes
and client code. In this and the next subsections, we will prove several useful
properties of the algorithm.

Theorem 1. For a program S with MF specification, using Algorithm 1, we
can obtain a program T with AP specification. In addition, the specification of
T is well-encapsulated.

Proof. The second step will remove all the MF definitions, and the fourth step
will remove all the MF appearances in assertions. Thus T has an AP specification
(and we will prove that it is a well-formed specification in the next subsection).
Besides, we can see that all the concrete field appearances in the method spec-
ifications are substituted by the AP pri in the fourth step. Thus, the resulting
specification is well-encapsulated. 
�
Theorem 2. If a program S with MF specification is well-encapsulated, we can
modify the rules to simplify the translation algorithm:

– Delete the rule [H-PPRE] and delete the first step in Algorithm1;
– In other rules, unfold the AP pri(. . .) or priC(. . .) to its definition.

If we obtain a program T from S using the simplified algorithm, then the speci-
fication of T will still be well-encapsulated.

Proof. We can prove it by induction. If the method specifications in S do not
mention concrete fields, no matter which rule we use, the method specifications
in T would not mention concrete fields. 
�
Example 1. The specification of Rec in Fig. 1 is well-encapsulated. According
to Theorem 2, we can translate it using the simplified algorithm. The result is
shown in Fig. 4.
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class Rec : Object{
int x1, y1, x2, y2;
invariant x1 ≤ x2 ∧ y1 ≤ y2;

define widthRec(this, v) : v = x2 − x1;
define heightRec(this, v) : v = y2 − y1;

Rec()
〈〉〈∃v, v′ · v = 1 ∧ v′ = 1 ∧ width(this, v) ∧ height(this, v′)〉
void ScaleH (int factor)
〈(0 ≤ factor) ∧ width(this, d)〉〈∃v · width(this, v) ∧ v = d × factor/100〉

}

Fig. 4. Rec translated into abstract predicates

3.2 Well-Formedness of Translation Result

Both MF and AP frameworks provide some scope rules about: (1) the locations
in specifications where a MF or an AP can be mentioned; (2) the concrete fields
that a MF or an AP can depend on. These rules can be found in the related
work [7,11].

Most of the scope rules are stated in Definitions 1 and 4. Besides, MFs can
be mentioned in the invariant of the same class, but APs cannot be mentioned
in any invariant. Based on the scope rules, we define:

Definition 7 (Well-formed). If the MF or AP specification does not violate the
corresponding scope rules, it is called a well-formed specification. A program
with well-formed specification is called a well-formed program.

Theorem 3. If a program S with MF specification is well-formed, we translate
S using Algorithm 1 and obtain T , then T is well-formed.

Proof. We prove the two requirements of the scope respectively.

(1) An AP can be used anywhere (syntactically), except the invariants. Due to
[H-INV], the invariants in T do not mention any predicate. Thus T meets
the first requirement.

(2) Since S is well-formed, the MFs in S only depend on the (model and concrete)
fields in the same class. Thus the APs in T only depend on the fields in the
same class, which is allowed by Definition 4. Therefore T meets the second
requirement.

From (1) and (2), we can conclude that T is well-formed. 
�

3.3 Framing

Framing is an important problem in verification. It requires us to specify the
boundary of memory locations modifiable/modified by the methods. For exam-
ple, we must be able to prove that ScaleH does not modify height in Fig. 1; and
ScaleH does not modify the validity of height(this, v) in Example 1.
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class SRec : Object{
int x1, y1, x2, y2, scale;
model int width such that width = (x2 − x1) × scale;
model int height such that height = (y2 − y1) × scale;
void ScaleH (int factor)
〈0 ≤ factor〉〈width = old(width) × factor/100〉
modifies width, x2;

}

Fig. 5. Another implementation of Rec with model fields based specification

Several solutions are proposed to deal with the frame problem. Literature on
MF often uses a modifies clause to declare the fields possibly modified by the
method, while the other fields will not be modified. Thus in Fig. 1, we are sure
that ScaleH does not modify height.

Specifications based on AP use separation logic to describe the frame prop-
erties. In Example 1, since predicates widthRec and heightRec are separated, we
know that ScaleH does not modify height.

Since MF and AP techniques use different strategies to deal with the frame
problem, we need to present another algorithm to translate the modifies clauses
into separation logic assertions.

The example in Fig. 5 illustrates the main difficulty of the translation. Class
SRec includes a concrete field scale as the scale factor of the rectangle, and both
MFs width and height depend on this field.

Due to the modifies clause of ScaleH , we can still prove that it does not
modify height. But after we translate this program using Algorithm 1, we cannot
use frame rule to prove that heightSRec is not modified by ScaleH , since the
predicates widthSRec and heightSRec are not separated.

This example suggests us to merge the predicates which are not separated.
Firstly we introduce some notations:

– In order to distinguish the new rules from those rules in Fig. 3, here we use
spec1 =⇒f spec2 to denote that spec1 is translated into spec2.

– α denotes a sequence of numbers, and α :: k is the sequence which appends k
at the end of sequence α. α[i] denotes the i-th number in the sequence.

We begin from a simple case without inheritance. All the new rules are shown
in Fig. 6.

[P-MRG] merges two APs into a “big” AP. The superscript α records that
the “big” AP is merged from which predicates, the order of elements in α is the
same as the order of parameters.

[P-SBST] uses the “big” AP to substitute for the predicates in specifications.
If pα

C is merged from pk
C and other predicates, then all the pk(o, v) in specifica-

tions can be translated to pα(o, -, v, -), which means the first parameter is o and
the (i + 1)-th parameter is v, and we do not care about other parameters.
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[P-MRG]

pα
C , pk

C are not separated,

define pα
C(this, v1, . . . , vn) : ψα, define pk

C(this, v) : ψk

define pα
C . . . ; define pk

C . . . =⇒f

define pα::k
C (this, v1, . . . , vn, vn+1) : ψα ∧ ψk[vn+1/v]

[P-SBST]

define pα
C(this, v1, . . . , vn) : -,

type(o) = C, k = α[i], pk(o, v) appears in ψ

ψ =⇒f ψ[pα(o, -, v, -)/pk(o, v)]

[P-MTHD]

〈ϕ〉 C.m(. . .)〈ψ〉, m is not a constructor, fresh(v), type(o) = C, k = α[i],
define pα

C(this, v1, . . . , vn) : -, pα(o, . . .) appears in 〈ϕ〉〈ψ〉,
o.fk does not appear in the modifies clause of m()

〈ϕ〉〈ψ〉 =⇒f 〈ϕ ∧ pα(o, -, v, -)〉〈ψ ∧ pα(o, -, v, -)〉
[P-MDF]

modifies . . . =⇒f

Fig. 6. Translation rules about modifies clauses

[P-MTHD] deals with method specifications. If a “big” AP pα(o, . . .) appears
in the pre or post-condition, but model field o.fk does not appear in the modifies
clause (k ∈ α), then we need to explicitly declare that the corresponding para-
meter of the “big” AP is not modified.

The resulting specification of [P-MTHD] can usually be simplified. For exam-
ple, pα(o, a, -) ∧ pα(o, -, b) can be reduced to pα(o, a, b) due to the definition
of pα.

The last rule [P-MDF] simply deletes the modifies clause. Based on these
rules, we define the translation algorithm as follows.

Algorithm 2. For a result of Algorithm 1, i.e. a program with AP specification
and modifies clauses, we translate the modifies clauses by 4 steps:

– For each class, use rule [P-MRG] to merge its APs until all the “big” APs are
separated from each other; (If we cannot judge whether two APs are separated,
we just merge them.)

– Use [P-SBST] to translate all the assertions until there are only “big” APs in
them;

– For each method, for each “big” AP pα(o, . . .) appears in the pre or post-
condition, for each k ∈ α, if o.fk does not appear in the modifies clause, use
[P-MTHD] to declare that it is not modified;

– Use [P-MDF] to delete all the modifies clauses.

Theorem 4. Suppose program S has MF specification and modifies clauses.
We use Algorithms 1 and 2 to translate S and obtain a program T , then the
frame properties provable in S are also provable in T .

Proof. In program S, suppose a model field o.fk is not modified by a method
C.m. We will prove the corresponding frame property in program T :
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(1) If k ∈ α and the AP pα(o, . . .) appears in the pre or post-condition of C.m,
then [P-MTHD] would declare that the corresponding parameter of the “big”
predicate remains the same in the pre and post-conditions;

(2) If k ∈ α but the AP pα(o, . . .) does not appear in the pre or post-condition
of C.m, since pα(o, . . .) is separated from the other “big” APs, we can use
frame rule to prove that the parameters of pα are not modified.

So we can conclude that all the frame properties provable in S are also provable
in T . 
�
Example 2. After using Algorithms 1 and 2 to translate the class SRec in Fig. 5
(with some simplification), the result is:

define widthHeightSRec(this, v1, v2) :
v1 = (x2 − x1) × scale ∧ v2 = (y2 − y1) × scale;

SRec() 〈〉〈widthHeight(this, 1, 1)〉
void ScaleH (int factor)
〈0 ≤ factor ∧ widthHeight(this, d, v′)〉〈widthHeight(this, d × factor/100, v′)〉

Then we take the inheritance into account. Notice that a subclass can add
new constraints for the inherited MFs, thus after translation, two separated
APs in the superclass may be not separated in the subclass. To keep the behav-
ioural subtype relation, we also need to merge them in the superclass. Thus, the
requirement of [P-MRG] that

pα
C , pk

C are not separated

should be modified to

∃D <: C · pα
D, pk

D are not separated.

That is to say, if two APs are not separated in one of C’s subclasses, we need to
merge them in C. This rule needs to check all the subclasses of C, thus it is not
modular. The other rules remain unchanged.

We prove the correctness and termination of both translation algorithms.
The proof can be found in our technical report [12].

Theorem 5 (Correctness). If S =⇒t T or S =⇒f T , then program S satisfies
its specification iff program T satisfies its specification.

3.4 Further Investigation

Previously, we have proved that APs are not less expressive than MFs. Here we
show an example which can only be specified by APs, therefore, APs are strictly
more expressive than MFs.

When dealing with recursion data structures, APs are more expressive than
MFs. For the length of linked lists, we can define a recursive AP:

define lenNode(this, v) : (this.next = null ⇒ v = 1)
∧(this.next �= null ⇒ len(this.next, v − 1));
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However, using MFs (without the ownership mechanism), we cannot define the
length recursively. Since the constraints of MFs are invariant-like properties (they
must hold in all the program states), MFs cannot depend on the fields of other
objects. Thus, methods like “append a node to a linked list” cannot be specified
by MFs.

Even in the presence of the ownership mechanism, MFs have more restrictions
on recursion than APs. In a typical setting [5], the constraint of the MF o.f could
only mention the fields of o, and the fields of the representation fields of o. Thus,
to allow the MF len depending on next.len, each node must own the next node.
But this design will prevent us from looping through the list1.

In conclusion, APs are strictly more expressive than MFs.

3.5 Ownership

Since MFs can only depend on the fields of the same object, they can hardly
describe the properties of aggregate objects. To solve this problem, [1,5,13] intro-
duce the ownership [10] mechanism into MF approaches. With this mechanism,
a MF declaration in class C takes the form:

model T f such that RC(f, o.f , o.g);

Here o ranges in all the objects which are (transitively) owned by this object,
including this itself.

On the other hand, since APs can already mention other objects in its def-
inition, [14] states that AP technique do not need the ownership mechanism to
describe the properties of aggregate objects.

When we take the ownership mechanism into account, the MF specification
except the class invariants, can still be translated. However, the translation rules
need to be revised for a little bit, since the constraints of MFs can depend on
other objects now. Take [H-MPRE] as an example, we modify the premise “fi

are model fields of this” to “oi.fi are model fields of this and the objects this
transitively owns”, and replace “fi” with “oi.fi” in the rule. Other rules can be
revised similarly.

But the invariants cannot be directly translated, since AP specification does
not allow multi-object invariants. To solve the problem, we translate the invari-
ants into method specifications, as suggested by [14].

We define a predicate for each class:

[H-INVD]
invariant ψi; are all the invariants of class C

invariant ψi; =⇒t define invC(this) :
∧

i ψi;

1 In literature on ownership, the nodes of a list do not own each other, instead, they
have a same owner. If we define that each node owns the next node in JML, we
cannot loop through the list and modify its elements, since it violates the owner-as-
modifier discipline; in Spec#, we cannot even loop through the list since the owner
of a variable must be kept unchanged in a loop.
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And its definition needs to be translated by [H-TRANS]. This AP is true iff all
the invariants of class C holds. Then, suppose oi are the objects owned by o, we
assert that inv(o) holds on the entry and exit of every public method of oi:

[H-INVM]
o : C, oi are all the objects owned by o, including o itself
〈ϕ〉 C.C(. . .)〈ψ〉 =⇒t 〈ϕ〉 C.C(. . .)〈ψ ∧ inv(ret)〉;
〈ϕ〉 oi.m(. . .)〈ψ〉 =⇒t 〈ϕ ∧ inv(o)〉 oi.m(. . .)〈ψ ∧ inv(o)〉

Here ret denotes the return value. When reasoning about the aggregate object
(o together with oi), the multi-object invariant can be proved using [H-INVM]2;
when reasoning about the other objects, the multi-object invariant can be proved
using frame rule.

Notice that if the behavioural subtype relation holds in the original specifi-
cation, then it holds in the translating result, since we just add a same predicate
to all the pre and post-conditions of non-construction methods.

In conclusion, considering the ownership mechanism, the MF specification
can still be translated into AP specification. However, the invariants need to be
translated into method specifications.

4 Related Work

The concept of model fields was proposed by Leino in his PhD thesis [3], where
it was called abstract fields. In the thesis, MFs are used to specify/verify data
refinement. However, the work almost ignores information hiding, and requires
MFs to be uniquely determined by the constraints.

Müller et al. [13] presented a modular technique for specifying/verifying
frame properties using MFs. It also uses the ownership technique to deal with
aggregate objects. However, the work does not fully support the inheritance.

Leino and Müller presented a modular verification methodology for MFs [5].
In this work, the MF o.f is updated only when o is in valid states. It is tightly
combined with the ownership technique, thus it can deal with the frame prop-
erties of aggregate objects modularly, and fully supports the inheritance.

There are some other applications of MFs. MFs are used to express the
abstract specifications in JML [1], to write and check design by contract asser-
tions [15], and to achieve information hiding in the specifications for inter-
faces [16].

The concept of abstract predicates was proposed by Parkinson and Bier-
man [2] in developing an OO program verification system based on separation
logic. More recently they take inheritance into account [7], and introduce sta-
tic/dynamic specifications for each method, to avoid restricting subtypes’ behav-
iors or re-verifying inherited methods.

2 In fact, different encapsulation disciplines (e.g. owner-as-modifier in JML, dynamic
ownership in Spec#) lead to different proof obligations of the invariants. Here
[H-INVM] needs to generate all the proof obligations of the invariants, according
to the adopted encapsulation discipline.
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Liu et al. proposed an OO verification framework in [17], whose abstraction
technique is similar to Parkinson’s. It can deal with the inheritance by using sim-
pler notations, where each method only need one specification and re-verification
is avoided as well. Qiu et al. extend the framework for interfaces [18], and give
a solution to the problems brought by multiple inheritance.

There are some other abstraction techniques for OO verification, e.g., pure
methods [19] and data groups [20]. The pure methods are side-effect-free meth-
ods, thus they can be invocated in specifications to hide implementation details.
Data groups can help information hiding in decribing frame properties. Each
data group represents a set of variables, and it can be used in the modifies
clauses to announce the modifiability of its members.

Although many papers focus on MF or AP based techniques, a system-
atic comparison between them is lacking. Burgman [21] proposed a comparison
between JML and Separation Logic in verifying multi-threaded Java programs.
But the work does not focus on the abstraction mechanisms.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we compare two important abstraction techniques for specify-
ing/verifying OO programs, the model fields and the abstract predicates.

By developing the translation rules and algorithms, we demonstrate that any
program with MF specification can be translated into one with AP specification.
The translation is still correct in the presence of inheritance, recursion, or even
the ownership technique.

We prove that the resulting specification obtained from the translation is well-
encapsulated, well-formed and correct. A program satisfies its MF specification
iff it satisfies the resulting AP specification. In addition, we demonstrate the
existence of programs which can only be specified by APs, which indicates that
APs are more expressive.

On the other hand, MFs have its own advantages like user friendliness and
supporting automatic verification. Our conclusion is, the seeking for the powerful
and easy-to-use OO abstraction techniques has not come to the end. As a future
work, we plan to investigate the other abstraction techniques and compare them,
and try to develop better specification techniques or specification patterns for
OO programs.
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